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WELCOME

GET MORE FROM OUR GM!

“TMNT is a cultural
touchstone for a
generation”

Issue 303 / May 2016

Matt Sakuraoka-Gilman – Editor

EDITOR’S CHOICE
MY TOP PICKS THIS ISSUE

Online at www.gamesradar.com/gamesmaster …or subscribe. See p92 for details. 

If there’s one thing to get me more excited about 
Final Fantasy XV, it’s the involvement of Sean Bean.

76 We’ve been openly worried about Star Fox Zero 
since a hands-on last year. It feels good to be wrong.

10

Is it cheeky to pick my own words for this? Not when 
It’s Dark Souls III. Genuine hardship, people.58

G
ot a favourite Teenage Mutant Ninja 
Turtle? Admit it, we’ve all got one*. 
Since the TV show and the comics 
first cowabunga’d onto the scene 
back in 1987 (!), the Turtles have 

become a cultural touchstone for a generation. 
Later this year Platinum Games, the Japanese 
master of third-person combat, takes  
the wheel of the shellraiser. We’ve 
uncovered all the secrets (of the 
ooze) over on p42.

Speaking of cultural touchstones, 
we’ve been to distant shores (well, 
to LA) to get all the latest on the 
ever more impressively huge 
Final Fantasy XV. Even if 
you’ve drifted from the FF 
stable since the heady days 
of VII-X, you need to get this 
on your gaming sat nav.

And that’s not the only big 
name returning bigger and 
better than ever – we’ve 
also got a hands-on head-to-
head of the hottest console exclusives 
around: Gears Of War 4 vs Uncharted 4.

Enjoy your GM!

*The correct favourite turtle is 
Leonardo. Obviously.
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It doesn’t matter if you can’t beat 
Dark Souls III’s bosses by yourself. 

Honestly. Let old GM sort you out.
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We have our first hands-on with this new 
reimagining that manages to make eating 
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totally radical and not sad and disgusting. 
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SOULS III

Where does it rank? Souls 
expert Matt agonised over 
the score for ages, twisting 
his face into expressions so 
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GEARS OF WAR 4
The Xbox-exclusive shooter 

Grizzled, chunky protagonists? 
Gross alien monsters? Check. 
huge guns with chainsaws 
d? Check. We’re in business.
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Matt 
Sakuraoka-
Gilman
Editor Matt is clearly 
the Leonardo, 
though this might 
have less to do with 
his level-headed 
leadership skills (it’s 
all swagger and 
one-liners) and 
more to do with the 
fact that he calls the 
shots around these 
parts. So there. 

Sam Freeman
ike a warrior with 
rt-skills instead of 

weapons, Sam’s the 
eam’s answer to 
aphael. He doesn’t 
old back, and he’s 

more than willing to 
et his hands dirty 

n a scrap.  And by 
crap, we mean us 
sking him to turn 
s all into Turtles 
nd him saying ‘oh, 
o on then’. 

Robin Valentine
Much like Donatello 
augments his ninja 
troupe’s skills with 
complementary 
inventions, so too 
does prod ed Robin 
wade in to fix our 
often unintelligible 
word-play. We’re 
trying to get him to 
build us a Turtle 
Van-style GM-mobile 
next. No luck thus 
far, sadly.

Ben Griffin
A new team member 
appears! The 
resh-faced GM-er 
ills Michealangelo’s 

shell, never failing to 
make us laugh even 
n the face of 
mpending doom/

deadlines. Admitedly 
t’s less to do with his 
okes and more to do 

with his canyon-like 
gob. See p07 if you 
don’t believe us.

Which classic kids TV show should be a game?
Dogtanian And The Three Muskehounds

Which classic kids TV show should be a game?
Skeleton Warriors

Which classic kids TV show should be a game?
Knightmare (in VR, of course)

Which classic kids TV show should be a game?
Bernard’s Watch
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Multiplayer is attractive to publishers
because it keeps people playing for
longer, and discourages trading in.

I

www.twitter.com/gamesmaster

Games need to hold on to story, says Stan

Getting steamed
I have been using Steam for my PC 
gaming needs for over 11 years now and 
not really had any issues. My friend has 
not been so lucky. 

A few months back some random 
person managed to hijack his account 
and after a long battle with Steam 
support trying to prove he was the 
rightful owner, he got his account back. 
Now he has had it hijacked again, but this 
time Steam support actually helped the 
hijacker get the account. Apparently they 
contacted Steam support and said they 
had lost their phone and changed their 
email address and needed to change the 
security info on their Steam account, so 
with no checks at all the Steam support 
worker changed the security info there 
and then. It was that simple to claim an 
account that was not his. 

Now my friend is facing the task of 
trying to reclaim his account and Steam 
are trying to cover their tracks by 
accusing him of being the hijacker. It’s 
ridiculous. A company as big as Valve 
having security that is so easily bypassed 
is a joke in today’s age. 
Adrian Carr, Facebook

Unfortunately it’s not the first horror 
story we’ve heard about Steam support. 
Given its dominance of PC gaming, 
Valve’s frankly rubbish customer 
service track record is a real worry – but 
it has pledged to get better at it, so 
fingers crossed tales like this quickly 
become a thing of the past. 

On strike
Recently, I’ve been playing through 
Destiny by myself. Strikes and the 
Crucible are fine, but what I really want to 
do is to take on the game’s raids, 
something I find impossible to do alone. I 
don’t have many friends on Xbox, and 

’ve been a gaming fan for around 20 years 
now and I’m disappointed with the way a 
lot of games are going. I’m a huge fan of the 
art of storytelling and many games have 
stories that can rival the greats of literature! 

(And I should know – I’m an English teacher!) But recently 
more and more seem to be cutting back (or just scrapping) 
their single-player stories in favour of multiplayer. Obviously 
online gaming can be great, but for me a game succeeds or 
fails based on its story and characters.

Take the new Star Wars Battlefront for example. You have 
one of the most popular stories ever told as a backdrop, yet 

are trapped in a generic battle where it doesn’t really matter 
who wins or loses. With the technological advances in 
gaming we should be able to experience Star Wars in a way 
never seen before. Star Wars Battlefront II gave us an insight 
into the life of a Stormtrooper throughout the film saga. It 
gave the story much more depth and made wins and losses 
mean something.

I’m not saying online gaming doesn’t have its place, but 
please don’t sacrifice the art of story-telling in games.

P.S. – I have been a huge GM fan for years – I’ve recently 
moved to Canada but still get it sent to me every month! 
Stan Cohen, email

Thanks for being such a loyal fan, Stan! We’re big fans of 
good story too, and it was a shame to see Battlefront shed 
single-player – but we reckon narrative in games has been 
better than ever lately, from the polish and craft of The 
Witcher 3 to the unique storytelling of Her Story. 

L E T T E R OF THE 
MONTH
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FANBASE
The best of your emails, 

tweets, and carrier  
pigeon death  

threats

There’s more choice in gaming than ever before – 
especially if you include indie titles such as Her Story.

CONTACT US
Email gamesmaster@futurenet.com

Twitter www.twitter.com/gamesmaster

Facebook www.facebook.com/
officialgamesmaster

Web www.gamesradar.com/gamesmaster

Post GamesMaster, Future, Quay House, 
The Ambury, Bath, BA1 1AU, UK

WIN!
Got an opinion? Have even the barest grasp
of words and how to put them together?
The best letter bags a free mystery game!* 
*Don’t forget to include your postal address and 
chosen format!

Dying Light’s postal service is kicking 
security up a notch with two layers of 
van doors in this shot from Ryan Booth!

Got a screenshot of a bug you’ve run 
in to? Send it in!

BUG OF  
THE MONTH
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“HOW CAN GAMES KEEP THE BEST
GEAR FROM SOLO PLAYERS?”

www.gamesradar.com/gamesmaster

OFF THE CHART!
The hot topics you’ve been

32%  Cleaning up the streets in Th
22%  Your favourite Shenmue mo
20%  Which is the best Final Fantas
16%  Fallout 4’s downloadable cont
10%  Will you buy a VR headset?

abbing abo

e vis

the forums are too time consuming and 
difficult to find people that don’t want 
specific stats or gear from teammates. 

How can games keep the best gear 
from those who just want to casually play 
by themselves? Destiny, and many other 
games, punish you for not having groups 
of high level friends by locking you out of 
the best content. Vault Of Glass? 
Minimum of four players. Trials Of Osiris? 
Three. Crimson Days? Two. All of these 
are unavailable to me. Multiplayer, in my 
opinion, shouldn’t limit how we play. It 
needs to be an equally rewarding and 
enjoyable alternative to single-player, 
something that Destiny fails to realise.
Adam Thorburn, email

We feel your pain Adam – Matt and 
Robin have had the same issue. While it 
makes sense for MMO-like games to 
have larger goals to work towards, it’s 
galling that missions many hail as 
Destiny’s best will likely only be seen by 
a tiny percentage of players. The 
complete lack of in-game raid 
matchmaking is just the icing on the 
frustration-flavoured cake. 

Smash hit
If there was ever a game to push me to 
share my experiences with it, that game 
would be the new Hitman. From 
chucking a guy into a river to throwing a 
knife at a target’s head in front of an 

audience and escaping out of sight by 
hanging off a ledge, there really is 
nothing as fun as Hitman. I’d been highly 
anticipating  this game and boy has it 
lived up to its name. The sheer amount of 
experimentation makes this such a fun 
game – though it may turn you into a 
sociopath. There are so many different 
ways to kill: poison a guy’s drink, wait for 
him too go to the toilet, and drown him in 
the bowl? Or just take an axe and chop 
him up? Like MGSV, the mechanics are 
there to be played with, and to give you 
the freedom to do what you want. Surely 
as a gamer, you can’t ask for much more? 
Charlie Ridgewell, email

Thanks for sending us your review 
Charlie, we’re always keen to hear our 
fan’s thoughts on the games they’re 
playing! You’ll have to flip forward to 
our Hitman review (p66) to see if our 
thoughts tally with yours… 

THE LEGEND OF ZELDA
Format Wii U  ETA Winter
Producer Eiji Aonuma recently 
promised this will be a “change in 
flavour” for the series. See p18 for more! 

Pokémon Sun & Moon 
storm into the charts this 
month – but guess who 
Hyrules the roost? 

UNCHARTED 4
Format PS4 ETA 10 May
Just about time for one last epic
preview before Drake’s latest adventure
arrives – turn to p26 to check it out.

2

NO MAN’S SKY
Format PS4, PC  ETA 22 June
18 quintillion planets to explore? How 
are we going to find the time? Matt’s not 
even finished The Witcher 3 yet…

POKÉMON SUN AND MOON
Format 3DS  ETA Winter
This celestial twosome has already got 
you more fired up than a Charmander 
after a spicy vindaloo. 

4

DOOM
Format PS4, XO, PC ETA 13 May
Shotguns come and go, but there’s only 
one Super Shotgun. There’s no weapon 
we’d rather slay demons with.

5

1

YOUR TOP 5

3

WISH
What features
see in Pokém

Difficulty settings
start unlike in fifth
really difficult Po
Alex, @alexlduf

s (but fro
h gen). I

s do you w
on Sun a

kémon

want to
 Moon?

om the
want a
am

Ever since Gold/Silver/Crystal I 

have always wanted more of the 

games to feature multiple regions.

Gareth Reel, Facebook

I still pray for a completely open world Pokémon game.
Mark Bundy, Facebook

Pokémon customization! Give 

them bow ties or goggles and 

stuff to show them off in battle 

and Pokémon-Amie!

Joe Hollis, @TheNuttyCritic

A NewGame+ mode where you can complete the game a second time with the Pokémon you have from the first playthrough.Jamie Sergison, Facebook

4

Know how to make 
Pokémon even cuter? 
Babies! They should all 

have sprog forms. Imagine 
a baby Mewtwo!

Ben Griffin, @GameGriffin
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FANBASE

Wisdom and weirdness 
from our bustling social 
media channels

SOCIAL  
GROUSING

VR is too 
expensive, will 
probably be 
very gimmicky, 

and if it gets properly 
supported (especially 
the Sony one) I will be 
very shocked.
Kimberley Fraser, Facebook

Triborg is the 
best Mortal 
Kombat chacter 
so far!

Brian Hooper, @8589brian

Can’t wait to get 
hold of 
PlayStation VR!
Liam, @la986

All the best 
reviews of The 
Division 
highlight the 

random dog poo.
Stuart Cullen, @FuryAC3

Stuck my 
Pokémon 
stickers on the 
fridge in the 

kitchen. My missus has 
gone berserk.
Richard Skelton, Facebook

My favourite bit 
in the Shenmue 
games is when 
the robot with 

e googly eyes gets 
ooted up the bum.
n Jones, Facebook

Wish you could 
build vehicles to 
drive around 
the wasteland in 

llout 4!
drew Leung, Facebook

MANIAC OF THE MONTH!
Hope the new Assassin’s 
Creed movie has people 
floating down the road and 
walking through walls, just 
like the game.

Daniel Reid, Facebook

We almost passed out from cuteness overload 
when Kisumi (@kisumi87 on Twitter) sent in a pic 
of her hand made Pokémon charms

an also created 

xys! Want it on 

ys.
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Cool stuff and  
videogame  

culture
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of her hand-made Pokémon charms.

ea

this awesome t-shirt design featuring Deoo

your chest? Head to: http://bit.ly/gmdeoxxyp://bit.ly/g o y

 GM fan Sean Hollyman’s 

cosplay of Pokémon Xatu is spot 

on… if a little creepy.  

     Now that is a chainsaw! In her Lollipop Chainsaw 
Juliet Starling outfit, reader Rozy Richardson looks 
ready to take on a zombie horde in style.

 We’re not sure Pac-Man has ever looked quite as classy 
as this before – grab these cufflinks for yourself from 
Etsy seller StyledGents here: http://bit.ly/gmcufflink

STARCOSPLAY

DIY MAGIC

ACE 
ART



On sale now! 
In print. On iOS. On Android

http://bit.ly/officialplaystation

UNCHARTED 4
LAUNCH SPECIAL!

PLUS!
Free Uncharted 4 

po ap
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Final Fantasy XV gets a release date, 
a free demo, and loads of new info

ENTERING THE
FINAL FURLONG

Ratchet & Clank 
rockets into cinemas 
– check out our 
verdict on the 
animated adventure.

12 Ratchet up

THE EXTENDED UNIVERSE
It’s not just the game – FFXV is getting a movie and a TV show

10 MAY 2016 www.twitter.com/gamesmaster

There’s a five-part anime called Brotherhood that 
follows the gang before the events of the game.

CGI movie Kingsglaive focuses on King Regis (Noctis’ 
father) and Luna’s side of the story.

It’s got some serious star power behind it, with Sean 
Bean, Lena Headey, and Aaron Paul providing voices.
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While last year’s Duscae demo let you explore
one large area, Platinum is more about getting a 
broad taste of what the game can do with its tech, 
and a few hints at some of the areas you’ll visit. 
Panels you stand on show you different times of 
day and types of weather, and at one point you 
can even turn into a monster or toy car to see 
what they’re like… though these transformations 
won’t be in the final game.

The combat has also seen a major update 
since the Duscae demo. It’s now a lot more 
action-focused, and simpler to control, allowing 
you to assign up to four weapons, spells or

items to the D-pad and switch between them
mid-fight to string together combos. It’s a 
departure from the traditional turn-based 
battles most Final Fantasy fans are familiar with,
but it works. Those who finish the demo will 
also receive a small treat – the Carbuncle you 
follow will turn up in the main game with the 
name you chose for it.

We also got a closer look at riding Chocobos, 
which can be summoned at will, a bit like Geralt’s
horse Roach in The Witcher 3, but with rather 
more flapping and some long floaty jumps to 
help you reach difficult spots. While your 
yellow-feathered friends can’t quite fly, your car, 
the Regalia, can – taking to the skies using jet 

engines that fold out of the boot to make getting
around the world easier – though this ability’ll 
only be unlockable near the end of the game.

Flight of fantasy
The Witcher comparisons feel even more 
pertinent after seeing a glimpse of just how 
large and open the world will be. Expect plenty 
of distractions as you embark on your journey 
to reclaim the throne of Lucius. In fact, game 
director Hajime Tabata himself has admitted 
that he’s been “inspired by western open-world 
games.” The influences are clear – the setting

responds to your actions like in Far Cry, fields
burning if you use fire magic and monsters 
becoming frosted and running away if you use
ice spells; you can choose to be stealthy in
some areas, like in MGSV; and all of those giant 
monsters you can hunt down are definitely 
reminiscent of Geralt’s adventures.

It’s clear that Square has invested loads in 
making Final Fantasy XV a success – it’s going 
all out to turn a giant but quirky JRPG series into
a mainstream stunner set to rival the biggest
and most popular triple-A western games, to 
the point where we’re told it needs to hit 10 
million lifetime sales to break even. Everything 
we’ve seen suggests it’ll pay off big time. 

Sony smashes onto 
the virtual reality 
scene, announcing a 
price and release 
date for PS VR.

14 VR-mageddon 16 Dear diary 19 Mods lore

GM’s newest team
member thoroughly
embarrasses himself
in bonkers MMO 
Black Desert Online.

Enhance your XCOM 
2 experience with 
our guide to the five 
most essential 
user-made mods.

You can summon Chocobos for your 
whole squad with a handy whistle, so 
you can become… ChocoBros.

www.gamesradar.com/gamesmaster

A
fter ten years in development FFXV is finally close to release, with a 
launch date of 30 September recently announced at an event in LA. 
Alongside all of the bombast, celebrities, and confetti, loads of new 
details and trailers were revealed, as well as a free demo you can grab 
on PS4 and Xbox One right now. Rather than being a section from the 
actual game, the Platinum demo sees a young Prince Noctis guided 
through his dream by an adorable fox-like Carbuncle.

“YOUR CAR CAN TAKE TO THE SKIES
USING JET ENGINES TO MAKE
GETTING AROUND EASIER”
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1
Elaris and Brax 
are two new 
members of the 

Galactic Rangers, but 
their personalities are 
very much brains and 
brawn, a symptom of the 
film’s simplistic 
characterization.

2
Plenty of 
Ratchet’s 
weapons get 

nods in one way or 
another, but it’s a shame 
the film couldn’t throw up 
any imaginative new 
guns to rival the classics 
from the games.

3
Trust Qwark to 
steal the film 
from the leads. 

The head Galactic Ranger 
might not take too kindly 
to his unexpected 
Lombax partner, but he 
can sleep sound knowing 
he gets the best lines.
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THE BIG PICTURE

THE HOTTEST SHOT
OF THE GAMING

MONTH!

THE BIG 
PICTURE

2

3

1

burst onto the silver screen
g p r atchet & Clank 

A CRACKING 
TIME?
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“BARRING THE OCCASIONAL
CLEVER ASIDE, THE JOKES ARE TOO
SAFE AND THE STORY SUFFERS
FROM TOO MANY CHARACTERS”

4
The evil Drek 
plans to create 
the ultimate 

planet… by destroying 
other planets and 
mashing them together. 
Paul Giamatti steps in to 
provide extra menace for 
his maniacal laugh.

5

Ratchet, Clank, and Qwark are all given 
life by their long-standing voice actors 
from the videogames.

4

I
nsomniac’s 
enduring duo 
should be the 
perfect pair to 
rewrite 
videogame 

movie history. Their adventures 
boast gorgeous worlds, the best 
guns (eg The Sheepinator), a 
surprising amount of wit, and, 
crucially, they work for all ages. Yet, 
this crossover struggles to translate 
that charm, and instead takes a kid 
movie framework and figures out 
how Ratchet & Clank fits into it.

No prior knowledge is necessary to 
keep up with the story. Ratchet 
works as an over-enthusiastic 
mechanic, but dreams of joining The 
Galactic Rangers and fighting with 
his hero Captain Qwark. When his 
try-out for the team doesn’t quite go 

to plan, another chance to 
impress them literally falls 

out of the sky in the form of 
a defect robot – or as we 
all know him, Clank. 

What plays out is an 
interesting reworking of 

the original game’s story. While key 
elements like Drek and his 
Deplanetizer are still there, there are 
changes that’ll please die-hard fans, 
like Dr Nefarious getting a prominent 
(and pre-robot) role. When him and 

Captain Qwark are in the same 
vicinity, the childish bickering 
between these two dummies gives us 
a glimpse of what could have been.

’chet show
Unfortunately, it’s hard to escape the 
feeling that the film tries to please 
youngsters first and foremost. 
Barring the occasional clever aside, 
the jokes are too safe and the story 
suffers from an overload of 
characters. It’s hard to care about the 
Galactic Rangers, other than Qwark 
or Ratchet, because they add nothing 
to the mix but repetitive quips about 
shooting stuff. Even characters with 
purpose, like Sly Stallone’s Victor Von 
Ion or John Goodman’s cantankerous 
Grimroth, never get enough time to 
make an impression.         

Despite this heavy emphasis on 
being family friendly, it’d be unfair to 
suggest this doesn’t feel authentic. 
The animation is top-notch and the 
original voice actors James Arnold 
Taylor, David Kaye, and Jim Ward are 
as great as ever. It’s just disappointing 
that this is far as its ambitions go.    

With plans to bring Sly Cooper to 
multiplexes, resurrecting old icons to 
create a stream of family-friendly hits 
is nothing to sneer at. It’ll just need to 
find a sharper edge than this 
cinematic adventure to keep more 
than just the under 12s excited. 

5
The hulking 
Victor Von Ion is 
the lacky of main 

villain Chairman Drek, 
and has it in for Clank, 
wanting to munch 
through his circuits as 
if they were an electronic 
all you can eat buffet.
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STATS MAGIC The gaming month in facts and figures

Millions of PS4 and Xbox One units 
combined sold in the UK. That’s 1.6 

million more than the last generation at 
this stage of their lifespans.

5.1 20
Wings to be consumed for MeatLiquor’s 
Wings Challenge to win exclusive Dark 
Souls 3 t-shirts, reportedly so spicy that 

the chefs wore protective goggles.

Million dollars in prize money up for 
grabs at the Halo World Championships 
final. A cool $500,000 is also available 

for the runners-up. 

Days following launch that user Chaos 
3SK took to max out everything in The 

Division. He dived into the game 41 
seconds after the servers turned on.

1 6

VIRTUAL FIGHTER
Sony prices and dates PS VR, PS4’s
virtual reality headset

C
ould PlayStation 
win the rapidly 
approaching virtual 
reality war? That 
was the question on 
everybody’s lips 

recently when Sony jumped in to the 
Oculus and HTC party with an 
announcement bombshell: this 
October, PlayStation VR will launch for 
just £349.99.

Okay, so £350 admittedly isn’t pocket 
change, but with the major competition 
from Oculus and Vive priced at £499 and 
£689 respectively – not to mention the 
matter of both devices requiring hefty, 
expensive gaming PCs to support them 
– PlayStation’s proposition for a virtual 

reality future is a real stunner in the 
making. Better yet, its technical specs are 
broadly comparable with the 
competition thanks in part to a separate 
processing box that sits between the 
headset and your PS4. Shaped like a mini 
version of the console itself, this clever 
unit means that while PS VR can’t quite 
match the other devices when it comes 
to raw power, it’s actually not too far 
behind. PS VR even boasts better latency 
than its rivals.

PS phwoar
Every PlayStation VR kit will come with a 
free download for multiplayer minigame 
pack The Playroom VR (not unlike Wii U’s 
Nintendo Land), and approximately 50 
games are set to hit the platform before 
next year. More than 230 developers are 
building games, and EA’s even hard at 
work on a PS VR-exclusive Star Wars 
Battlefront experience. And that’s not all 
– Sony’s updating PS4’s Media Player to

support a burgeoning array of 3D movies 
and pictures as well.

Now for the bad news: if you don’t 
already own the PlayStation Camera, 
you’ll need to set aside approximately 
£40 to get one as it doesn’t come 
included in the box and PS VR won’t work 
without it. PS Move controllers, 
meanwhile, aren’t technically essential, 
but they’re highly recommended and 
also have to be bought separately.

But  beyond that, all you need is a PS4 
– and with 36 million sold worldwide, 
that’s a substantial audience for Sony’s 
headset. Our early hands-on tests have 
been incredibly encouraging, too. 
Outside of mobile platforms, there’s no 
easier or cheaper way to take part in the 
virtual reality revolution. 

“WHILE THE PS VR CAN’T QUITE 
MATCH THE OTHER DEVICES IN
POWER, IT’S NOT TOO FAR BEHIND”
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News that
Square Enix
is doubling
down on a
fresh wave
of JRPGs
with a whole

new studio is music to my ears, but
that’s not stopped me hankering after
this behemoth franchise. Everything
we’ve seen points to a game thrashing
against the confines of its traditions,
which is scary for fans, but has me keen
to see and play more.
PS4, XO, PC - Autumn

Final Fantasy XV
MATT’S PICK

Overcooked
ROBIN’S PICK

Mass Effect: 
Andromeda

BEN’S PICK

MOST 

Co-op cooking is an 
underserved genre, if 
you ask me. My 
girlfriend and I have 
spent many a night 
running our virtual restaurant in Cook, 
Serve, Delicious, and Overcooked looks 
like it could fill a similar role. For all the 
gunfights and explosions in games, 
nothing gets my blood pumping quite 
like the frantic thrill of trying to make a 
burger before a punter loses patience. 
 PC – Spring 

Mass Effect has 
much in common 
with Friends. 
Mordin is the 
quirky Phoebe, 

for example, and Garrus an obvious 
Chandler (“Could I be more in the middle 
of calibrations?”). That’s why I can’t wait 
to discover new companions in 
Andromeda. Bioware’s dialogue and 
characterisation is so good it’ll be like a 
sitcom in space – with guns.
PS4, XO, PC – Spring 2017

James Nouch doesn’t want to shop for Xbox
upgrades or tinker with PS4 resolutions, thanks

“WHAT IF CERTAIN GAMES REQUIRE
THE UPGRADED MACHINES IN
ORDER TO RUN AT ALL?”

R
umour has it that 
Sony is 
beavering away 
on a new version 
of the PS4 – one 
that would 

include a more powerful GPU as 
well as the capacity to run games at 
4K resolutions. And it seems that 
Microsoft has similar ambitions, as 
Xbox head honcho Phil Spencer 
recently used a public appearance 
to extol the potential virtues of 
‘hardware innovation’ within the 
current console generation.  

But while the prospect of a more 
powerful PS4 or extra-fast Xbox One 
may be tantalising, the implications for 
players and developers aren’t entirely 
rosy. Whether it’s an all-new hardware 
SKU or an optional upgrade, this type 
of ‘hardware innovation’ fragments 
playerbases, stretches developers, and 
risks undermining the utility of 
consoles themselves.

Because, even though the current 
generation of consoles is more PC-like 
than ever, they serve developers by 
offering fixed hardware to optimise 
towards. This, in turn, serves players, 
who ultimately receive a game that’s 
been tailor-made for their machine. 
Console players have bought into a 
system that’s supposed to ensure they 
get a steady stream of perfectly 
optimised games without the need to 
tinker with resolution settings, update 
drivers, or regularly swap out parts.

Tough breakup
The moment you introduce a PS4.5 or 
Xbox One-And-A-Half, this system 
comes under strain. For starters, it 
would significantly increase the 
optimisation work necessary for 
developers. The likely outcome here is 
that console games would be less 
well-optimised across the board, less 
snugly tailored to the specific innards of 
the machine they’re running on. And 
what happens if certain games require 

the graphical grunt of upgraded 
hardware to run at all?

Well, just look at the New 3DS, 
released by Nintendo more than a year 
ago now. The system features a faster 
processor and more RAM, but I can find 
only two exclusive games for the 
platform: Xenoblade Chronicles 3D and 
The Binding of Isaac: Rebirth. It’s a 
situation that manages to be frustrating 
for all concerned – New 3DS owners 
have no games to justify their outlay, 
while owners of the original hardware 
are locked out of owning a fantastic RPG 
and a tip-top roguelike. Nobody wins.

What, then, is the best case scenario 
for an upgraded PS4 or Xbox One? A 
promise from the platform holder of 
enforced universal compatibility could 
prevent the kind of fragmentation 
caused by a New 3DS-style overhaul, 
while the lure of superficial graphical 
improvements and resolution bumps 
might satisfy upgrade buyers.

But if you’re really craving more 
hardware grunt or control over the 
resolution and fidelity of your gaming 
experience, there’s a solution on the 
market just for you. It’s called a gaming 
PC, and they’re already great. Let’s 
preserve PS4 and XO as the fuss-free, 
fixed specification alternative, and stop 
trying to turn consoles into PCs. 

“Stop trying to turn
my console into a PC”

t’s st ti lit’s st ti li t
s tt ’’s f t is t

TAKE 
AIM
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KOREA BE
DRAGONS

S
illy-ambitious 
MMO Black Desert 
Online is special 
for several 
important 
reasons. Firstly, it’s 

maybe the best-looking game of its 
kind ever, featuring killer character 
models and a lush world  that puts 
rivals to shame. And  while it may 
advertise with shots of pretty ladies 
like a dubiously positioned browser 
game, it’s no con – they actually 
appear like that in-game. 

After the Kingdom Of Valencia 
inadvertently spreads the Black 
Death around, there’s conflict among 
the lands, and only you can restore 
them to their former glory by paying 
£29.99 and downloading the client. 
After six years in the oven, South 
Korean developer Pearl Abyss has 
finally opened the floodgates. What 
anarchy could we achieve? How 
much lore could we swallow before 
gagging? And just how weird can we 
make a face? We’ve got five hours to 
become legend.

If you think UFC 2 is versatile (see p67) you haven’t seen anything yet. I go for the 

most conventionally handsome class, warrior, and utterly ruin him with oddly 

angled eyes and pallid skin that makes him look like he’s running a fever. 

Unfortunately, despite saving, I can’t find him when I quit then restart, so Froggy 

Johnson is lost to time. Oh well, onto the next hero.

REDEFINING THE STANDARDS OF BEAUTY IN
THE CHARACTER-CREATOR

1

Rolling a wizard next, I’m discovering the character-creator’s potential. There are several sliders for hair curliness, and a pose-maker that I use to adopt a Fonzie-like thumbs-up. Each individual facial muscle is independently customisable, so I lower the lips and expose the teeth. I then widen each body part, increase his voice’s pitch, a l, before sending Slaps out into the world.

IMMEDIATELY ROLLING A SECOND CHARACTER AND GOING TOO FAR

2

Now I’ve got some more inconsequential enemies to dispatch, and this time they’re actually alive: grass beetles. It doesn’t seem that urgent a task for someone who’s apparently on course to save the world, but I don’t complain to my spirit guide, Dibbles, who is a puff of black smoke with eyes. As we approach the beetles are peacefully eating grass – time to die! A few fireballs and they’re left smouldering.

MY PATH TO GRAND WIZARDRY IS FILLED WITH BROKEN BEETLES

www.twitter.com/gamesmaster

7

I’m sick of being ordered around. I want to cook, fish, own a dog, wallpaper a house, 

and ride a horse-pulled wagon, which are all things you can actually do. Thing is, I’m 

turned off by the screen-obscuring menus, terrible voice acting, and discordant 

style. With a dozen MMOs more deserving of my time, Slaps lopes off into the 

sunset, and I quit to desktop.

THE SLOW PACE, CLUNKY INTERFACE, AND 

WOODEN DIALOGUE FINALLY GET TO ME

8

oin our Ben as he meanders 
hrough the first few hours 
f South Korean MMO RPG 
ack Desert Online

Jo
th
o

the lips and expose the tee
and heavily dilate one pupi
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I orientate myself in the quiet village of Olvia by walking up to NPCs and exhausting their dialogue. “This place is secure,” says a soldier. “You’re the only suspicious thing here.” Can’t argue with that. I talk to him again. “You’re the only suspicious thing here,” he repeats. Alright mate! I want to use the ‘have a conversation’ option but apparently I ‘do not have enough knowledge to start a conversation’. Fair enough.

EXCAVATING LORE BY CHATTING ANNOYINGLY TO EVERYONE REPEATEDLY

4

Slaps the unnervingly long-legged wizard wakes up face-down in a pigsty. I’ve 

chosen the Croxus server, which has a yellow warning next to the name reading 

‘crowded’. Perfect: that can only mean more people to make violently recoil. His 

sweat-slick face reflects the burning sun, which makes me think his thick black robe 

wasn’t the best outfit, but he’s a wizard, so what can you do? Put him in jeans?

MY WEIRD-LOOKING HERO AWAKENS  
IN THE WORLD

3

The style is weird and discordant. I spot a bloke with reindeer horns outside a shop, 

a giant chilling by a wall, and a sloth-man in a cloth cap. I haven’t got time to dwell 

on it, however, as I’m on a mission: find Igor Bartali. He pushes me towards Eden 

The Explorer, who tells me to see Buntt The Instructor, who’s near Princess Jarette 

Domongatt. Stupid names slightly excuse these annoying stacked fetch quests.

CAUTIOUSLY FINDING MY WAY IN A LAND OF 

FANTASY FREAKS

5

My first task is to beat up a scarecrow. My magic seems pretty strong from the off, Slaps using two separate attacks to unleash a multicoloured explosion of sparks from his staff. It feels a lot faster and more hands-on than other MMOs (you don’t queue attacks so much as reel them off), and as such it’s wasted on this bundle of human-shaped straw. It’s a goner in any case, and off we auto-run to the next chore.

COMPLETING MY FIRST MISSION BECAUSE SOMEONE TOLD ME TO

6
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The fake was produced using 
modelling software and a 3D printer.

www.twitter.com/gamesmaster

It was created by Frank Sandqvist from 
Finland, co-founder of a tech company 
called CNC Design.

The hoax controller was based on these 
Nintendo design patents which leaked 
earlier in the year.

I
t’s been a bit of a
rollercoaster lately 
for Nintendo fans, 
thanks in no small 
part to the NX 
controller ‘leak’ 

which ultimately turned out to be a 
convincing hoax.  Whipping the 
internet into a mad frenzy, the images 
showed a strange-looking oval shaped 
controller with no buttons 
(blasphemy!), but the panic was soon 
over once it was revealed to be a fake.

With the likes of Paper Mario: Colour 
Splash leaking ahead of its official 
announcement, we were almost 
convinced by the prankster, thanks to the 
phony controller’s impressive similarity 
to official design patents recently filed by 

Nintendo (see above if you’ve forgotten
about those!).

So, while we’re back to square one as 
far as knowing what the NX will look like, 
we do have some juicy new info on a 
potential launch title – Zelda Wii U. It’s not 
been confirmed for a Twilight 
Princess-style cross-platform release yet, 
but we’d bet our last amiibo on it 
surfacing on both Wii U and NX. As well 
as saying the game is “really taking 
shape”, series head-honcho Eiji Aonuma 
told fans to expect “something new”, in 
an interview with Famitsu translated by 
Kotaku. Acccording to Aonuma, the “base 
of [The Legend Of Zelda’s] secret sauce 
has always been Ocarina Of Time. But 
this time, the change in flavour will be like 
going from Japanese food to 
Western-style food. Perhaps, players will 

be surprised”. It sounds as though he
might be a bit peckish after putting in 
some long hours on the next instalment, 
but the prospect of something that strays 
from the OOT formula more than usual is 
both hugely exciting and a little bit 
nerve-wracking. And is the mention of 
Western food a hint at that Nintendo are 
drawing inspiration from non-Japanese 
studios for this instalment? We should 
see a whole lot more of this radically new 
Zelda, and the still mysterious NX console 
at this year’s E3.

ONTO THE
NX-T ONE
Has Nintendo’s new controller been leaked? Er, nope

“THE CHANGE OF FLAVOUR FOR
ZELDA WILL BE LIKE GOING FROM
JAPANESE TO WESTERN FOOD”

Burning
Question
              What should Nintendo do with 

the real NX controller?

Classic style
Base it off the 
GameCube or Pro 
Controller.
Danny, @dan868686

The

Strobes
Add a rave light show 
function so you can 
bring it out clubbing.
Seàn ‘O Gaoithín, 
@SeanOGaoithin

Visit  www.facebook.com/
officialgamesmaster and www.twitter.
com/gamesmaster to take part in next 
issue’s burning questions.
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This essential mod makes the game a faster, smoother experience by 

trimming out unnecessary pauses and repetitive dialogue, and 

speeding up animations. If you’ve ever wished your Gremlins would 

float around at a pace faster than ‘old lady counting out pennies at the 

Post Office’, you need this in your life. It even inspired an official option 

that’s been patched in since launch – Zip Mode – but it remains far more 

comprehensive than Firaxis’ effort. Grab it here: http://bit.ly/gmxtime

1 STOP WASTING MY TIME

This pack of new cosmetic items includes gasmasks, ballistic goggles, 

berets, and more, all so polished and professional-looking you’d swear 

they were from an official add-on. If the apocalypse-punk theme of the 

Anarchy’s Children DLC isn’t for you, the more restrained, military style 

of these items may be just the ticket. Creator Capnbubs is constantly 

updating with more slick accessories, and even has a Patreon where 

you can support him. Get the mod here: http://bit.ly/gmxbubs

2 CAPNBUBS ACCESSORY PACK

Nothing says “badass alien slayer” like a bunch of crazy tattoos, but the 

selection in the base game feels a little limited once you start covering 

every squad member’s arms in ink. This mod adds more new tats than 

you can shake a needle at, in a variety of different styles, as well as 

some very slick face paints, with more coming all the time. From circuit 

board sleeves for hackers to weird facial scales for possible undercover 

aliens, you can get the lot at: http://bit.ly/gmxtat

5 INK AND PAINT

Created in partnership with Firaxis by a team of experienced modders of the first game, this download adds a whole new class of gun to the game. SMGs can be equipped by any class that can use assault rifles, and in exchange for a shorter effective range and lower damage offer hefty bonuses to speed and stealth. New versions can be built at each tech level, offering a cool tactical trade-off for Assaults and Specialists throughout your campaign. Nab them here: http://bit.ly/gmxsmg 

3 SMG PACK

XCOM 2’s procedural map generation system does a great job of keeping missions feeling fresh, but more variety in the battlegrounds that can be created couldn’t hurt, we reckon. That’s where this mod comes in – by adding a swathe of new ‘plots’ and ‘parcels’ of terrain, it takes the range of possible map combinations to fresh heights, ensuring your forays into the unknown are more unpredictable than ever. Find the mod here: http://bit.ly/gmxmoremaps

4 MORE MAPS PACK

www.gamesradar.com/gamesmaster

a

Our top five favourite user-
made add-ons for XCOM 2

MODS AND 
MONSTERS

W
ith remarkably extensive modding tools and full Steam 
Workshop integration, XCOM 2 has become an absolute 
wonderland of user-created content since its launch 
earlier this year – and it’s all just a couple of mouse clicks 
away, with no fiddling about with files and folders 
required. The only tricky part, then, is deciding which 

mods to nab. That’s where we come in – we’ve sorted the wheat from the 
chaff so you don’t have to, and picked out five must-have mods to enhance 
your XCOM 2 campaigns with more variety, convenience, and style. 
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WINYOU

LOSE
o continue thanks

YOU

Topping the leaderboard this issue

LAST RIDE
The first rule of Driveclub is we no 
longer talk about Driveclub – Sony has 
officially closed its developer Evolution 
Studios, also known for Motorstorm 
and World Rally Championship. The 
driving simulator suffered numerous 
development problems and released to
mixed reviews, which may have 
contributed to this untimely demise. 
Best of luck to the those out of jobs.

BIT SHOW
While the legacy of Patrick Moore as the 
GamesMaster remains unassailable, Dara
Ó Briain will soon be taking his own crack
at putting games on television as he 
hosts new show ‘Go 8-Bit’, coming to 
Dave this Autumn. The Irish comedian 
will challenge two teams of celebrities to 
demonstrate their gaming skills (or 
perhaps lack thereof).

ASH BACK
Julian Gollop, the mind behind the 
original X-COM games, has revealed his 
next project, ‘Phoenix Point’. In a cryptic 
tweet, he teased “turned-based tactical 
combat” and “world-based strategy”. It 
certainly sounds like a new take on the 
alien-busting formula – but can it stand 
up to Firaxis’ XCOM 2?

MOVE
Bandai has joined the likes of Sony and 
Fine Bros in the questionable practice of
attempting to trademark popular 
phrases, by filing a lawsuit to own the 
term ‘finishing move’ (or more 
specifically its Japanese translation, 
‘hissatsuwaza’), which would impact on
competitors’ games such as Street 
Fighter and Mortal Kombat. Down with 
this sort of thing, we say.

ALL FOR NAUT
Scribblenauts creators 5th Cell has 
confirmed that 45 staff have been made 
redundant due to the cancellation of an 
upcoming mobile game in the series by 
publisher Warner Bros. The official 
statement did, however, express its 
commitment to continuing 
development on new IP Anchors In The 
Drift. Let’s hope that project finds itself 
in safer waters.

NORSE CODE
Thanks to a huge leak of concept art, it 
looks like God Of War 4 is definitely in 
development, though Sony is remaining 
tight-lipped. If the images are to be 
believed, it seems Kratos will leave 
Greece behind and take on Norse 
mythology, no doubt giving Thor a slap 
and kicking Odin up the bum.

PARTY DOWN
Xbox boss Phil Spencer has personally 
apologised for Microsoft’s choice to hire 
exotic female dancers to perform at its 
GDC end of show party, an event which 
occurred mere hours after the company 
had hosted a lunch and series of awards 
focused around promoting diversity 
and gender equality in gaming. In his 
statement, he called the incident 
“unfortunate” and “wrong”.

LEE’S COMPANY
Telltale has confirmed that The Walking 
Dead Season 3 will premiere later this 
year, and CEO Kevin Bruner has 
reassured players that their choices from 
Season 2 will indeed carry over.  It joins a 
huge slate of upcoming titles from the 
studio, including Batman, Game Of 
Thrones Season 2, and a currently 
unnamed Marvel project.

FF
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HAMMER TIME
Swap paint and poly cement for one easy 
download – Total War: Warhammer’s out now.

DOOMTOWN
Best limber up that trigger finger with a 
rigorous program of stretches – Doom is back. 

HAVING A BLAST
Relive 2002 with the return of a platforming 
legend – Ratchet & Clank is out today!

DON’T FORGET ABOUT IT
Join us for Mafia III antics and more top secret 
coverage in GM304, on sale now!

FORCE QUIT
It’s Star Wars Day – celebrate with Battlefront 
and a bonfire of prequel trilogy merchandise.

ST GEORGE’S SLAY
You slayed a dragon, eh, Georgie? Big deal. We 
just battered Ornstein and Smough.

22/04

01 02 03 04 05 06

04/05

MAYDAY, MAYDAY
A three day weekend can only mean one thing 

THE DRAKE OFF
Following one last eleventh hour delay, the 
final chapter in the Uncharted story is here.

02/05

13/05

Crucial dates for your gaming
diary. If you only do o
this month, eat, but o
make a note of these

THE 
TO DO LIST

INCOMING
Six big releases headed to a format near you…

Battleborn
Format PS4, XO, PC

ETA 3 May

Homefront: The 
Revolution

Format PS4, XO, PC
ETA 20 May

Mirror’s Edge Catalyst
Format PS4, XO, PC

ETA 26 May

Assetto Corsa
Format PS4, XO

ETA 3 June

Lego Star Wars: The 
Force Awakens

Format PS4, XO, Wii U, PC, 
PS3, 360, PS Vita, 3DS

ETA 28 June

Deus Ex: Mankind 
Divided

Format PS4, XO, PC
ETA 23 August

23/04

10/05

28/04

– time for a gaming marathon.r gaming
one thing
otherwise
e events…

19/05
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To

From

Hildibrand

Gold Sau
FFVII, FFXIV

Godbert

Why haven’t you come and visited your mother 

and I recently? I know you jetted off in search of 

fame and fortune recently, but surely your 

adventures will return you to your home in Eorzea 

soon. I do wish that you’d stop by to see the family 

casino, once in a while. It was crafted to perfection 

in honour of a Gold Saucer of legend, from many 

years ago… I think you’d love to say hello to the 

racing Chocobos – they’re such big fans of your 

dancing – or maybe we could engage in a friendly 

game of Triple Triad to while away the hours. 

Remember Hildy, you’re a Manderville man, doing 

what only a Manderville can. From the peaks of 

Coerthas to Thanalan, Mander-Mander-

Manderville man…

It’s a Final Fantasy road trip! Join us as we take 

a drive down a memory motorway, with some 

of the series’ most unforgettable characters

E
ver wondered how your fave Final Fantasy 
character is getting on post-saving the world? 
From humble beginnings in Cornelia in the first 
game, to the rich world of Eorzea in FFXIV, 
there have been hundreds of unique places to 
visit over the last 28 years of RPG adventuring. 

To celebrate the upcoming release of what looks set to be one 
giant road trip in Final Fantasy XV, we’ve taken a journey of own 
to the most iconic and memorable of the bunch and brought 
back a few postcards from old friends.

r
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CARDS FROM FINAL FANTASYT

I’m getting in touch because I feel like we

actually have a lot in common, what with us

both having unnaturally long lifespans and all. I

know you’ve been travelling in the time since

Meteor fell, but you never did get a proper tour

of my homestead Cosmo Cavern, and I figured

you might like it here. It’s incredibly peaceful

and you can see millions upon millions of stars

in the sky at night because there’s no light

pollution like you get in Midgar. We can even

head over to the observatory if you want to get

a closer look at them.

PS. Have you beaten Deepground yet?

To

From

  Vincent

  Red XIII

Cosmo Canyon

FFVII

.gamesradar.com/ga

I decided to come and visit Zidane in the city of

Lindblum and take in a show in the theatre district,

but his friends at Tantalus say he’s on his way to

Alexandria to perform ‘I Want To Be Your Canary’

one last time… I’m not sure I’m going to be able to

make it myself. I’m still glad I came though – I’ve

gotten to see a lot of cool new airships made by

Regent Cid. The buildings and streets are almost

fully repaired after the attack by that big flouting

mouth thing Atomos, it looks just as lively as it did

during The Festival of the Hunt.

PS. I know we only got married to get through

Conde Petie, but I still care for you. Maybe we could

catch frogs together again some day…

To

From
Vivi

Quina

Lindblum
FFIX

From

I’ve been looking up at the moon a lot recently and can’t help but think of that arduous journey and everything I put you through from the start. How can something that seems so far away and empty be so full of power? It reminds me of you and how elegantly you wield the power of the Eidolons. I’m still struggling to come to terms with my Lunarian heritage and that Golbez was my Brother all along. I know he was being manipulated, but it’s still hard to process it all.I can’t help but feel I will return one day, I’mnot sure why.

PS. Rosa sends her love.

Rydia

Red Moon
FFIV, FFIV: The After Years

n

  Cecil



I thought you might like to hear how your old

school is doing since you left, even though I

already know you’re not going to write back.

Did you get the invite to the graduate ball? You

looked just adorable in your uniform last time,

though I do hope your dancing skills have

improved a bit since then. The quad has finally

been repaired now, and the training center’s

‘secret area’ is still as popular as ever for

students. I still think about that evening often,

and what could have been between us… but oh

well, nevermind.

PS. Send my regards to

To

From

24 MAY 2016

Feature
On The Cover!

PS.

Hey, guess where I visited recently? That’sright, the Opera House – I still can’t believe youthought I could be passed off as the star Maria!I guess I must have put on a good enoughperformance when it came to it, though. Setzeris even requesting another! I thought it wasgoing quite well until our purple, tentacledfriend Ultros decided to drop in uninvited. Well,at lea anaged to power on through andthe audience didn’t cotton on to iter understand, though. As they say,must go on, I guess. Even when theis ending…

To

Fromw

I hope this postcard reaches you in the

Farplanes. I miss you terribly. I passed
through Macalania woods again recently, I

chased the butterflies and ended up at the

spring where we shared our first kiss. I was

so frightened that day, but you gave me the

strength I needed to keep going, even though

you didn’t want me to. I whistled while I was

there, but you didn’t come. I don’t know

what I was expecting… Kimhari found a

sphere that looks like you, but it can’t be real,

can it? I’ve decided to find out for myself by

becoming a sphere hunter. This is my story

now. All my love.

To

From

Quistis

Locke

Tidus

Yuna

Celes

Balamb Garden
FFVIII

Squall

Opera House
FFVI

MacalaniaFFX, FFX-2FFX/FFX-2 HDRemaster
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Are you ever going to come and pick up your

ship? Not that I mind too much, of course, I’ve

been taking good care of her on my sky pirate

adventures. I’ve been hanging out at The

Sandsea tavern and Clan Centurio a lot lately,

and I’ve taken down a fair few hunt marks now.

Penelo says hi, but I haven’t seen Ashe much

– she’s too busy at the castle nowadays I think.

How’s Fran doing? I hope you haven’t done

anything to annoy her, I still can’t believe how

tough she gets during one of her rages! Next

time you’re in town I’ll have to take you to a

new Viera-run place that opened up in the

bazaar, I hear it’s really good.

To

From

I thought I’d send you a picture of the of the

place we’re trying to get into. It’s pretty

impressive, isn’t it? Just think of all that

Allagan tech hiding inside! Though it does feel

awfully familiar… The warrior of light is out

gathering crystals to help us gain entrance to it

as we speak, and it’s definitely giving me déjà

vu. Somehow it feels like this has all happened

before, in some distant land thrice removed.

Right down to the whole warriors of light thing,

even. Maybe it’s just my imagination. By the

way, did you manage to get that part Cid was

after in the end?

To

From

I know things have been rough for you since welost Aeris, so I just wanted to check in with howyou were doing. You should really stop byMidgar again sometime soon, I’ve beensprucing up the bar and things are lookingreally shiny and new again. I’d even go as far asto say it looks ‘HD’! We’re hoping the upgradewill bring in loads of new visitors in the nearfuture. I know it’s a bit of a mess in the slums,but it’s still home and there’s so much life here– the flowers in the church are looking moreradiant than ever.

I hope you stop by again soon!

From

Biggs

Wedge

Tifa

Cloud

    Vaan

Balthier

Midgar
FFVII

Rabanas
FFXII

Crystal Tower
FFIII, FFXIV

t
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Future Hits Played Now!

he weighty thud as
you slam into cover.
The thrill of
roadie-running
under fire. The pure
glee of using a

chainsaw to split a monster down the
middle like a squishy meat piñata. Yes,
this is Gears Of War alright, and ten
years since the first it’s gotten the 
action down to a science.

Formed in 2010 under the name
Microsoft Vancouver, Gears Of War 4
marks developer The Coalition’s first
ever game. Don’t worry though – not
only has this Canadian studio ballooned
from 30 members to north of 200 after
recruiting series co-creator Rod
Fergusson, but it’s clear it reveres the
original trilogy. “We actually were able to
create technology to look at Gears 3 and
Gears 4 side by side, and we could do a
basic overlay,” says Chuck O’Shea, the
game’s creative director. “Characters
started off moving exactly like they did
in Gears 3 and then we started to tune
and tweak from there. We wanted to
make sure more of what Gears felt like
remained the same, and then we would 

just tweak to make it a little smoother, a
little better from there.”

25 years on from Gears 3, you play JD,
the son of war hero Marcus Fenix.
Humanity is in a technological dark age,
blinded by an energy crisis caused by
the very weapon they used to destroy
the Locust. Tensions are rising between
COG militia, which has concentrated
people inside walled citadels for
protection, and the ‘Outsiders’, who have 
chosen self-governance in the 
wilderness beyond.

Lancer evolution
Story details remaining heavily guarded
– our hands-on concerns multiplayer. We
start in a dedicated training courtyard
featuring three waist-high walls at the far
end. These are for learning three new
moves. First there’s Vault Kick, in which
you hurdle cover by pressing B and boot
whatever’s on the other side in the face.
There’s the Mantle Stab, involving
snapping into cover and pressing X to
forcefully drag opponents over. This
offers a window for the brilliantly named
Yank And ShankY , whereby pressing Y
whips out your combat knife for a
throat slash or skull puncture. These

Flanking and shanking the alien menace in 
our first hands-on

Format XO Publisher Microsoft
Developer The Coalition ETA December
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At 1080p in campaign and 60fps in
multiplayer, Gears Of War 4 is a visual 
showcase for the Xbox One.
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“WE STARTED WITH GEARS 3 AS A
BASIS FOR ALL THE MOVEMENT
AND ALL THE CHARACTER ACTION
IN THE GAME”

Preview
Future Hits Played Now!

A

NS

techniques promote movement and 
aggression to weed out players who 
refuse to budge.

Harbour is one of ten maps Gears 4 
launches with (nine new, plus Gridlock), 
and cover-switching between shipping 
containers as tarpaulin flutters and 
waves crash feels familiar, if a little faster 
and weightier. “We started with Gears 3 
as a basis for all the movement and all 
the character actions in the game,” says 
O’Shea, “Where in Gears 3 there wasn’t 
really any animation that happened 
when you would hit A and then slide into 
cover – the character would just get into 
crouch and slide a long distance – one of 
the things you probably notice is now 

the character goes into more of a 
baseball slide.” Movement is convincing, 
a result of the devs leaning more on 
motion capture, which saw them strap 
“big guys” into American football gear 
and record them running around.

Next we play Dodgeball, in which
players have one life and killing an
opponent revives dead
teammates, on the 
Foundation map, a classic 
mix of brutalist 
architecture and 
renaissance-style 
European brickwork. There
are familiar moments of
brilliance (throwing a smoke
grenade and charging into the fray
with a shotgun, tagging opponents with 
an explosive Torque Bow bolt and 
eagerly awaiting the boom), and new 
ones, like vaulting a pipe and punting 
someone’s head in one seamless motion. 
And while they’re not in this pre-alpha 

build, new weapons are tantalising. 
We’re told the drill-based Dropshot has 
the game’s best execution, where you 
unleash it point-blank and fire foes 
across the map. Then there’s the Buzzkill, 
which shoots ricocheting saw blades. 

There are certainly more ways to 
murder, but it’s not necessarily easier. 
Pros wouldn’t like that. “Pro gamers 
come down to our Seattle studio and 
they give us a bunch of feedback,” says 
O’Shea. “So they give us feedback on 
stopping power, even wall balancing, or 
how in particular any of the new 
weapons, like the Dropshot, how they 
work inside the environments. We get a 
lot of that feedback and then tune it 

based on that. In a lot of the cases they 
know more than we do.” Tuning, it 
seems, is the focus. But what of more 
overt changes? 

Frankly Mr Shankly 
The Xbox-exclusive always strives 

towards technological showmanship, 
his is no different, the first 

ame to use Microsoft’s 
bespoke Tritton audio 
system. Where other audio 
designers ‘bake’ set 
sounds into the 

environment, The 
oalition’s model them in 
ime, so an exploding 

grenade changes organically 
depending on where you hear it. Then 
there’s temporal AA, “the best form of 
anti-aliasing,” says Rod Fergusson during 
his presentation, and screen space 
reflection which “enriches the world and 
really makes it feel next-gen.” 

Four Gears 4 maps for you
It’s a very, very map world.

Harbour
The stormy skies of 
Harbour contrast with 
the sunny locations 
elsewhere. Armour 
shines and slick puddles 
reflect the action. 
Ambushes from behind 
shipping containers 
prove effective.

Dam
One of the game’s most 
striking stages, Dam is 
set at the foot of a huge, 
well, dam. Players scurry  
in its imposing shadow, 
weaving between the 
maze-like foundations 
as birds dart between 
surrounding pines.

Foundation
Foundation takes place 
in a gorgeous estate, 
where luxury white and 
gold courtyards butt up 
against sturdy metallic 
framework. The brutalist 
skyscraper in the skyline 
is a nice touch. It’s all 
very Gears.

Gridlock
Every map here is new, 
except Gridlock. It just 
wouldn’t be a Gears 
game without this lonely 
u-bend of car-clogged 
road, a firm favourite for 
its balance. This 
screenshot is from 
Gears: Ultimate Edition.

Tritton-powered sound has weapons produce a spray of reverb that bounces off walls. 
This is the first game ever to use it.

Details are light when it comes to the singleplayer story, but we do know it’s set 25 
years after Gears 3, and you play Marcus Fenix’s son.

ling an 
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Teamplay is prioritised. Clicking the left stick marks enemies with a coloured arrow 
which squadmates can see through walls.

There’s something else next-gen here: 
microtransactions. Weapon skins, outfits, 
emblems, and XP boosts come in the 
form of cards, which you can buy using 
in-game credits or real currency. 
Although worrying in a full-priced game, 
they’re mostly cosmetics, so hopefully 
shouldn’t prove too divisive.

Gears fears
Concerns do exist, however, with The 
Coalition’s conservative vision. “The 

biggest thing we talked about in the 
studio was make sure you do it right 
before you do it different,” says O’Shea. 
“So for us it was really, really important to
make sure that everything felt like Gears
had felt in the past… making sure that 
being able to say point for point, pixel to 
pixel, that these things are exactly the 
same, was really important for us. 
Because we don’t have any credibility as 
a developer, because we’ve never 
worked on Gears before.” Perhaps this 

JD
Played by Liam McIntyre of Spartacus fame, 
JD – AKA Son Of Fenix – is an idealist who ran 

away to join the COG force at a young age.

KAIT DIAZ
A hardy survivalist whose parents lead a 

group of Outsiders. She offers insight into a 
world beyond the walled cities.

DEL WALKER
Orphan Delmont became friends with JD at 

boarding school. They joined the COG 
together… and deserted together.

Instant Reaction

Three years on from 
Judgement, Gears doesn’t 

feel drastically different – we’re 
hoping for some new innovations.

Gears returns to try for 
Xbox’s multiplayer crown. 

Tight third-person cover-shooting 
across beautifully balanced maps.

THRILL-O-METER

Gears’ multiplayer delivers – now
we’re itching to see the campaign.

4321

–

+

5

isn’t the best way to approach 
revitalising the decade-old cover-shooter 
for its debut on a brand new console. 

Although somewhat safe, new moves, 
weapons, and maps make for another 
satisfying round of multiplayer that, with 
its chainsaws, shanks, and curb stomps, 
is unlike anything else. Ben Griffin
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90%
complete
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I
t’s perhaps fitting 
that we find 
ourselves muddling 
through Monster 
Hunter Generations 
in Japanese, 

because for many players the series is 
as impenetrable as a foreign language. 
That reputation isn’t entirely 
warranted – once you’re accustomed 
to its vernacular, it’s not nearly as 
unfriendly as some claim. Yet Capcom 
is clearly aware it has much to do to 
win over the doubters; where Monster 
Hunter 4 Ultimate took steps to give 
newcomers a way in, Generations is a 
giant stride forward for accessibility. 

For a kick-off, it’s definitely a shade easier. 
At first, we wondered if it was simply the 
dozens of hours we’d spent with MH4U 
turning us into seasoned hunters, but no, 

its learning curve is tangibly gentler: early 
enemies can still damage you significantly 
with their most powerful attacks, but in 
general we found ourselves quaffing 
potions far less often than before. Which 
isn’t to say you won’t need to beat the 
odd retreat to refuel or sharpen 
your weapon; merely that you 
can stay in the action a little 
longer before doing so. The 
first big beast you fight is a 
case in point – the Great 
Maccao is this game’s Great 
Jaggi, and while its attacks 
launch it forward quite a distance, 
the window for dodging them is 
surprisingly large.   

 
Prowler alert
That’s a conscious design choice that 
seems to have been made with two things 
in mind. The first is the introduction of 

playable Felynes in what Capcom is calling 
Prowler mode. Yes, you can now control 
your meowing allies directly, and their 
fighting style is clearly geared towards 
new and younger players. Here, you don’t 

have to worry about items, nor your 
hunter’s stamina: these hardy 

four-legged fighters can 
attack repeatedly without 
fatiguing. Not that Prowlers 
can get away with mindless 
button-mashing, but aptly 

enough, they’ve got nine 
lives to lose before they’re sent 

back to the village with their tails 
between their legs. In other words, they 

can take the odd hit – and if you’re worried 
about their wellbeing, you can have them 
tunnel into the earth for a breather.

The second change, and the one 
which has more significant ramifications 
for the series’ existing fanbase, is the 

Glavenus swipes his tail like a greatsword 
– and he can even use his teeth as 
miniature whetstones to sharpen it.

MONSTER HUNTER
GENERATIONS
Slaying with style in the series’ most accessible outing

Format 3DS  Publisher Capcom  Developer Capcom  ETA Summer
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addition of hunting styles. Of the 
available four, Guild is closest to MH4U, 
so anyone coming to Generations simply 
hoping for more of the same will find that 
fits the bill nicely. Striker, meanwhile, 
streamlines the move set, while offering 
access to three Hunter Arts, which can be 
deployed once their gauge is filled: 
getting hit as well as landing blows will 
top up the meter.

Flair path
The final two styles are a revelation, to 
the point that we spent many a mission 
futzing around with them both. Having 
favoured the Insect Glaive in Monster

Hunter 4 Ultimate, we were delighted to
see the Aerial style making great use of it.
This replaces your standard forward
dodge with a somersault that can be
linked into a vault if you land on objects,
monsters, and even other players. Pull
this off with the glaive and the flip will
carry you forward, making it particularly
useful for pinning down larger, slower
monsters and those that like to retreat
before winding up for an assault. The
Light Bowgun has become our second
choice in this style: with rapid-fire ammo
loaded, a successful vault allows you to
loose off a volley of shots down on any
beasts below.

The Adept style is appropriately
named: this is for hunters who know their
stuff and can instinctively read a
monster’s movements. It’s a high-risk,
high-reward approach which requires
you to pull off a perfect dodge just as a
creature’s attack is about to land. Do so
and you’ll gain the ability to trigger a
special move. For hammer players, it’s
utterly transformative, as evades launch
you into one of a series of new charge
attacks; while lance users don’t dodge,
but instead parry and counter with
vicious swipes. If you’ve avoided the
heavier weapons until now, this might
just change your mind.

That’s the point, of course. It’s an
encouragement for fans to try out new
favourites and master brand new
techniques. And, with no fewer than four
signature beasts to bring down, and the
welcome return of Freedom Unite’s
panther-like Nargacuga, the prospect of
re-learning the lingo has rarely been so
exciting. Chris Schilling

“YOU CAN NOW CONTROL FELYNES
DIRECTLY, AND THEIR FIGHTING
STYLE IS CLEARLY GEARED TOWARDS
NEW AND YOUNGER PLAYERS”

Slower monsters are the best way to learn the Adept style. The Great Maccao might telegraph a lot of his attacks, but timing a 
last-second dodge can be hard to get right – get ready to practice, practice, practice.

One of four flagship monsters, Mizutsune produces bubbles 
within its fur that enable it to slide quickly across the ground.

The newbie-friendly cat-ish Prowlers have their own set of exclusive missions, so it’s worth veterans having a look regardless of skill 
level. They also have their own gear,  but can take part in regular quests should you want to team up across the skill divide.

Instant Reaction

Great Maccao aside, it takes 
too long to get to the new 

beasts. And it’s hard to go back to 
MH4U after this.

New hunting styles give you 
a fresh appreciation for 

overlooked weapons, while 
Prowler expedites gathering.

THRILL-O-METER

Novices: now’s the time to jump in.
Veterans? Clear your diaries.

54321

–

+
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The return of the space cowboy, in a 
markedly different guise

MASS EFFECT: 
ANDROMEDA

Format PS4, XO, PC  Publisher EA 
Developer Bioware  ETA Spring 2017

Instant Reaction

There’s little link to the 
trilogy, so three games’ 

worth of decisions and character 
customisation count for nought.

Looks set to reinvigorate 
exploration and emphasise 

role-playing rather than double 
down on cover shooting.

THRILL-O-METER

The Western expansion reimagined
as a sweeping space opera. 

54321

–

+

The Pathfinder’s armour shows the 
N7 logo, confirming a link to the 
academy that trained Shepard.

65%
complete

T
he original trilogy 
may have had a 
murky corner or 
two, but its 
depiction of the 
Milky Way was 

mostly sleek lines, reflective surfaces, 
and tasteful smooching. Bioware’s 
follow-up, however, looks set to 
swap all that pristine 
futurism in favour of the 
grounded muckiness of a 
sci-fi Western, switching 
out the militaristic 
Shepard for an unnamed 
space cowboy.

The current hot lead in fan 
speculation suggests that Andromeda 
will task players with finding a new home 
for humanity and her allies, striking out 
for unknown worlds as part of a 
‘Pathfinder’ expedition. That premise 
suggests that Bioware is returning to 
Mass Effect’s roots, placing exploration at 
the heart of a series that’s progressively 
become more about waist-high walls 
than alien architecture. 

The return of the Mako, confirmed in 
Andromeda’s very first trailer, is one sign 

of this realignment of priorities. Another 
is the rumoured ability to establish 
colonies on the farflung worlds you 
discover, providing much-needed 
settlements for human refugees as well 
as granting resource bonuses to the 
Pathfinder protagonist and their crew. 

Wild wild West
The maintenance and defence 

of these outposts will prove 
fundamental to the success 
of your mission, and you’ll be 
able to fend off opportunistic 
raiders either on your own or 

with a clutch of multiplayer 
allies. But should you decide 

you’re too important to act as space 
sheriff to a bunch of mewling townsfolk, 
you can always choose to deploy a Strike 
Team instead, managing your AI 
enforcers in a similar fashion to Dragon 
Age: Inquisition’s war table mechanic.

All of which sounds like the most 
radical shakeup yet for a series that’s 
been around – and worshipped – for 
almost a decade. But so long as we can 
still French kiss an extraterrestrial, we’ll 
know it’s still very much a Mass Effect 
game. James Nouch
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Instant Reaction

Deliberately immature and
off-the-wall humour could

end up rubbing some players the
wrong way.

The scratchy pen-and-ink art
style is utterly distinctive,

and perfectly complements
Drawn To Death’s punk ’tude.

THRILL-O-METER

Potentially a free-to-play winner
– rev up your chainsaws, folks.

54321

–

+

Pressing the D-pad summons fourth-wall-
obliterating super-weapon The Hand. You can
only use it once per match, mind.

A
nyone’s who’s ever 
sat through a biology 
lesson knows that 
notebooks aren’t for 
stupid things like 
taking notes. They’re 

portals to other worlds: worlds where 
heads explode, the Queen’s got 
tentacles, and winged genitalia soar 
through scribbled skies. If only we could 
jump right in with an arsenal of 
ridiculous weapons and a few friends…

This online-only arena shooter from 
David Jaffe, known for bringing us God 
Of War and Twisted Metal, l
you do exactly that. We ho
mohawked brawler Johnny
Savage through a tutorial 
area of obscene scrawls. 
Our guide? An 
anthropomorphic frog as 
likely to hurl vulgar insults
us and detail his frankly 
obscene personal habits as
offer advice.

Ink-sanity
Drawn To Death is not a game for the 
faint of heart. Playable characters include 
Cyborgula (a robo-vampire who can 
launch rockets from inside his skull), 
Diabla Tijuana (a demonic cowgirl 
capable of summoning pentagrams to 
wall-jump with) and Alan, a totally normal 
dad of three. Just joshing – he’s a 
chainsaw-wielding rodent with 

auto-regenerating health “powered by 
the tears of small children”. Yay! 

The hyper-violent chuckles continue 
in the PvP scraps. Free for all 
deathmatches play out with three of 
your hilarious/horrifying peers/
abominations. Crunchy punk riffs throb 
in the background, netcode as slick as 
the blood-and-puke punch splattered 
across secret-filled arenas. Sinking 
rounds of our faithful FU-47 into a mural 
in Gladiator Graveyard briefly brings it to 
biro-rendered life… before we’re nailed in 
the head. Ouchee.

The Uncle Joe is one of many 
fully mad weapons. It deals 
e damage – but the flip 
de is an agonisingly slow 
eload (well, you try hauling 
a coffin out of the ground) 
which means anyone who’s 
icked up triple-blast 
otgun the Three Way can 
s you up quick smart.

s arsenal is well-balanced, 
emphasising skill over upgrades. So, too, 
are special and passive abilities. Johnny 
Savage’s Devil’s Riff attack puts extra hurt 
on Cyborgula: however, the digi-vamp 
can see Alan’s grinning mug even when 
he’s invisible. Well, this won’t do. We call 
on all-decimating super-weapon The 
Hand, climb aboard, and send roughly 
seven nukes into his furry face. It makes 
for a satisfying finish, and we can’t wait to 
see what other brilliantly nasty surprises 
lie in this page-turner. Jen Simpkins

The developer’s website boasts of its talents at busting ghosts, exorcising demons, 
and rehabilitating werewolves. Making videogames seems to be a side-gig.

Drawn To Death’s hilarious tutorial teaches you basic controls, while verbally abusing 
you at every step. A bit like when Matt tries to teach Robin how to play FIFA.

DRAWN
TO DEATH

Format PS4  Publisher Sony  
Developer The Bartlet Jones Supernatural Detective Agency  ETA Autumn

It’s doodle or die in this sketchy free-
to-play multiplayer shooter

80% 
complete



Purchasable gear crates range 
from 238 in-game credits to 
1,900, which is fair – we earned 
about 1,000 for each match.

Preview
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T
oby is a penguin in a mech suit with a 
strong line in motivational quotes. El 
Dragón, the luchador, performs wrestling 
moves on enemies. There’s cantankerous 
scientist Kleese who hovers around on a 
mechanical throne. Oh, and ice-monster 

Kelvin is a collection of microorganisms with a single 
consciousness. 25 ingeniously designed heroes represent 
the heart of Gearbox’s MOBA shooter. 

“My goodness,” says creative director Randy Varnell, “you know 
when you’re talking the number of people who’ve made the 
characters – we had a group of about ten animators, a group of 
about ten effects artists, the audio team of six or seven – you’re 
talking a pretty significant investment on each character to run.”

Born this way
One co-op story and three competitive multiplayer modes slot 
you into five-person teams to wreak havoc. Characters have 
attacks on L1/LB and R1/RB, a physical bash on circle/X, and an 
ultimate ability on triangle/Y. Shayne, a feisty redhead who 
travels with a pet demon called Aurox, launches boomerangs 
with the left trigger and slashes with the right, and can 
command her horned djinn to charge at opponents. Deadly 
fan-wielding assassin Deande creates a decoy with the left 
trigger and burst-dashes with the right, and boasts a power 
called Blink Storm that sends out a flurry of stunning strikes.

Each of the ten levels on a helix-shaped skill tree modifies 
powers, and as they reset after each match, you can really 
experiment. There’s enough to learn without it being 
overwhelming, and although powers vary wildly, the universal 
control scheme makes sense of it.

“EL DRAGÓN’S HANDING OUT
CLOTHESLINES, AMBRA’S
CONJURING STARS, MIKO’S 
SHOOTING MUSHROOMS”

the universe’s maddest MOBA

BATTLEBORN
Format PS4, XO, PC  Publisher Gearbox  Developer Gearbox  ETA  3 May
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Happily, experience points and loot are usable across all modes, so you can take any goodies earned in the 
story mode through to multiplayer for deployment online. Intrigued? You can check out the open beta now.

In addition to the campaign, other 
modes include Meltdown (arena), 
Incursion (destroy an enemy base), 
and Devastation (base capture).

Instant Reaction

Fights must accommodate a 
huge variety of heroes and 

powers. Sometimes it’s less battle, 
more baffling brouhaha.

A massive cast of instantly 
appealingly characters for 

co-op and competitive use. If you 
tire of one weirdo, just roll another.

THRILL-O-METER

An energetic first-person MOBA
that’s excelling on consoles.

54321

–

+

90% 
complete “One of the first things we did,” says 

Varnell, “was to print a giant controller 
layout. We had blanks on all of it, and little 

magnetic cards – ‘here are all the abilities’. We 
set the design team specifics: ‘this is jump, and this is sprint’. It 
defined what the game was and what you could do with that.” 
Indeed, while playable on PC, Battleborn is console-conceived.

There’s a danger it’ll be a halfway house – too simplistic for 
MOBA fans, too complex for shooter fans – but Gearbox’s vision 
is nothing if not unique. Take its campaign, no mere training 
mode at ten hours long. We play two 30-minute missions: one in 
which we spring mech warrior Caldarius from an intergalactic 
prison, and another about closing a portal opened by a race of 
evil aliens. Each hosts smart ideas, such as repelling waves of 
airdropping enemies by building turrets and drones, and a boss 
whose special move is teleporting you to deep space. Being 
able to play your characters in the campaign’s more controlled 
environment is a definite selling point if competitive-only 
MOBAs have scared you away in the past.

Pain and lane
Multiplayer is a new challenge, requiring coordination across the 
three archetypes of support, attack, and defence. Kelvin is the 
latter, stunning foes as a cloud of frigid air and blocking them 
with impassable ice walls, but he’d be useless without attackers 
like Toby, whose mines we fire into frozen crowds. The problem 
isn’t variety but feel. Projectiles lack impact and collisions don’t 
convince, which often results in confusing mass brawls: El 
Dragón’s bouncing around handing out clotheslines, Ambra’s 
conjuring localised stars, Miko’s shooting noxious mushrooms 
everywhere. It can boil down to cycling through powers and 
firing them into the crowd – busy but ineffective. That’s what you 
get when characters range from rocket-firing eagle men, to 
blade-wielding vampires, to sharpshooting robot butlers.

“[Battleborn] definitely was a bigger game to produce than 
Borderlands,” says Varnell. “Borderlands characters were kind 
of based on a human frame. Here, we’re making strange aliens 
who sometimes have forearms and sometimes don’t have arms 
at all.” The question is, however, will Battleborn have legs? Given 
multiplayer at times descends into a maelstrom, that lengthy 
and welcoming campaign could prove invaluable. Ben Griffin 
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O
nce upon a time, 
vehicle levels 
crowbarred into 
action games were a 
surefire sign of 
impending disaster. 

In this final entry in the Uncharted 
series, the opposite is true. Big, hungry, 
and with an engine that roars like an 
untamed beast being poked with a 
sharp stick, we just can’t get enough of 
Nathan Drake’s newly rented 4x4.

We’re playing the campaign’s tenth 
chapter – The Twelve Towers – and Nate, 
long-time cohort Sully, and Drake’s 
brother Sam are in search of the trail of 
famed pirate Captain Avery. Specifically, 

they seek the $400 million in gold Avery 
stole from the Mughal ship The Gunsway, 
and our trio’s traced the corsair’s clues as 
far as a series of muddy plains near 
Madagascar’s King’s Bay. We gun our 
ride’s accelerator with R2 and begin our 
trek into the unknown.

Wheely wild
Our wheels roll over dust to begin with, 
the ground baked dry by the sun. But as 
we speed deeper into the level, wetter 
ground emerges. Handbrake-turning 
through pools of water kicks up sprays of 
dirt, but more than simply a satisfying 
way of digging rivets in the ground, the 
4x4 is an important evolutionary step for 
Uncharted’s exploration sections.

As part of bringing vehicles into focus, 
Naughty Dog has upgraded its level 
design in a number of key ways. First of 
all, environment sizes have substantially 
ballooned. Our bumpy ride through fields 
and caverns covers a good couple of 
miles’ worth of terrain, and this only 
forms half of the chapter.

More than just improving scale, the 
4x4 has ushered in more interesting 
terrain, too. On foot, Drake can cover flat

ground or clamber up walls with 
handholds, yet behind the wheel, he can 
wriggle up mudslides (when the going’s 
too swampy in one section, we clamber 
out, wrap a winch around a tree, and drag 
the car over the otherwise impassable 
surface), and creep over rickety bridges 
and precariously balanced boulders as 
the ground shifts beneath the tread.

Think shimmying around a cliff edge 
was fun in the other Uncharteds? Try

“EXPANDED STEALTH OPTIONS
ENABLE US TO TAG ENEMIES WITH
MARKERS À LA FAR CRY”

Naughty Dog’s worked hard on its 
gloopy mud technology. You’re 
going to get lathered in the stuff.

The Batmobile was a divisive element in Arkham Knight, but 
we can’t foresee any complaints about Drake’s rides.

UNCHARTED 4: A THIEF’S END
We slam pedal to the metal in the Drake family’s crazy (off-)road trip

Format PS4  Publisher Sony  Developer Naughty Dog  ETA 10 May

Preview
Future Hits Played Now!

www.twitter.com/gamesmaster



UNCHARTED 4: A THIEF’S END

Changing faces 
The new stars of Uncharted 4

Nathan Drake
Not new, but with a fresh 
look, Nate’s sprouting a 
few grey hairs in his 
post-treasure hunting 
years. He promised 
Elena he was done with 
adventures, but lets her 
down by dragging Sully 
off on another trek.

Sam Drake
Presumed dead, 
ex-jailbird Sam Drake 
shows up at the start of 
the story to coax 
returning hero Nate out 
of retirement. He claims 
to have a lead on lost 
pirate gold, and needs 
his bro to help him. 

Nadine Ross
Owner of the Shoreline 
PMC, Nadine is a South 
African merc hired by 
Rafe to beat Drake to the 
treasure. Meyer claims 
her partnership with 
Rafe results in “one of 
the more formidable 
enemies in the series”.

Will Drake be pushing up 
daisies by the end? 
Naughty Dog promises 
this will be Nate’s final 

Rafe Adler
Also seeking Avery’s 
gold, treasure hunter 
Rafe Adler is our main 
villain. “Rafe’s smart and 
very ambitious,” 
explains Naughty Dog’s 
Arne Meyer, who labels 
him as both charismatic 
and “interesting”.

90%
complete

ever game…

2  

edging a 
two-tonne 
vehicle around a
narrow trail with 
nothing to catch 

you should the 
grip go. Naughty 

Dog has packed both 
puzzles and platforming sections into 
Drake’s driving parts, and is still giving us 
the freedom to hop out at any point to go
and pick through ruins.

Grass kicking
Major improvements to the Uncharted
formula aren’t limited to four wheels. After
20 minutes of driving we encounter a
lookout tower teeming with enemy PMC
fighters. Expanded stealth options enable
us to first tag enemies with markers à la
Far Cry, then creep through long grass to
approach them while hidden.

When we step out of cover, white alert
bars begin filling up until they turn yellow.
If we quickly hide or take out the
intrigued enemy, we’re fine; if we fail, it’ll
all kick off and things’ll get noisy fast.
They’re small but important additions
that mean more combat sections than
ever can be completed stealthily and, in
these moments, The Last Of Us’
fingerprints are unmistakable.

During some drive-by experimentation we’ve deduced that you can indeed motor 
towards a grapple point and swing yourself out of the 4x4 without slowing.

But it’s also the only element in our 
demo that feels influenced by Naughty 
Dog’s post-apocalyptic hit. That’s no bad 
thing. The one-liners and light hearted 
banter still scream Uncharted, as does 
the sun-kissed world and the lithe 
scrambling up buildings to seek secret 
treasures. Fear not, Drake worshipers, 
this is still the Uncharted you know and 
love – only better. Matthew Pellett

Instant Reaction

Our demo’s sandbox driving 
areas contains fewer secrets 

than we’d hoped. Maybe we’re just 
bad at sniffing them out?

The 4x4 driving fits so 
seamlessly into the template 

that it’s hard to believe vehicle 
sections weren’t always a staple.

THRILL-O-METER

Bigger and bolder than ever before
– this is the reason to own a PS4.

54321

–

+

www.gamesradar.com/gamesmaster
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Instant Reaction

Can Suzuki and company 
really deliver an unabridged 

Shenmue experience on their 
relatively meagre budget?

It’s Shenmue III! Just a year 
ago, we’d have bet big bucks 

against this project ever seeing the 
light of day.

THRILL-O-METER

Looks gorgeous, but Suzuki is
tight-lipped on gameplay details.

54321

–

+

Preview
Eyes-on With Future Hits!

www.twitter.com/gamesmaster

SHENMUE III
Format PS4, PC Publisher Shibuya Productions
Developer Ys Net ETA December 2017

Back in June 2015, Shenmue III 
appeared on Kickstarter. It attracted 
a record-shattering $6.3 million.

Slick, shiny screenshots show off a 
sumptuous setting

Suzuki claims that his work crafting the narrative of Shenmue III is almost done, 
although development remains in its early stages.

Ryo pioneered the QTE in the original, 
long before it became a lazy trope.

The original Shenmue was the most expensive game ever made at the time of its 
1999 release, with a rumoured budget in excess of $70 million.

85%
complete

I
ndustry legend Yu 
Suzuki has revealed 
a tantalising 
smattering of new 
info on this 
long-awaited 

sequel, as well as releasing some 
gorgeous work-in-progress 
screenshots. The images represent 
our first proper look at the game’s 
opening area, showcasing the 
beautiful countryside that 
Ryo will explore in the 
opening hours.

The setting is Bailu Village, 
a settlement within China’s 
Guilin region. Shenmue II’s 
cliffhanger ending unfolded 
close to this spot, so it’s clear that 
Suzuki is picking up right where he left 
off. Indeed, it seems as though barely a 
day has passed since the conclusion of 
the previous game.

The glittering images are the product 
of seven-or-so months of active 
development on Shenmue III, and 
suggest Suzuki and his team are rapidly 
getting to grips with Unreal Engine 4. The 

esteemed designer recently gave a talk 
explaining how Epic’s engine enables 
him to “create prototypes even without  
a programmer”. 

QTE 2.0
Shenmue III won’t be entirely comprised 
of rolling fields and tranquil strolls. Fans 
can expect plenty of martial arts action 
along with more urban environments. 

More controversially, perhaps, 
Suzuki has seemingly 

confirmed that QTE 
sequences are also set to 
make a return, although 
he’s expressed a desire to 

improve upon the format 
used in previous games. 
Finally, Suzuki reiterates his 

conviction that the odyssey is too 
vast to reach a conclusion in Shenmue III. 
His latest game, it seems, will bring us 
chapters five and six of an 11-part epic, 
suggesting that the veteran director may 
need several more sequels to conclude 
Ryo’s tale of revenge. Hopefully we won’t 
have to wait another 15 years – and two 
console generations – between 
Shenmues III and IV. James Nouch
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Instant Reaction

Action sequences and 
free-roaming exploration 

could dilute what makes these 
games so interesting.

The most ambitious 
instalment yet, with a 

narrative that promises all manner 
of occult intrigue.

THRILL-O-METER

Sherlock still dares to be different,
but perhaps a little less odd.

54321

–

+

Fan favourites such as Lestrade, Mrs 
Hudson, Wiggins, and Watson are 
all set to return.

SHERLOCK HOLMES:  
THE DEVIL’S DAUGHTER
Holmes under the glamour

Format PS4, XO, PC  Publisher Bigben Interactive   Developer Frogwares  ETA  27 May

95%
complete

W
hen a series 
reaches its eighth 
entry, it’s inevitable 
that the developer 
will want to make 
some changes to 

the formula. Frogwares is starting 
with the character models. Say 
goodbye to the slender proportions 
and angular features of old Sherlock, 
and whisper a sultry hello to the 
barrel-chested brawnster that is 
Sherlock 2.0.

Other, less sexy, changes are also afoot 
– not least the introduction of all manner 
of narrative spookiness. A woman 
claiming to be a clairvoyant has moved 
in next door to Sherlock Hunk, 
prompting a cavalcade of heebie-jeebie 

happenings that will challenge the 
private detective’s hard-nosed 
rationalism. Then there’s Katelyn, the 
mysterious young girl who starred in the 
game’s latest trailer.

“As many players already 
guessed, Katelyn is Sherlock’s 
daughter," explains CEO 
Wael Amr. “At the 
beginning of the game, 
she is returning from her 
boarding school and 
moves in at 221B Baker 
Street, while Sherlock has to 
deal with a series of most 
confounding crimes.”

Elementary plans
Other tweaks include the promise of 
‘intense action sequences’, but Amr 

insists this is no dumbed-down 
concession to the mass market. “The 
Devil’s Daughter is actually the mix of 
investigation, action, and exploration we 
have always wanted to make," says Amr. 

“On some occasions in the Conan 
Doyle novels, Sherlock could 

no longer count on his 
analytical skills alone, and 
needed to use his fists 
instead of his brain.”

Whether fisticuffs will fit 
especially well within the 

established Frogwares 
formula remains to be seen. 

Regardless, the return of the deduction 
board, the moral choices, and Sherlock 
Holmes’ dog reassure us that the 
now-veteran series will remain a bastion 
of lovable idiosyncrasy. James Nouch
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Preview
Eyes-on With Future Hits!

www.twitter.com/gamesmaster

You can manipulate these people. 
Or kill them. Or force ‘em to dance. 
It’s Obsidian – expect everything.

The world has a Pillars Of Eternity 
vibe, but builds upon that 
pre-rendered look. 

This has to be one of your Fatebinder’s upgraded attacks. Where do you go from 
being able to shoot a dozen flaming arrows?

Instant Reaction

There’s little talk on how 
combat works. While not all 

RPGs need it, hopefully players’ 
thirst for blood is satisfied.

There are plenty of isometric 
RPGs, but not many where 

you’re encouraged to be bad. In 
Tyranny, you’re the antagonist.

THRILL-O-METER

A subversive old-school RPG from
storytellers with pedigree.

54321

–

+

This land seems to bear the scars of past wars. Thankfully it’s a war your team won, so 
don’t let the ravaged environment get you down.

TYRANNY
Format PC  Publisher Paradox Interactive  
Developer Obsidian Entertainment  ETA Winter

Play the villain in Obsidian’s evil spin 
on old-school RPGs

85%
complete

I
n this isometric RPG, 
you are the bad guy. 
The form and style is 
distinctly old-school, 
but that twist makes 
all the difference: 

evil has already won, and rather than 
rebel against the status quo as a plucky 
underdog, you’re wilfully, 
gleefully upholding it. It’s 
Star Wars told from the 
Empire’s perspective, or 
Lord Of The Rings 
through the eyes of one 
of Sauron’s orcs.

After a massive war of good 
vs evil doesn’t work out so well for 
the former, Kyros The Overlord sets the 
world in an iron headlock. You play an 
officer in his army, operating under the 
watchful eyes of the Archon Of Justice 
and Tunon The Adjudicator. 
Dialogue-heavy, you’ll primarily interact 
with the populace through talking – 
instead of, say, hitting – and this results in 
all manner of branching stories. You can 

manipulate someone into pledging 
unwavering loyalty to Kyros, or punish 
them for insubordination. According to 
Obsidian, players are “empowered to act 
as both judge and executioner”. Writing 
has always been the studio’s strong suit, 
so focusing on it is a smart move.

Twist of fate
You’re given control not only 

of your main character, 
dubbed a ‘Fatebinder’, 
whose appearance and 
skills are customisable, but 
the state of the world from 

the off. How you answer 
questions at the start of your 

quest determines the state of 
things in the immediate aftermath of the 
land-rupturing subjugation. Obsidian 
has proved its storytelling mettle in 
RPGs as diverse as Star Wars: KOTOR II, 
Fallout: New Vegas, and South Park: The 
Stick Of Truth, so Tyranny certainly has a 
quality lineage behind it. Just one 
question remains: how bad do you want 
to be? Ben Griffin
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54321THRILL-O-METER
A lovely showcase for your amiibo pals.

GM Instant Reaction
54321THRILL-O-METER

Looks to be a fun and freeing thrill-ride.

GM Instant Reaction

PLANET COASTER
Format PC  Publisher Frontier Developments  Developer Frontier Developments  ETA Winter

Run your very own theme park (into the ground)

Just our luck. Humanity creates a
wormhole and ventures out into space 
only to find the same border disputes as 
on Earth – only now with thousands of 
alien races involved. This cosmic strategy 
from the makers of Crusader Kings II 
features fully procedural galaxies 
containing thousands of planets, and any 
one might hold an extraterrestrial race to 
argue with. There’s an extensive space 
ship customisation system, plenty of 
playable species to choose from, and 
32-person multiplayer in which you each 
control empires. 

The fleshy mouth vacuum is on a 
mission to save Dreamland from 
mechanised menaces – and by that we 
mean suck them into his mouth. There 
are 25 ingested powers for him and a few 
more for his mech, which transforms 
with propellers, buzzsaws, and wings. 
Tapping any amiibo to the screen imbues 
the benevolent pink blob with the 
relevant power. Plus there’s four-player 
co-op mode Kirby Clash in which you 
adopt different roles and use teamwork 
to thrash bosses. 

Over 50 characters clash in this fighting 
game based on the popular pirate anime. 
Mostly it’s fast-paced one-on-one arena 
scraps showcasing entertaining super 
powers and flashy moves: Chopper the 
reindeer digs into the ground and 
explodes out, and Whitebeard launches 
opponents into the air while shouting 
“I’m Whitebeard!”. Trafalgar Law, 
Crocodile, Boa Hancock – the gang’s all 
here, and forming unlikely tag-teams to 
switch out when health’s low keeps the 
action intense and tactical. 

This ’88-set prequel steps back to the 
time of perms and techno, once again 
set in Tokyo’s fictional Kamurocho area. 
Over-the-top brawling is par for the 
course, your protagonist pummeling 
people with motorbikes and decimating 
the carefully constructed interiors of 
shops. While largely concerned with 
angry multi-man fights, the Yakuza 
games have always prided themselves 
on authenticity, from noodle brands to 
music choices, so expect discos, casinos, 
and ha-ha-only-in-Japan shenanigans 
from Yakuza 0. 

his cute downloadable Wii U 
and 3DS puzzle/platformer 
is the first in Nintendo’s 
Mario Vs Donkey Kong 

series to feature amiibo support. Scan 
any Mushroom Kingdom figurine to 
receive the corresponding in-game toy. 
There are ten in all, from Yoshi to Bowser
Jr, and each packs unique abilities with 
which to conquer each room.

Along with main missions set in ghost
worlds, airship worlds, and space worlds,
you’ll also unlock a character’s themed 
world if you have that amiibo, not unlike 
LEGO Dimensions – but that does mean 
that if you want to see everything, it’s 
going to prove costly. 

I
n less than five minutes 
we’ve flouted not only 
several health and 
safety violations but a 
few human rights laws 

too (no visitor to public loos should 
have to climb a dozen-story cubicle 
stack). That’s as much testament to 
Planet Coaster’s accessible UI and 
deep build controls as the level of 
havoc you can cause with them.

Right now the alpha mostly lets us plonk 
down pirate-focused rides, buildings, 
props and scenery, but it’s more than 

enough to experiment with. Think a park 
filled with grand galleons, strewn with 
cannons, and featuring a giant hydraulic 
kraken head at its centre. Rides are 
geared towards both families (the 
Rocktopus swing or Star Wheel) and 
thrill-seekers (the Screaminator drop lives 
up to its name), and each individual has a 
preference. You can experience rides 
from their perspective, too. The authentic 
clank of metal, rush of air, and distant 
sounds of punters below show Frontier 
Developments’ affection for theme parks. 

While you can gleefully mess with 
patrons by building a queue on a steep 

incline stretching to the sky, or advertise 
your park from space by spelling its 
name with airplane-pilot-blinding 
spotlights, the true test comes when  
terrain deformation and day-to-day 
management is implemented. Being able 
to over-salt the fries so patrons pay more 
for drinks is the kind of behind-the-
scenes tinkering that’d keep us playing 
long after we’ve built a coaster so scary it 
causes hemorrhoids. Ben Griffin

STELLARIS KIRBY: PLANET
ROBOBOT

ONE PIECE: BURNING
BLOOD

YAKUZA 0

Format PC  Pub Paradox   
Dev Paradox  ETA 9 May 

Format 3DS  Pub Nintendo   
Dev HAL Laboratory  ETA 10 June 

Format PS4, XO, PC  Pub Chunsoft   
Dev Bandai Namco  ETA 3 June 

Format PS4, PS3  Pub SEGA   
Dev SEGA  ETA Summer 

MINI MARIO
& FRIENDS:
AMIIBO
CHALLENGE

Format 3DS, Wii U  Pub Nintendo   
Dev Nintendo  ETA Summer

A right wind-up

T

There’s potential for this to recapture 
the magic of the classic theme park 
management sims of old.

PREVIEW ROUND UP

70% 
complete
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FORGET THE MICHAEL BAY NONSENSE STINKING UP CINEMAS –
PLATINUM GAMES IS KEEPING TURTLEMANIA ALIVE AND WELL WITH
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES: MUTANTS IN MANHATTAN

TMNT: MUTANTS IN MANHATTAN

MAY 2016   43www.gamesradar.com/gamesmaster
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Feature
On The Cover!

A
ll sorts of weird gaming bits and bobs are 
lurking down in the sewers – singing 
Conker’s Bad Fur Day bosses, gluttonous 
Yharnam pigs, mushroom-gobbling 
Italian plumbers, flushed copies of Tony 
Hawk’s Pro Skater 5 – but top of the list 

are a certain reptilian quartet who answer to the names 
Leonardo, Michelangelo, Donatello, and Raphael. Not only 
were the green, pizza-chomping ninjas staple parts of our 
childhood TV schedule, almost 30 years on Konami’s 
bodacious 1989 arcade tie-in remains one of the finest 
licensed videogames ever created (see p84 for proof!).

Many Turtles games have come and gone since, some making 
more impact than others, but we’ve yet to see anything come 
close to matching that frenzied four-player hootenanny. There’s 
a good reason for that: we’ve never before had the world’s 
greatest action developer tasked with making a new Turtles 
game. Come 24 May, however, that record comes to an end.
Bursting onto the scene as if sent by sensei Splinter himself, 
Platinum Games has been working away at an all-new TMNT 
game that’s heading to PS4, Xbox One, PC, PS3, and Xbox 360. 
The titan of the Japanese development scene isn’t approaching 
it half-heartedly, either, leaping out of its comfort zone to build a 
four-player co-op action adventure. By mixing comic 
book-inspired cel-shaded visuals, the multiplayer framework 
and technology from Anarchy Reigns, and the fighting style of 
the likes of Bayonetta and Metal Gear Rising: Revengeance, 
Platinum looks on track to recapture the magic of the Turtles’ 
classic arcade outings.

Teenage kicks
Mutants In Manhattan is built with cooperative multiplayer in 
mind, which is why we dive into the game’s first level – Bebop 
– as part of a four-strong team alongside director Eiro 
Shirahama (who also helmed The Legend Of Korra and Anarchy 
Reigns). We select Donnie, and are immediately warned that 
he’s the most critical team member of all, responsible for 
topping up others’ heath when it’s running low. Before we can 
point out how rubbish we are at playing the medic, we’re in.

In classic arcade fashion, levels are named after the end boss, 
so we know an encounter with Bebop’s on the cards. But first, 
we’ve a city to sweep. Backstory is minimal: Shredder has 
appeared, the Foot are causing havoc across Manhattan, and 
the Turtles are out to stop them. This isn’t an origin story. 

VIEWTIFUL JOE
Platinum Games’ roots stretch back to
Clover Studio - a short-lived offshoot
of Capcom that produced some of the 
most memorable games from the PS2/
GameCube era. First up was the PS2 

port of the film-obsessed, 2D 
GameCube action masterpiece Viewtiful
Joe (the same team had developed the

original, too, albeit in-house at 
Capcom). 

OKAMI
After three more Viewtiful Joe titles (a
straight sequel, Smash Bros-alike Red 
Hot Rumble, and DS spin-off Double 
Trouble), Clover’s next game was an 

action-adventure steeped in Japanese
folklore. Starring white wolf 

Amaterasu, its vast overworld, massive
dungeons, and epic story meant it 

enjoyed favourable comparisons with 
The Legend Of Zelda: Twilight Princess.

GOD HAND
Clover’s final game was directed by 
Resident Evil creator Shinji Mikami, 

and was a cult-favourite 3D 
beat-’em-up with a twist: a malleable 

combo and control system that let 
players craft their own fighting style. 
It was largely misunderstood at the 
time - a situation not helped by its 

lack of polish - but God Hand remains 
an epic brawler like no other.

T

The history of the 
celebrated studio behind 

Teenage Mutant Ninja 
Turtles: Mutants In 

Manhattan

2004 20072007

NAMED AFTER:
Italian sculptor Donato di Niccolò 
di Betto Bardi

LIKES:
Science, technology, inventing

WEAPON:
Bo staff

ROLE:
The healer of the group, 
Donatello’s long-reaching staff and 
pizza-throwing skills mean he’s 
best kept out of arm’s reach of 
enemies whenever possible - his 
unique skill Pizza Power showers 
areas with slices of the Turtles’ 
favourite snack to top up 
everybody’s health bars. The 
team’s tech wizard, he can also call 
upon his ingenious inventions to 
help out in battle, whether it be 
flying saucer attacks, or creating a 
handy energy barrier to keep the 
team shielded from harm by 
pushing foes away. Break out his 
combo attack and a series of 
teleportation assaults 
discombobulate your enemies and 
rip apart their defences, leaving 
them ripe for a devastating 
follow-up bo staff strike to their 
evil unmentionables.

Clad in purple, Donnie’s 
the brains of the outfit
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MADWORLD
Clover died, but the team stuck 

together and reemerged from the 
ashes as Platinum Games in 2008 after

team heads Shinji Mikami, Hideki 
Kamiya, and Atsushi Inaba signed a 

multi-game deal with Sega. Its debut
title? Ultraviolent black and white (and

red) Wii beat-’em-up MadWorld that 
starred a man with a chainsaw for an 

INFINITE SPACE
Often the forgotten entry of Platinum’s 
repertoire, DS strategy game Infinite 
Space marked the studio’s biggest 

deviation from its rich combat 
heritage. Instead, this punishing 
role-player let its players build 

spaceships and explore galaxies, 
taking part in real-time space battles 
and even scrap with other players in 

wi-fi battles.

The perfect action game? It’s hard to 
make a case against it, although 

2014’s Wii U-exclusive Bayonetta 2 
transplanted the winning template 

into more colourful, exciting 
environments. Sassy, smart, stylish, 

and home to the most brilliantly 
balletic combat imaginable, 

Bayonetta’s war against evil angels 
and giganto-gods is legendary.

VANQUISH
Rocket powered knee-slides and big 

weapons aplenty as Platinum doubled 
down on its combat expertise. While 
Bayonetta did lithe, acrobatic melee, 
this placed more emphasis on chunky 
guns, gritty sci-fi, and hulking heroes 

- albeit ones with lightning-fast 
reflexes. Far from a traditional 

shooter, Mikami’s final game with the 
studio was a blistering blaster.

2009 2010 2010

Cutscenes bookend stages to keep a continuous plot thread 
running through the adventure, but Mutants In Manhattan 
expects you to be a franchise fan who’s already familiar with the 
main allies and antagonists.

Climb green
Straight away we’re struck by how fluid it feels. We’re dropped in
an open section of city in the middle of the night, and the four of
us are given the freedom to run in different directions should we
choose. Default movement is a brisk sprint, and leaping at 
buildings reveals a traversal system that would make Assassin’s 
Creed’s stars turn a familiar shade of green with envy. These 
ninjas are parkour experts. 

Able to run up the sides of buildings in seconds thanks to 
their sticky feet, our stars start springing about town. We can 
grind rooftop railings as if we’re riding a skateboard; telephone 
wires double as zip-lines when anyone jumps near; and handy 

parachutes are whipped out at a moment’s notice when
somebody wants to leap from a skyscraper and glide over a 
street. Down at ground level, exploration is equally exciting. 
Leaping at a street lamp sees your turtle of choice auto-grab the 
poles and begin swinging round like a gymnast, ready to propel 
himself at a nearby enemy. Big, colourful awnings, meanwhile, 
act as powerful trampolines to propel you up into the sky.

Once we’re familiar with the controls, an alert flashes up on the 
screen. April’s down in our lair, sending us info via walkie-talkie, 
and she warns us that a group of Foot have been spotted roaming 
the streets. By clicking R3 we activate our T-glass vision (think 

“WE CAN GRIND ROOFTOP
RAILINGS AS IF WE’RE
RIDING A SKATEBOARD”

TMNT: MUTANTS IN MANHATTAN

The Turtles’ nimble traversal abilities 
allow them to speed around the levels 
and search for hidden collectibles.

BAYONETTTA

2010



METAL GEAR RISING: REVENGEANCE
When Kojima Productions turned to
Platinum to rescue its hack-’em-up
action game from development hell,

the studio delivered a short but
supremely sculpted wedge of cyborg

slice-’n’-dice, with an amazing slo-mo
mechanic that let you chop everything

up into itty, bitty pieces. The length
disappointed, but everything else

about this spin-off was a cut above.

ANARCHY REIGNS
The single-player specialists turned

their attention to multiplayer with this
arena brawler. While there was a token

solo campaign, the focus was very
much on online duels as Madworld

characters, bespoke fighters, and even
Bayonetta herself got stuck in to an

all-out war. PvP combat proved to be
less exciting than the studio’s PvE

efforts, however.

THE WONDERFUL 101
Platinum’s love affair with Nintendo

continued with this isometric strategy
battler in which Power Rangers-like
stars recruited civilians they rescued
to build huge hordes of super heroes.

Drawing on the GamePad’s screen
would force the Pikmin-like clans to
stack up and form giant weapons to
battle the Godzilla-esque monsters

laying waste to the planet.

THE LEGEND OF KORRA
Announced and released inside four
months, The Legend Of Korra has the

unfortunate accolade of being the
studio’s weakest title to date. Based

on the Nickelodeon follow-up to
Avatar: The Last Airbender, the game

felt too much like a surface level
brawler devoid of Platinum’s usual

nuanced fighting mechanics, and also
lacking the cartoon’s charm.

20132013 20142013

Detective Mode from the Batman: Arkham games) to filter out all 
the detail and highlight enemies from afar. We spy our targets, 
and everyone charges off at pace for the first battle.

Skill switch
Slipping into the two-button combo system is simple. Square is 
light attack, Triangle is heavy attack, and dodging with R2 at just 
the right moment opens up an opportunity to jab Circle and leap 
onto your attacker’s back, pummeling them from behind – 
nothing too complex. “A lot of the team members were from the 
Bayonetta team and the Metal Gear Rising team, especially for the 
action portions,” says director Eiro Shirahama. We feel at home.  

Then we squeeze L2, and things shift into unfamiliar territory. 
TMNT’s big difference from Platinum’s past titles comes in the 
form of its character abilities. Pulling the left trigger brings up 
four skills, one mapped to each face button. 

These abilities are the lifeblood of TMNT: Mutants In 
Manhattan. Each skill has its own cooldown meter, meaning 
encounters are less about pure combos and dodges than you 
might expect, and hinge more upon unleashing the right skills at 
the right time. And while each Turtle has his own strengths and
weaknesses when it comes to their stats, their most pronounced
differences come in the form of their unique ability. Everybody
has one: Leo’s Turtle Time triggers slo-motion for everyone,
Donnie’s Pizza Power makes it rain slices of pepperoni pizza for
others to gobble up (the Turtles’ health bars are actually pizza
slices, duh), Raph’s packing a Stealth Mode to turn invisible, and
Mikey’s got a Cheerleader skill that sees him dance away
everybody’s cooldowns to instantly replenish the group’s skills.

One of the most important abilities of all is ‘Combo Attack’. To
pull it off, two Turtles must be close to one another and trigger it
at roughly the same time. If successful, a massive co-op assault
is unleashed, with different effects depending on the instigator.
For Raph, that means the pair will leap into the air and crash
down shell-first to ripple the floor and shake enemies off their
feet. If it’s Mikey, however, get ready for disco lights appearing
and a short dance so funky that even your enemies will begin to
move with the beat and strike a Saturday Night Fever-esque
pose – leaving them open to a devastating attack.

Don’t like the move loadouts on offer? Then just like a custom
pizza order, build your own. Sure, each Turtle has a unique
power, but before each level you’ll be able to pick your own skills
from an ever-expanding range. To begin with the options are

Feature
On The Cover!

Classic characters like Bebop and 
Rocksteady return, looking better than 
ever thanks to the cel-shaded art style. 
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TRANSFORMERS: DEVASTATION
Despite some decent Transformers 

games from High Moon Studios, 
Platinum was tasked with creating the

most recent Autobot battler and it 
decided to drop ’realistic’ graphics in 
favour of a colourful style reminiscent
of the ’80s cartoon. It was lean, but 
captured the heart of the franchise 
and offered fighting thrills closer to 
Bayonetta’s than anybody expected.

STAR FOX ZERO
Finally launched this month after 

being pushed back from November 
2015, Platinum Games’ latest pairing 
with Nintendo is a reimagining of the 
classic space-faring shooter series for

the Wii U. But the question is, is it 
actually any good? Jump in your 

Arwing and barrel roll your way over 
to our review on p76 to find out our 

definitive verdict. 

NIER: AUTOMATA
Next up on the schedule is a 

partnership with Square Enix to 
develop a follow-up to 2010’s insane

mixed-genre experiment, Nier. Playing
as android lady 2B, it’ll see you 
battling robots left on a post-

apocalyptic Earth. Expect stylish 
melee, mixed with bullet-hell shooter
elements, plus minigame breakaway 

moments to keep you guessing. 

SCALEBOUND
Recently pushed back to next year, 

Scalebound is an Xbox One-exclusive 
action role-playing epic. Set in the 

world of Draconis, fighting will be less 
immediate and more number crunching 

than is typical for the developer, as 
protagonist Drew and his pet dragon 

Thuban team up in a game that 
director Hideo Kamiya originally 

conceived more than a decade ago. 

2015 2016 2017

NAMED AFTER:
Italian painter and architect 
Raffaello Sanzio da Urbino

LIKES:
Fighting, sarcasm

WEAPON:
Sai

ROLE:
You might think that picking ‘cool 

but rude’ Raphael is a clear 
indicator that you want to charge 
head first into every single battle 
and stay on an all-out offensive, 
but that actually isn’t quite the 

case. Sure, his team combo attack 
involves leaping high into the air 
and slamming down to the ground 

to create a Foot-upending 
shockwave, but unique ability 
Stealth Mode encourages more 
thoughtful, dare we say subtle, 
play. Trigger it and Raph turns 

completely invisible, letting him 
get the jump on enemies for a 

more powerful surprise attack from 
behind. The strongest damage 

dealer of the quartet, Raph’s also 
the slowest.

Raph’s red mask marks 
him out as a hothead

limited – Ninja Drop Kicks and Slash Rolls – but every time you 
defeat a boss or increase your Player Level, you’ll unlock more. 
Soon, you’ll be grabbing a baseball bat and smacking Shredder’s 
minions into the distance with Homerun Swing, surrounding 
yourself with flying saucers with UFO Attack, or even making 
yourself temporarily impervious to damage with Invincibility.

But let’s rewind a moment. You did read that bit right earlier 
on: Mikey can indeed recharge the team’s abilities with his 

Cheerleader rendition. So surely that means the stage is set for a 
rather relentless rinse-and-repeat of these skills? 

Green team
To a point, that’s actually true, and it means close-up scraps do 
feel a little less nuanced than those found in Bayonetta. Timed 
dodges and the two base attack buttons are still important, but 
abilities take precedence, which dilutes Platinum’s finely tuned 
fighting. Yet what’s lost in the small-scale scraps as a result of 
these abilities’ introduction is gained in tactical nous when it 
comes to the boss battles.

“In most Platinum games, the player is a total wrecking ball 
and you just destroy everything,” explains Shirahama. “When 
we started out, we were going to do it the way we always do it, 
but the players were so strong that we couldn’t create any 

TMNT: MUTANTS IN MANHATTAN

Of course they carry around 
parachutes that look like shells. What 
did you expect?

“COMBAT IS ABOUT 
UNLEASHING THE RIGHT
SKILLS AT THE RIGHT TIME”
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enemies that were challenging enough for four players. If there 
are four of you just destroying everything there’s no game 
there, so that was one of the big challenges we had to face. 

“We couldn’t just make you feel weak, that wouldn’t work. So 
we resolved it by making the regular enemies relatively easy to 
defeat – that way you feel awesome and can still cut through 
enemies to have that Platinum Games feeling of just being 
super powerful – but for the bosses in particular we wanted to 
make sure that you needed to use all of your abilities in order to 
succeed. We gave moments of weakness for the bosses you 
have to look out for together so you couldn’t just take them 
straight down instantly.”

Shell yeah
Fast-forwarding to the boss, it all makes sense. Bebop is a beast 
of truly epic proportions. Lurking inside a cramped bank vault, 
he wields a giant chainsaw and slices anybody who’s careless 
enough to ignore the evade trigger when close. He’s also 
packing a machine gun that sprays purple bullets in every 
conceivable direction. And as if those skills weren’t enough, he 
regularly tosses out fistfuls of TNT that coat the floor in spheres 
of pain. Oh, and did we neglect to mention that Bebop is 
sporting seven health bars? Gulp.

So begins an eye-watering blitz of combos and super moves, 
peppered with dodges, back grabs, and pizza rainfall courtesy 
of Donnie’s special when the health bars begin to wane. It’s an 
exhausting battle, but one that’s never anything less than 
thrilling as colour explodes from the screen and us four players 
trade comments to tee up combo moves. Even so, Bebop puts 
up one heck of a fight, and some of us are knocked into a 
Shell-Shocked state. If teammates fail to revive the fallen Turtles 
before a counter expires, off to the Pizza Room they go.

See, TMNT doesn’t do basic revives – it does a pizza-
munching mini-game in which KO’d players must button-mash 
to eat cheesy slices and regain their health. Once you’ve 
digested enough you’ll be returned to the battle, but there’s a 
catch: eat so quickly that you overtake the pizza meter and 
you’ll burn your mouth, slowing down your revive. If all four 
players fall into the Pizza Room, it’s time to restart.

“The concept for a lot of the boss battles is that some people 
will go down,” says Shirahama-san. “You’re constantly swapping 
places because the guys in the Pizza Room will come back, but 
then the others will die. It’s really tense if you’re playing at the 
correct difficulty level for your skill.”

We have to agree. Speaking from experience, being the only 
Turtle still in the fight as others are frantically masticating their 
molars off is an edge-of-the-seat thrill when faced with a peeved 
pig peppering plumes of purple projectiles at our position.

That mention of difficulty level is crucial, too, for TMNT’s 
appeal – this is a game that wants you to replay its spread of 
levels over and over, and it aims to keep enticing you back into 
familiar stages with a number of tricks. To survive the higher 
difficulty levels, you’re going to need to do more than just 
master the art of dodging, jabbing, and binging on fast food – 

NAMED AFTER:
Italian polymath Leonardo di ser 

Piero da Vinci

LIKES:
Discipline, respect, leading

WEAPON:
Katana

ROLE:
As you’d expect from the team 
leader, Leo’s designed to be an 

all-rounder with no real 
weaknesses. His unique attack is 

Turtle Time, which slows down the 
action (presumably named because 
enemies are forced to move as fast 
as actual turtles?) to enable him to 

execute unstoppable moves 
without fear of incoming strikes. 
Pairing up with another mean, 

green, fighting machine, 
meanwhile, unleashes a whirlwind 

attack for a wide area of effect 
assault that hurts every enemy 

around him.

Wise and sensible, Leo’s 
the one in charge

Feature
On The Cover!

These ugly brawlers are Rock Soldiers 
– traditionally minions of 
pinky-jelly-in-a-man-suit Krang.
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PLAT ROULETTE
The cartoons we want to see transformed 

into Platinum Games titles

THUNDERCATS
Number one with a bullet 
- or should that be a 
scratch? - is the classic 
’80s series Thundercats. A 
co-op brawler in the 
TMNT template would 
work perfectly, with each 
hero boasting their 
trademark weapons 

(Lion-O has his iconic Sword Of Omens, Cheetara wields a 
bo staff, Panthro sports nunchaku, Tygra uses a bolo whip) 
and unique abilities (Tygra’s invisibility skill, for instance, 
could be activated for a few seconds to get the jump on 
baddies). Throw in some Snarf minigames and this 
practically codes itself.

SCIENCE NINJA
TEAM GATCHAMAN
Hot off the exhaust 
flames of Star Fox Zero 
(review on p76!), 
Platinum is ideally 
positioned to bring back 
the ’70s anime sensation 
better known in this 
corner of the world as 

Battle Of The Planets. Mixing space-based flying (and 
underwater diving) levels à la Star Fox inside the God 
Phoenix ship, vehicular battling in the vein of the 
Transformers: Devastation game, and some serious on-foot 
sandbox scrapping, SNTG/BOTP could even muscle in on 
Earth Defense Force’s patch and offer the genre’s fans a 
more polished spin on saving cities from alien invasions.

X-MEN
If any team of 
superheroes deserve 
another shot at 
videogame greatness, it’s 
the X-Men, and there’s no 
studio better equipped to 
do the Marvel characters’ 
combat skills justice than 
Platinum Games. The 

Japanese studio has mastered the art of David vs Goliath (or 
witch vs angel) match-ups so, by taking its cues from the 
beloved ’90s animated series, Platinum’s X-Men entry would 
provide exciting head-to-shin encounters against the 

entinel robots. Co-op play is a given, though 
s vast, varied roster let’s not rule out a game 
xpanding and adding new mutants to the mix 
hs roll on, much like Blizzard’s upcoming 
rwatch. 

INSPECTOR GADGET
Sure, he might not feel 
like the obvious action 
hero, but he’s got the 
moves and equipment to 
make both Bayonetta and 
Raiden look like chumps.
Surrounded by baddies? 
Extend those 
Go-Go-Gadget arms and 

hem around to knock them off their feet. 
sections? Gadget Copter is on hand to glide over 
l-running required? Thank goodness for Gadget 
mix between Metal Gear Rising: Revengeance 
tomata, every level would take the form of a 
se, and instead of killing the end-level boss the 
erely needs to weaken them enough to slap on 
uffs and send them to jail. 

“EAT PIZZA TOO QUICKLY AND
YOU’LL BURN YOUR MOUTH,
SLOWING DOWN YOUR RE

you’ll have to start digging deep into Mutants In Manha
upgrade and item systems.

Turt locker
As well as unlocking more skills by increasing your Play
as you progress (this counts across all four Turtles – you
level up the individual characters), you can upgrade exi
ability powers with BP earned in the field, which you get
collecting green gems, killing foes, and earning good ra
all the mini-missions. 

Mutants In Manhattan does more than just rank its fi
incentivises both team and selfish play with BP bonuses
executing certain things. Were you the first Turtle to arr
target? Bam! Enjoy that extra BP. Did you score the mos
a scuffle? Ker-ching! It’s BP time! Most revives, most take
most co-op moves instigated… you get the picture. Ever
encounter and every level-wide performance is judged
this way, and while bigger bonuses await in the boss
battles, it always pays to be seeking extra BP 
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through good performance or by rooting out the gems 
scattered around the city. Discover the harder-to-reach red ones 
and pop them with a shuriken and you might even bag yourself 
a special item to use during that level as well: freeze bombs or 
health booster packs or automated gun turrets to give you the 
edge against a boss. 

Friends nabbed all the red gems? Simply buy items from 
Splinter before the Big Bad by ducking back to your lair via a 
nearby sewer grate. All four Turtles are needed to open up the 
doorways to the boss room, so nobody will be hurried along 
before they’re ready to fight.

And if you can grab a Charm, that’s even better. These 
equippable pieces of kit are critical for the higher level runs: 
collecting and combining them unlocks bonuses such as 
quadruple health or extra damage, meaning that expert-level 
teams can spend hours piecing together intricately calculated 
mixes of bonuses, levelled-up abilities, and items for the perfect run.

Even then, however, Platinum Games has a trick up its sleeve. 
A ‘perfect run’ would suggest some kind of quickest path 
completion to speedrun a level, but no two levels are ever the 
same thanks to randomised events. After all, what’s the point in 
replaying a stage over and over if you’re just going through 
identical motions?

So while the first level always concludes with a faceoff against 
Bebop, and is always set in a corner of Manhattan at night 
(though despite the title, other levels aren’t just confined to the 
streets of New York…), your encounters with the Foot, the 
locations of collectibles, and even the entrance to Bebop’s boss 
room will change on multiple playthroughs. 

When April called us to warn of an incoming Foot attack? She 
could have instead alerted us to an enemy hideout, meaning 
we’d need to locate and burst through the window of a Foot 
stronghold and defeat the baddies inside. Or, as we experience 
first-hand in our demo, we could be forced to stop a bank 
robbery and carry some looted gold bars back to safety – the 
Turtle who picks up the bullion is so laden down by the weight 
that they’re incapable of fighting, meaning his buddies must 
protect him at all costs.

Single-player fan? Fear not, Mutants In Manhattan isn’t 
ignoring you. For all the focus on co-op, the entire game is 
playable solo. Simply squeeze L2 and tap a direction on the 
D-Pad at any point to instantly switch character as if you’re 
taking part in Batman: Arkham Knight’s multi-hero Dual-Play 
combat sequences. That way, you’re able to cycle through all 
four Turtles to keep combos going, ticking off everybody’s 
abilities and deploying them when you want. 
 
War and pizza 
Platinum has really captured the essence of Turtles in a way 
most recent efforts haven’t, which is remarkably impressive 
when you consider TMNT’s western origins. “I knew of the 
Turtles before, but when talks about the project came up I 
started delving into the history and I was just overwhelmed,” 
admits Shirahama, who says he was part of the wrong 
generation, and lived in the wrong country, to have been bitten
by the Turtles bug in the ’90s. “Turtles musicals?! There’s all 
kinds of crazy Turtles things, and I felt a ton of pressure 
because we’ve got to make this from Japan but it’s got to feel 
right for people who aren’t necessarily Japanese.”

Before you ask, no – this isn’t a Michael Bay movie tie-in. In 
fact, it’s not a direct tie-in of any existing Turtles project. It’s 
very much its own beast.

“I was surprised to see how rich the 30 years of Turtles 
history really was. We started at the very beginning with the 
black and white comics, and after looking at all that stuff we 
decided to take three key influences. One was the original TV 
show, one was the IDW comics, and then the original [Mirage] 
comic books. In terms of tone, we took a lot from the original 
TV show, and for the look we really heavily referenced the IDW 
stuff because it looked really awesome.”

NAMED AFTER
Italian sculptor, painter, and poet 

Michelangelo di Lodovico 
Buonarroti Simoni

LIKES
Pizza, surfing, jokes

WEAPON
Nunchaku

ROLE
As well as bringing the laughs, 

Mikey’s the support element of the 
squad. Sure, getting stuck in and 
whirling his nunchaku will smack 
the Foot around without giving 

them much opportunity to respond 
– he’s the fastest of the lot – but 
the most juvenile member of the 

TMNT has the most powerful unique 
skill of all: Cheerleader. Bust it out 
and he jams his fists into a pair of 

pompoms and unleashes a 
spirit-boosting pep rally to refresh 

everyone’s cooldowns.

The gang’s joker, Mikey’s 
obsessed with pizza

Feature
On The Cover!

“FOR ALL THE FOCUS ON
CO-OP, THE ENTIRE GAME
IS PLAYABLE SOLO”
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Platinum didn’t stop there, though. It’s teamed up with IDW’s 
comic writer Tom Waltz for the storyline, and worked in 
partnership with IDW artist Mateus Santolouco, who  designed 
the game’s awesome box art.

Stitch up
Both in its picking and choosing of elements from Platinum’s 
back-catalogue, and its surgical splicing of different themes and 
styles from existing Turtles universes, this should be a 
Frankenstein’s Monster-like mash-up of themes, styles and ideas. 
Yet against all the odds, Mutants In Manhattan is its own, 
confident, unique entry in the Turtles-verse. Skewed to a younger 
audience than us fans of the original, violent black and white 
comics were, granted, but an interesting and completely 
individual spin on the series all the same.

With no insight into its length, and with mere glimpses of 
the locations and enemy variety ahead, there’s technically still 
a chance Platinum’s take on TMNT could end up as toxic as the 
ooze that first created our heroes. But our hands-on time with 
the game so far has filled us with nothing but confidence 
about what’s to come, making this yet another potential 
highlight in the busiest May release schedule the gaming 
world has ever known. 

When playing alone, you’ll take control 
of all four members of the gang for a 
bit of self-teamwork.

TMNT: MUTANTS IN MANHATTAN
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IndieMaster
The Best Of The Indie Scene!

#1 BATTLE CHEF BRIGADE
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Who is...
The Chicago
studio
comprises Tom
Eastman, Eric
Huang, and
Ben Perez. The
trio met at

Wideload Games and left to create
Trinket Studios in 2012. They have
two mobile games under their belts,
Color Sheep and Orion’s Forge, and
have been working on Battle Chef
Brigade since 2013.

T
here aren’t enough
good cooking
games. If you want
to give those digital
pans a clattering
you’re often out of

luck – there’s certainly a seasoning of
brilliant exceptions, but too few for our
tastes. It’s enough to send us into the
actual kitchen for real QTEs, even if
there are potential knife/finger
interactions to contend with.

But wait. What’s that? A brawling and
cooking game that lets you hunt and
fight monsters before sautéing them with
onions? Battle Chef Brigade, you have
our attention.

“We sat down for lunch one day with 
the Food Network on and something
clicked,” explains director Tom Eastman. 
“We simultaneously exclaimed, ‘let’s
make a really good cooking game!’. That 
excited start quickly faded as we realised 
how hard it is to boil down the
complicated chemistry of cooking into 
something fun, but this is the big game 
we’ve been itching to make, one that
blends beautiful art, well-crafted
mechanics, and complex characters.”

Kill steak
Although the combo might seem strange, 
what better use to make of hack-and-
slash victims than perfectly diced meat? 
BCB’s single player campaign sees you
playing as multiple characters, each
trying to win the annual Battle Chef
Royale competition with extravagant
dishes made from rare monsters. The
team knew it was onto a good thing from 
the start of development. “Early on, the 
concept of a head chef – leading a kitchen 
into nightly battles – felt so right when
paired with more standard Western high

fantasy,” says Eastman. “The uniforms, 
weapons, spells, and classes are all really 
fun to play with in new settings. Tying 
together hunting and cooking is an 
excellent way to bring that fun to players.”

We’ve all seen plenty of good action 
games, but when it comes to adding in 
complex cooking, it’s easy to be sceptical 
of it being little more than a minigame. 
Battle Chef Royale is changing all that 
with a huge variety of dishes to cook and 
a concentration of different flavours and 
even textures. Want to serve up 
pan-seared dragon shank to be tasted by 
meat-loving Orcs? On you go. You better 
make sure it’s cooked right though. 
Something tells us they won’t be quite as 
forgiving as the twinkly eyed Mary Berry. 
Think more monster Master Chef, not the 
Great British Bake Off. Add in the spice of 
using magic to finish off dishes and 
cooking is serious business. 

“The key to making cooking more than 
a minigame is to capture the motivations 
and essence of real cooking while leaving 
aside a lot of the true complexity,” confirms 
Eastman. “That balance took a long time to

Cook up a storm in this tasty genre mash up

Format PC  Developer Trinket Studios  ETA  June  Web http://bit.ly/gmbattlechef

The environments are all drawn in a beautiful anime style and range from chilly 
winter forests to dark underground caverns.

You can tackle multiple creatures at 
once depending on your ideal menu 
for any given evening.

“MINA CAN DASH AND TELEPORT,
WHILE ORC THRASH WIELDS A HUGE
SWORD WITH MAGICAL PROPERTIES”
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The kitchen gets seriously stressful as you balance taste and texture. Dragon meat will make fiery, spicy dishes that’ll blow the 
judges’ heads off, while Earth creatures have more of a savoury umami taste.

That noise you can hear? It’s just editor Matt’s stomach rumbling. (This special 
upgrade isn’t just limited to the digital edition of GamesMaster.)

find. We tried dozens of prototypes, each 
examining a different aspect of what a 
cook is worried about while making a dish. 
We finally settled on a grid of tastes, which 
enables us to capture concepts like slicing, 
stirring, flipping, blending, and size without 
players getting lost. Another key aspect is 
improvisation. We let the player form 
dishes as they see fit 
instead of assigning 
a recipe to follow.”

Grate stuff
When it comes to 
characters, hero 
chefs Mina, Thrash, 
and Kirin each have 
their own skills and 
styles. Mina can 
dash and teleport 
during battles to 
gain advantage, 
while orc Thrash wields a huge sword with 
magical properties. There’s also undead 
chef Ziggy, made possible by a Kickstarter 
stretch goal, who can summon undead 
minions to give him a (bony) hand with 
combat and cooking.

The kitchen is definitely only half the 
battle as your chefs quest to far-flung 

locations to hunt the very finest meat. If 
hunting and killing wasn’t hard enough, 
there’s even an ecosystem at work that 
you can destroy if you don’t properly 
balance your hunts. Great. More pressure. 
Now all we need is Gordon Ramsay 
bellowing swears. 

Whether you’re fighting in deep, 
dark caverns, the 
tangled jungle, 
or the beautiful 
Skyland with its 
floating platforms 
and upside down 
trees, the team 
has made sure 
that every combat 
flows as smoothly 
as minestrone 
soup through a 
kitchen sieve. “Our 
team has a lot of 

different favourite games, so we drew 
from across the board. Guardian Heroes, 
Awesomenauts, Super Smash Bros, 
and Blazblue are a few of our combat 
influences,” Eastman explains. “Since you 
can fight multiple monsters at once in 
Battle Chef Brigade, brawlers would seem 
to be a good fit. However, the fact that 

you’re targeting specific ingredients is a 
twist that flips quite a few decision choices!”

Monster-hunting wise, the better 
you fight, the more chance you have of 
getting the meat that you want. “We’re 
still playing with different concepts here, 
but it’s very important to us that the 
player is making purposeful hunting 
decisions based on the dish they want 
to make,” says Eastman. “The dragon’s 
heart will probably require some skill 
to acquire, though!” The game’s visual 
style is beautiful as it shows off meals in 
the best possible light. This is probably 
going to make you very hungry. Best put 
Domino’s on speed dial – and hope your 
local has unicorn sausage and minotaur 
cheese on the toppings menu.

The team has been trawling Google 
for the best taste sensations to feature.  
“Thankfully the internet makes hunting 
for lists of dishes and pictures much 
easier,” Eastman says. “It can be hard 
to figure out what dish a giant dragon’s 
heart should be used in, but it’s really 
fun.” Sprinkle a sharp anime art style 
over this already exciting dish and Battle 
Chef Brigade is looking more than a little 
delicious. Ready your napkin, folks. It’s 
not long until we get to dig in. 

  ‘Fantasy Iron 
Chef.’Enough 
said? Nope! 

Battle Chef Brigade is a 
hand-animated 2D action 
cooking and hunting game. 
It features fantasy chefs, 
including orcs, elves, and 
humans, who need to hunt 
dangerous monsters for 
ingredients. With those 
ingredients, before the 
critical eye of the judges, 
the chefs create culinary 
masterpieces in an intense 
tournament. Battle Chef 
Brigade pairs action-
hunting and puzzle-based 
cooking, all as the round 
clock ticks down. It 
captures a cooking 
competition show in all its 
glory: the determined 
characters, the gorgeous 
dishes, and the frantic 
pace. If you’re seeking the 
finest filet of dragon, you’ll 
have to subdue the mighty 
beast yourself in the 
Kitchen Stadium Arena. You 
play as Mina, Thrash, Ziggy, 
and Kirin as they aim to 
join the Brigade, each with 
their own cuisine, combat 
style, and story. The Battle 
Chef Brigade is a cadre of 
those with the most elite 
martial and culinary skill. 
The cherry on top, of 
course, is that the game is 
an entirely hand-drawn and 
hand-animated 
masterpiece.

Inside the kitchen with
Tom Eastman

The 60 
Second 
Pitch

Still hungry? Look no
further than Space Food

Truck, in which you can juggle
building recipes with

exploring a procedurally
generated galaxy.

http://bit.ly/gmtruck

Try this!
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The devil makes games for idle thumbs
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W
ith a new Doom on the 
horizon, Hell is very much in 
the gaming consciousness
– though perhaps a one-man
war against a million
cybernetically-enhanced

demons isn’t the most nuanced exploration of
the afterlife. If you’re after something a little
more thoughtful then this one-man Kickstarter
success, telling the tale of ex-minister Teddy
traversing Hell in search of his daughter Bo,
may be more up your alley.

Incredibly, developer Thomas Brush has been
working on the project alone for nearly four
years, and only relented to a little extra help on
Kickstarter to get the project ready for release.
The visuals are gorgeous as Teddy explores the
surprisingly snow-covered realms of the
underworld (looks like Hell finally did freeze
over) on his quest, accompanied by his
adorable childhood dog, George. Thomas has
been influenced by American artist Eyvind
Earle, who worked extensively on the
backgrounds in Disney’s 1950s animated films.
“I spent days scouring over his illustrations, and
knew I needed to take his influence to heart,” he
says. “Additionally, the art of Esao Andrews is
about as haunting yet beautiful as it can get.”

The demons standing in your way aren’t your
average horned pitchfork-wielders either. Brush
describes the game’s shadowy monsters as
“super weird”, and we’re inclined to agree.

Hell boy
The story has been just as much of a focus as
the visuals, and Brush has streamlined the

puzzles and platforming to let us appreciate the
tale as it unfolds. “The gameplay is about as
simple as it gets,” he confirms. “For me, what’s
super fun is exploring and feeling a sense of
awe and a little bit of fear. It’s kind of like that
feeling of seeing and hearing a thunderstorm
roll in. Simple platforming mixed with the
sublime has always been the goal for Pinstripe.”

Brush’s other passion is music, and the
classical backing tracks, incredibly, are fully
self-composed. “The soundtrack and story are
both at the top of my list,” he explained. “For me,
the soundtrack is the life-blood of the emotion
of the story. A decent story can become a
perfect story with the right music. Inspiration
ranges from the simplistic piano of Claude
Debussy to the atmospheric soundscapes and
orchestration of Thomas Newman.” Looks like
this is the first time we’ll be smiling when
someone tells us we should go to Hell.

Pinstripe’s success has guaranteed a 
full voice cast and a mobile version for 
release after the Steam launch.

COOK, SERVE,
DELICIOUS
A stint on this PC and mobile
game on an empty stomach is a
recipe for disaster. Expect an
immediate trip to Just Eat after
your cooking escapades –
layering lasagna, expertly
adding sour cream to baked
potatoes, and building skewers
of juicy kebab meat.

PIZZA EXPRESS
It might be fun to manage and
organise a pizzeria, but the most
joy in this PC sim comes from
designing and naming your own
pizzas. Fancy a slice of
margharita? No? Peppegroani,
perhaps? Not that either? It
comes with a side of ghoulic
bread… Truly the game of your
cheese dreams.

DON’T STARVE
There are a number of reasons
to avoid Wilson’s adventures
when peckish. It’s too stressful
to play with low blood sugar, for
one thing. You’ll also find that
the crock pot is ridiculously
saliva-inducing as you crunchily
chow down on bacon and eggs,
fish tacos, and lobster dinners.
Where’s that takeaway menu?

I AM BREAD
Ok, it doesn’t make you hungry 
when your piece of bread lands 
on the floor and becomes filthy 
with dust, but there’s something 
so satisfying about finally 
reaching a toaster with a perfect 
slice. The only true way to 
celebrate is with a hearty grilled 
door-stop slathered in peanut 
butter and jam. 

SKY BURGER
Don’t underestimate the hunger 
power of Nimblebit’s iOS burger 
constructor. We defy anyone to 
not want a trip to Maccy D’s after 
building a tower of meat, onions 
and cheese that puts even the 
Big Tasty to shame. Note: we’re 
not taking liability for this 
column now making you want 
fast food. 

Small…  
But 
Perfectly 
Formed
The worst games to play when 
you’re hungry

Format PC, Mobile Developer Atmos Games ETA August Web http://bit.ly/gmpinstripe 

#2 PINSTRIPE

Teddy is armed with a trusty shotgun we’ll be 
using to shoot monsters and solve puzzles.
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H
as Darkest
Dungeon left you
lusting after more
Lovecraftian
nightmares?Witch
House might fit

the bill nicely as it throws you into the
haunted Miskatonic Valley in New
England in 1926 just in time for some
prohibition-era noir fun. You’ll solve
supernatural crimes in haunted
mansions and ancient ruins but, in a
surprise twist, the game uses
turn-based combat to battle
monsters, like a nightmarish XCOM.

“The initial iteration actually ran in
real-time, but the subsequent
emphasis on reflexes strayed from
the feeling of mystery, slow-building
dread, and cerebral problem-solving,”
explains director Frank Wong. “Being
turn-based allows the player to juggle
more characters at once, highlighting
that it takes team effort to overcome
unearthly odds and not just the lone
wolf gung-ho hero too often seen.”

Witch House uses procedural
generation to make sure each area and
the awaiting nasties are never quite the

same as you gain new skills – and
rapidly lose your mind. Mental stress
looks to be a big focus in the game, as
you’d expect. “Madness has always
been an essential Lovecraftian theme,”
teases Wong. “The psychological
welfare of your investigators will be an
ongoing source of face-palming
behaviour.”

Gin & Miskatonic
In terms of the story, the narrative is
fully decided by you, with no set path.
“Our story is not a linear line that
joins the dots from A to Z, nor a
branching tree,” Wong explains.
“The player experiences a series of
connected events, the nature and
order of which is determined by a
mixture of player choice, a sprinkle of
unforeseen consequences, and a
dash of random coincidence. No
player will ever chart the same
course through this story as any
other.” With the chance of losing your
customisable investigators to stray
tentacles or madness, and a beautiful
pulp noir style, Witch House might
just be the turn based nightmare
you’re searching for.

S
inging games get
a bad rap… No,
seriously, they do.
Rolled out at parties
when everyone gets
to the wrong side of

‘this is a bad idea’, the poor Singstars of
the world are relegated to drunken
nights. Wandersong on the other hand
wants you to actually save the world
with singing. Thankfully it’s not your
actual lungs getting a workout –
instead, it’s those of a jolly little
cartoon bard. Phew.

This whimsical Kickstarter success for
PC was inspired by creator Greg
Lobanov’s 5,000-mile, five-month long
bike ride across America, and it’s about

‘using the power of music to bring
people together’. We know, we know,
bring on the barf bag, but it really looks
charming enough to pull it off – there’s
something genuinely delightful about
this bard’s adventures.

Forte winks
The action is all side-scrolling and you
can sing at any time with the mouse or
controller to make the world respond in
different ways. Jump onto a sleeping
cloud and you can sing to wake it up
– and then use different notes to make
your new fluffy friend travel in different
directions. The soundtrack itself has
been influenced by both Irish folk tunes
and the Legend Of Zelda: The Wind
Waker. Music to our ears.

Wong cites comic book art as the main visual inspiration, especially that of 
Lovecraft-loving Hellboy artist Mike Mignola.

Greg Lobanov had been working solo on the Game Maker project, but now has 
musical collaborators thanks to Kickstarter.

“THIS KICKSTARTER SUCCESS WAS
INSPIRED BY ITS CREATOR’S 5,000-
MILE BIKE RIDE ACROSS AMERICA”

#3 WITCH HOUSE
Lifestyles of the Eldritch and famous

Format PC  Dev Wombat & Frog  ETA Autumn  Web http://bit.ly/gmwitchhouse 

#4 WANDERSONG
Sing when you’re winning

Format PC  Developer Dumb And Fat Games  ETA 2017  Web http://bit.ly/gmwandersong 
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HOW TO... 
 

Sick of wearing Steve’s mug? Give yourself an extreme makeover

1 YOU’RE A SHOE-IN
The first rule of Minecraft? Well,

we’re talking about it, so it can’t be that. It’s
getting yourself sorted with the right tools,
of course. There are plenty of decent skin
creators out there on the good ship
internet. You could head straight on over
to www.minecraftskins.com or,
alternatively, www.minecraftskins.net –
they both offer neat ways to satisfy your
personalised epidermis needs. Our
favourite site by far, however, is www.
needcoolshoes.com. It’s wonderfully easy
to use, and has a great range of editing
options that make getting creative less
frustrating and more fun.

2 NOTCH JOB
You’ve got a couple of options to

start with. This particular editor has a
database of player skins for you to use as
a handy template for your own creation.
Simply pop a Minecraft username into the
search function – we chose our lord and
saviour Notch, obviously – and you’ll be
gifted their skin on a gridded platter to
manipulate to your liking. There’s no way
for that not to sound creepy, is there? You
can save yourself the shudders by starting
off with a totally blank slate, if you prefer.

3 TOOLING ABOUT
It’s time to lay the foundations of 

your Michelangelesque masterpiece. If 
you’re not the obsessive pixel-by-pixel 
type, don’t worry. You can slap a load of 
colour over every available surface of 
your custom skin by using the Fill tool, or
changing the size of your paintbrush. 
That little diagonal two-pixel icon is 
where the magic truly happens, though. 
Toggle it on, and strokes automatically 

apply a camo-like effect to your paintjob, 
making typically textured elements like 
clothes and hair look effortlessly snazzy. 
A perfect ‘do without the hassle? How do 
we transplant this function into real life, 
please and thank you?

4 SELECTOR GADGET
There’s nothing worse than 

spending ages fine-tuning an awesome 
custom skin, then loading it in the game 
and discovering you neglected to paint 
your armpits. Enter the handy body-part 
selector system. By clicking the mini 
Steve-a-like figure in the bottom right, 
you can make each section of your skin 
appear and disappear at will. With pesky 
limbs out of the way, you can make sure 
you get into all those sneaky crevices.

5 FLOWER POWER
You’ve managed to put some 

clothes on. Now for the best part: 
accessorising. With the base layer down, 
add some personal touches: laces in your 
boots, flowers in your hair, some bling on 
your wrist, logos on your clothes… Don’t 
be afraid to delve back into that skin 
database for some style inspiration. Now, 
what else is an essential accessory? Oh, 
eyes, yeah. You should probably stick 
some peepers on your noggin.

6 MAKING SAVES
It’s aliiiiive! Now let’s get that fancy

new avatar up and running in your
Minecraft world. Click that little square
icon with the swooshy arrow, and you’ll
see several options with which you can
export your custom skin. If you’re very
proud of your painstaking creation, you’ll
want to hit that “Download to Computer”
option: it’ll make sure all your hard work
is saved properly.

7 GIMME SOME SKIN
We can do this the easy way, or the

hard way. The easy way? There’s a 
“Change Minecraft.net Skin” button just 
above the download option. That’ll take 
you straight to minecraft.net (imagine 
that) via a shortcut: log in, and then 
wearing your brand new face is just a 
click or two away. The hard way? 
Manually go to minecraft.net, choose the 
“Profile” tab, and upload your custom 

skin file from your computer. Alright, 
both ways are pretty simple.

8 WEAR IT OUT
Open a Minecraft world, hit F5, and 

have a good gawp at your gorgeous self. 
Congratulations! Your face has now 
officially been procedurally JennyRated. 
Ten outta ten. Now go spam 
Minestagram with a million selfies of your 
new look. #aesthetic.

3

2

 
THROW SOMETHING ON
Too fabulous to sweat over making your own costume? 

Try these sites for some cool custom skins, and you won’t 

have to lift a finger to look stylin’.

www.minecraftskins.net www.minecraftskins.com   

www.seuscraft.com/skins

 www.minecraft.novaskin.me/gallery 

www.twitter.com/gamesmaster

M
inecraft’s all about 
creativity, 
individuality, and 
making your mark, 
so why on Notch’s 
green, blocky earth 

are you still wearing that boring default 
skin? It’s time to wrap yourself in a 
brand-spanking new layer of loveliness 
by following our Minecraft Master’s 
foolproof step-by-step guide. She’s a 
real stickler for procedure, you know – 
that’s why we call her JennyRated...

1

s!
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These are the final, dying throes of the
Souls setting. The fires of humanity 
alluded to throughout the series are 
sputtering out. Your player character, 
referred to as the Unkindled, is initially 
sent out into the world, after awakening
from apparent death in a dilapidated
graveyard, to hunt down four Lords Of
Cinder. Much like previous games in the
series, the story is hardly more overtly
explained beyond that thinly-sketched
setup, though, as before, there’s an
incredible amount of meat on its
narrative bones for those ready to delve
into item descriptions and to look with a
more mindful eye at the way the world is
built: its architecture and its functions.
Brilliantly, the blurb for the in-game
binoculars, which let you observe the

world from a closer first-person
perceptive, postulates that “the value of 
these specs depends greatly on the 
imagination of their owner”.

Lore-dran
That said there is a distinct clarity
to Dark Souls III’s story and
world that the previous
games have lacked. Partly
this is down to how
gosh-darned great it looks
(more on that imminently)
but also, the convoluted
timelines of past series entries,
which obscured exactly when
things were happening and how
historical events in the background had
chronologically occurred, are obsolete.

As we say, this is very clearly and
definitively set at the end of all things. 
Each one of Souls’ brushed over previous 
plot points is inevitably reaching towards 
this one end point, or so it seems. Playing 
through Dark Souls III with that achingly

final narrative overture, and
knowing that Miyazaki has

said this will be the last
Souls game (at least as we
know it), gives the whole
affair a sense of juicy
oppression which feels

true to the spirit of the grim
fantasy that the series has

delivered thus far.
And it really does look incredible.

While the combat across the series has
been tweaked and perfected over time,
it’s the locations, and the navigational
challenges and thematically consistent
foes that they throw at you, which
determine the quality of the time spent in
a Souls game’s company. Lothric, and its
surrounding areas, does not disappoint.
The architecture, especially, is almost

W
hy do we do this to ourselves? Why do we 
throw ourselves alone into the task of 
reviewing this game? For you, fair reader, 
there will be a community of other 
players to chat with, to ruminate on 
tactics with, or even to team up with to 

best the challenges ahead. For us, playing through prior to 
release, there is just us and a big, bad boss encounter to 
smash our heads against time after time. Then it happens. 
Victory comes and a wave of satisfied relief so palpable it 
would have Rasputin weeping into his beard, and we realise 
just how blessed we are. Dark Souls is back.

Format PS4 (reviewed), XO, PC  Publisher Bandai Namco
Developer From Software  ETA Out now  Players 1-6

A lordly sequel worthy
action-RPG throne

“THIS IS VERY CLEARLY AND 
DEFINITIVELY SET AT THE END
OF ALL THINGS”
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Reviews
The Final Verdict!

Half-game, half-TV 
show, all bonkers 
time-bending action 
– we put the Xbox 
One beast to the test.

64 Quantum Break

The small print:  We rate games in comparison to 
what else is available on the same system, in the 
same genre, and for the same format at the time of 
release. So this year’s FIFA might score less than a
FIFA from three years ago, but still be a better
game Because time and our expectations move

Not awarded 
based simply 
on score, but 
rather given to 

games that possess a 
special blend of qualities. 
F i lassics that 

ret owning.

HOW WE SCORE
0-39  Awful Avoid it as you would a bullet with your name on.
40-59  Poor Major issues here that won’t be solved with a hug.
60-69  Decent A mixed bag filled with sweets and sharp stones.
70 -79  Good Some flaws, but still a very enjoyable experience.
80-89  Excellent Buy it, love it, thank us when you’re done
90-100  Outstanding A rare and essential piece of

o

y of the 

game. Because time, and our expectations, move 
on. Hey, you’re smart, you get it…

For instant cla
you won’t regr

re done.
f brilliance.
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It’s a cold Christmas 
and New York is in 
chaos – what better 
place for a bloody big 
shoot out?

70 The Division 76 Star Fox Zero 78 Oculus Rift Special

The beloved space 
shooter returns – but 
has new developer 
Platinum crafted a 
worthy successor?

Virtual reality is finally 
here, and that means 
it’s time for our verdict 
on the Rift’s hottest 
launch games.
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DARK SOULS III

unparalleled in its scope and as a force of
storytelling in games. There’s a tangible
sense that everything here was built for a
reason, and buried within all those
carefully-crafted details lies even more
depth to uncover.

Looks kill
Part of this is down to the visual fidelity.
Built on Bloodborne’s improved
current-gen engine, Dark Souls III is able
to bring incredibly fine detail to the
smallest elements of the world around
you. You find yourself stopping to admire
the faded finery hanging off decaying
suits of armour left to rust on a long
abandoned battlefield, or the tellingly
placed crests which appear in significant
locations. One particular area boasts
individual paintings on the wall of an
ornate dining room, deep in the bowels
of an opulent cathedral turned royal
demesne, a moment of focused quality in
the midst of a gigantic sweeping barrage
of epicness. Lothric is a land of vistas, and

the hands that crafted this twisted and
interconnected world take every
opportunity to give the player a sense of
the scale of the place. Those that found
cause to despair at Dark Souls II’s lack of
cohesion in the way it built its world will
be glad to hear that Dark Souls III suffers
no such confusions. In fact, from the very
beginning of the game you’re gifted a
view of an expanse of area that you’ll be
exploring for the next 30 or so hours of
playtime. Should you know where to
look, wink-wink.

But not everything about Dark Souls
III’s setting is immediately appreciable.
There’s a fine line between obvious fan
service and serving up significantly fresh
environments which the game fails to

navigate effectively in it’s opening hours.
There’s a location that is basically
Hemwick Charnel Lane from Bloodborne,
even down to the lank-haired, pitchfork
waving enemy types and pyres burning
in the lanes between the knackered
houses. There’s an area which just
screams Blighttown from the first Dark
Souls, with poison on the floor and a wide
space to navigate. These particular areas
don’t feel fresh and, given that they
require a fair whack of time to battle
through, land on the wrong side of the
fan service divide. Whereas there are
other locations later on (no spoilers!)
which reference past series entries
(including Miyazaki’s first game, Demon
Souls, oddly enough) to which the

super-fan can do naught but gasp in
delight. These locations are briefer, and
more direct, leaving a much more
pleasant taste in the mouth once you’ve
passed through them.

Certain elements of said navigation
have been tweaked this time out.
Bonfires, Souls’ returning waypoints and
safe havens, like Dark Souls II, are
instantly open for fast travel once they’re
discovered. However, it feels like there are
many more shortcuts and meandering
paths between them than in the second
game of the series. Dark Souls III takes
the accessibility of this fast travel system
and winds an incredibly complex path
between, around and through it, much in
the fashion we saw in the Dark Souls II
DLCs. Here we find distinct areas, rather
than a single complete world, but each
massive location is peppered with hidden
secrets, shortcuts, and even the
occasional mini-boss. As we adventured, 
for example, we got horrendously lost in 
a swamp loaded with killer mutated 

Your guide to the first eight stops on the Dark Souls III world tour
BLOCKING ALL OVER THE WORLD

Cemetery Of Ash
Your starting area kicks things off with suitably grim
panache, as you awaken in a knackered graveyard
with robed rotters attacking you with fire arrows and
knives. There’s also, in typical Souls fashion, a ruddy
great ice salamander thing which you really have no
business fighting right now. Best take the requisite
selfies and get a shift on to the next area.

Cathedral Of The Deep
Here’s where we first get properly stuck. As in four 
painful hours of solid boss rushing. The area itself is 
brilliantly atmospheric, with shortcuts helping you 
navigate past constantly respawning undead and 
pointy-hatted thieves who fall on you from the ceiling.
We really hope you have a good shield for when you 
reach the ramparts. Those mace knights hit hard.

High Wall Of Lothric
Essentially this is DSIII’s answer to the first game’s 
sprawling Undead Burg. Here you’ll deal with very 
much not dead dragons, milling zombies and, 
eventually, a frostbitten armoured dog-knight with 
laser breath. It’s not all horrific, though. There are also
skinless canines, cannibal chefs, and spiked claymore-
wielding insta-kill knights. Oh, wait, it is all horrific.

Catacombs Of Carthus
We find an ace ring in the boney recesses of this epic 
tomb that lets us go invisible when we roll – perfect 
for PvP sneakery. The rest of the trap-ridden area 
reminds us of Sen’s Fortress(!), and it’s the first place 
that makes us want to slap one of From’s level 
designers – its hidden doors, ceiling slimes, and 
knife-throwing dervishes have us in actual tears.

Undead Settlement
Continuing the ‘best of From Software’ theme, this 
collection of broken wooden houses and filth strewn 
villages is a spitting image of Hemwick Charnel Lane 
from Bloodborne. Here, though, you also have a giant 
tree with a harmful habit of bum crushing you into 
offal to contend with, as well as a bow-toting giant 
with no qualms about peppering you from afar. Git.

Irithyll Of The Boreal Valley
What a view. Stepping out and seeing the expansive 
sight of this frosty township is a crowning moment of 
the game. It’s gorgeous, and you can spend minutes 
just stood there absorbing all the fine details. Getting 
into the city is a different matter, though. We won’t 
spoil it, but let’s just say we hope you have a reliable 
laundrette within embarrassed hobbling distance.

“THE GAME BRINGS INCREDIBLY FINE
DETAIL TO THE SMALLEST ELEMENTS
OF THE WORLD AROUND YOU”
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crabs. We completely missed the critical 
path, instead wandering in a totally 
different direction which then led to 
another couple of boss fights and 
another two areas which, technically, we 
were completely under levelled for. Didn’t 
stop us, though. We’re just hardcore like 
that, no big deal.

No matter how much time you spend 
digging into the intricacies of a particular 
area, it always feels like there’s something 
you’re missing, like there could be just 

Road Of Sacrifices
You want more Blighttown, right? No? Uh… Yep this is 
a ‘the-floor-is-poison’ area, where you trudge through 
watery bilge avoiding nasties while searching for a 
way out across an impossibly wide area. No frame 
rate issues to speak of, mind, so there is that to cheer 
you up as a giant crab demon uses your frail body as a 
tasty hors d’oeuvre.

Irithyll Dungeon
If there’s an enemy to pop up there on a pedestal of 
hatred, the berobed jail keepers of this disturbing 
dungeon take the gold. Not only do they have a fiery 
brand to insta-kill you with (they take an age to shove 
it in your face, but once they grab you there’s no 
escape) but they can also chant at you, shrinking your 
health bar to the width of a midge’s fart. 

How does this brave new world weigh 
up to that of Dark Souls II?

VsLOTHRIC DRANGLEIC

Fast
travel

Minutes
before first

death11 24
Easy to get around quickly, but pushing
forwards is always complex and windy.

Less complex, but still retains that sense
of relief at finding a new bonfire.

Vistas

There are more of them and they 
obviously look so much better. 

Also, each one tantalisingly reveals 
what’s to come.

There’s a nice panoramic view from 
Majula, but none of the insta-share 
vistas we now use to butter our Dark 
Souls toast in the morning.

Enemies

Lore

Too often areas are made 
hard not through intriguing 
enemy mechanics, but by 
simply upping the number 
you have to deal with.

It’s Lordran, but not. Or is it? 
Who knows? Intriguing 
upon first playthrough, but 
subsequent closer looks 
reveal a lack of cohesion.

Some enemies make a 
return from previous games, 
which can be sometimes fun 

and sometimes 
disappointing.

We much prefer the clarity 
of the timeline here. We 

know what’s at stake and 
there’s less floaty 

speculation knocking about.

Who 
wins?

Still holds up in Scholar Of The 
First Sin, and the DLC is some of 
the best around, but Lothric, built 
from the ground up in a new 
engine, is just so much more.

Bigger, more beautiful, and with 
a clearer, though still obscured 
story, this is our new favourite 

playground. We say playground 
– we mean murder field.
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one more secret tucked away in there
that you’ve yet to stumble across. Frankly
we can’t wait until the wider community
gets the game in their hands so we can
start working together to join some of
the more complex dots together.

Skill streaks
It’s telling that the area which has seen
the least refinement, and perhaps this is
down to it being so gosh-darned ‘not
broken’ that From Software was reluctant
to try and ‘fix’ it, is the combat.

The headline introduction this time
out is the skill system, which sees
individual weapons and shields boasting
differing additional abilities. A simple
broadsword can be held in a two-handed
overhead stance, for example, before
unleashing a heavy uppercut strike or a
very handy forward rushing stab. A spear 
found later on in an abandoned cathedral 
lets us charge up a magic sapping buff, 
perfect for taking on some nasty 
pyromancy-toting gits ready to fry you in 

your armour round the next corner. Skills
lead to more complexity – some shields 
that would normally allow you to parry 
instead enable two handed weapon skills 
in one hand for example – which in turn 
leads to a few untimely deaths. This is a 
good thing. Souls is all about learning 
from mistakes and it’s been a long time 
since many veterans will have felt they’ve 
got so many new toys at their disposal to 
experiment with.

Elsewhere everything has just been 
tucked in, refined, and generally made 
better. Saying that about Souls combat is 
no light praise; the combat was already 
utterly fantastic. Somehow though, From 
Software has finally fixed the camera. In 
previous entries, it was very possible 

you’d find yourself up bum creek, often
literally as your camera decided to 
errantly climb into the rear end of a cave 
troll mid way through a fight. Throughout 
our entire playtime we never had cause 
to grumble about having to wrestle with 
the camera. Not once. Is this down to 
boss room design, and From learning 
from mistakes made (cough, Capra 
Demon, cough cough)? Is it down to the 
very occasional directorial hand which 
with an incredibly light touch will pull out 
or push in the viewpoint ever so slightly 
and in just the right way so that you won’t
suddenly find yourself face-to face with 
the under-textured wrong side of a wall? 
It’s both of these things and more. It’s 
magic basically, and it works.

This is especially appreciable given 
how quickly Dark Souls III was turned 
around. It’s only been a year since 
spiritual predecessor Bloodborne arrived, 
and for a game of this size and scope to 
emerge out of From Software so soon 
after is yet more phenomenal. But while 
the game is huge, the world incredibly 
detailed, and the combat so sharply 
refined you could get a paper cut just by 
thinking about it, there are definitely 
some sacrifices to be made for such a 
short turnaround. Specifically we’re 
talking about the armour and weapon 
sets in the game: so many of them are 
re-used from previous entries. It can be 
great to see the returning weapon of a 
particular enemy or boss, but when 
you’re seeing so many familiar armour 
sets, for example, it can be a mite
disappointing. Perhaps this is what
Miyazaki is talking about when he says
the time is right to move on from Dark
Souls. It’s like making a sequel to Alien. 
When you know what the beast is, and 

“EVERY BOSS IS A BEHEMOTH OF
ORIGINALITY, FROM SLEEK DANCERS
TO REVOLTING MONSTROSITIES”

DARK SOULS (2011)
A masterwork of design, taking 
the hub worlds of its spiritual 
predecessor Demon’s Souls and 
ramming its combat into a 
gigantic, challenging, and 
brimming world which took 
years to pick clean. Praise the 
sun, indeed.

ARTORIAS OF THE
ABYSS  (2012)
A new area was introduced for 
the PC version, and as DLC for 
consoles, in which we finally 
came face-to-face with hinted at 
hero-turned-baddie 
Artorias – and an awesome new 
secret in the Sif boss fight.

DARK SOULS II (2014)
Refined combat and a huge 
amount of fresh content made 
this just the thing to give us our 
Souls fix – though Dark Souls III 
really does put into sharp 
contrast the few faults that it did 
suffer from. Miyazaki’s absence 
was telling.

SCHOLAR OF THE FIRST
SIN (2015)
This collection of the three 
separate level packs should go 
down as one of the great DLC 
collections of all time. All new 
bosses, huge new areas and a 
return to interweaving, 
shortcut-laden trickery.

SERIES GUIDE
Celebrate Souls history with our handy guide to entries past

If you told us a current gen release of the first game was coming out tomorrow we’d do legitimate jigs.
DSII’s three DLC packs encompassed some of the 
series’ best bit, including the frozen Eleum Loyce.

Dark Souls II might not have had the world coherence, 
but it’s combat was in tip top fettle.
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JUDGEMENT

Lothric is a feast for lore-fans, 
and boasts incredible scale.

The combat system has been 
refined to perfection

LOVES…

Too many weapons and armour 
sets return with little fanfare.

The opening hours feel like a 
rehash of old Souls locations.

HATES…

Dark Souls II
The world of Dark Souls III is far more 
interconnected and flows at a more 
appreciable pace, and the story feels 
more in tune with the first game.

Better than…

Worse than…

Dark Souls
Still the king of the heap. If you’re yet to 
play Souls then III is the place to start, 
but for veterans nothing will top our 
first steps into Lordran.

The best Dark Souls
game to pick up right 
now, and a fitting
finale for the series.
Matt Sakuraoka-
Gilman

%

Miyazaki, the game’s 
director, told us back 
when Bloodborne 
was released that 
DSIII was the ‘last 
project to be decided’ 
before he became 
company president. 
Expect new ground 
in his next game!

NEED TO KNOWi

DARK SOULS III

1  The Broadsword might 
seem like your standard 
sweep-and-stabber, but 

look closer at that moveset. 
It’s very efficient, with 
forward rushing pokes when 
in narrow corridors and very 
quick, broad swipes when 
surrounded by foes. Pop a 
Heavy Gem on there to let it 
scale higher damage with 
strength and you’re laughing.

2  The Hollowslayer
Greatsword, earned after 
defeating the second 

boss of the game, is a 
typically two-handed sword 
which does the hurt but 
without being ludicrously 
heavy. A great weapon to get 
you through a first 
playthrough, though you will 
have to think ahead in fights 
with the slower swipe speed.

3The Winged Knight 
Twinaxes are the first of 
our two fave 

dual-wielded sets – but 
they’re not easy to earn. You 
need to best a blue knight in 
Lothric Castle for a chance to 
find them. The special skill, 
spinning around in a deadly 
whirlwind, is worth it though, 
especially if you have a 
lengthy stamina bar.

4Beat a tough enemy in 
Irithyll to get the Drang 
Twinspears, and you can 

pull off our favourite skill. You 
grab one under each arm and 
charge forward like a bull. Not 
ideal for when you’re on a 
precipice, but great for 
clearing out milling Hollows.
Tuck the second spear away 
and the one handed-option is 
still full of moveset utility.

INSTANT EXPERT
Here f weapons you need to get in your arsenal

Estus flasks 
come in two 

flavours, yellow for 
health and blue for 

mana. It’s up to you how 
many flasks you want 

to devote to each 
colour.

Gimmick boss fights 
are kept minimal, 

though there are some 
that heavily reference 
encounters from the 

series’ past.

Most boss rooms 
have more 

destructible elements in 
them. Some of these also 

have effects on how 
battles unfold.

GIANT KILLER
What’s what in a Dark Souls III boss room?

how it works, it tends to be less scary, 
which is why Aliens had to go for action 
over horror. With Souls, when you find 
yourself tucking Lucerne into your 
inventory, knowing exactly what it is and 
not feeling the need to experiment with 
it, some of the magic of discovery is lost.

One area where this is most definitely 
not a problem is in the boss fights. Dark 

Souls II in particular came under criticism 
for having rather too many of these 
grand confrontations repeated, or having 
too many essentially boil down to having 
a bloke in clanking armour five times 
your size clomping his way towards you. 
Here every glowing fog gate hides a 
behemoth of originality, from sleek, 
fast-moving, hunched over dancers, to 

revolting, slug-bummed monstrosities, to 
armies of, uh, priests. That last one is a lot 
spookier than we’ve just made it sound 
there, promise. 

You’re fired
And yes, you will go through the Dark 
Souls equivalent of the five stages of 
grief. Denial: “They can’t be serious, this is 
impossible!” Anger: “What evil 
psychopath designed this?” Bargaining: 
“Maybe if I wear fire-resistant armour his 
strikes will hurt less?” Depression: “I’m 
never going to beat this guy.” 
Acceptance: “I guess I’ll just go through 
the motions one more time…”

Then there’s the added, sixth stage, 
which comes when all hope is lost. That 
moment when you knock a boss down to 
half health and suddenly it all seems 
eminently possible. It’s at this point in 
time, and when you’re revelling in the 
victory which follows, that you’ll come to 
love Dark Souls III – and recognise it as a 
true masterwork of videogaming. 

There’s a really neat 
reference to Demon’s 
Souls hidden away for 

From Software fans. 
Your prize for spotting 

it? Not death!
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Jack Joyce’s powers allow him to move 
freely through ‘Stutters’ – areas where 
time has frozen completely. 

Review
The Final Verdict!

P
utting games in a 
television show is, as 
our own history 
attests, a flawless 
recipe for success. 
Putting a television 

show in a game, however, is a chancier 
prospect – and, in this case, threatens to 
unravel an otherwise stunning shooter. 

Despite the confusion that has 
surrounded this latest effort from Max 
Payne and Alan Wake creators Remedy 
since its announcement three years ago, 
the structure of the final product is pretty 
simple: between each one-to-two hour 
‘act’ of gameplay, a 20 minute ‘episode’ of 
the live action TV show plays. In the 
former sections, you take control of Jack 
Joyce, a rough-and-tumble charmer who 

gains temporal powers after an accident 
involving his genius brother’s 
experiments, and soon finds himself 
racing to stop an apocalyptic event that 
looks set to end time itself.

He’s opposed by Monarch, a shadowy 
corporation run by his former best friend 
Paul Serene, and it’s this side of the 
conflict explored in the show. Through a 
cast of company staff, it tells the story of 
the behind-the-scenes workings, 
overarching motivations, and internal 
conflicts that shape Monarch’s actions 
over the course of the game. 

It’s a novel conceit, and given 
Remedy’s past forays into similar ideas 
(from the in-universe Twin Peaks parody 
found in Max Payne, to the live action 
cutscenes of Alan Wake’s American 
Nightmare) we were optimistic it could 

work. Sadly, the final result is a frequently 
brilliant game repeatedly interrupted by 
an utterly tedious television show. 

Time to kill
As Joyce, you use your control over time 
to transform what would be a relatively 
basic third-person shooter into pure, 
glorious power fantasy. Freezing foes 
where they stand, slamming into them at 
super-speed, stopping bullets in mid-air, 
and more – each of your abilities feels 
incredible to deploy, and operates on a 
short enough cooldown that the 
momentum never stops. Combat isn’t 
necessarily easy, but you’re always made 
to feel like the one in control of the fight. 

As enemy variety increases, with foes 
increasingly using advanced technology 
to combat your powers, you have to use 

QUANTUM BREAK
Video almost kills the Remedy star

Format XO (reviewed), PC  Publisher Microsoft  Developer Remedy Entertainment  ETA Out now  Players 1
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QUANTUM BREAK

every ability at your disposal to the full. 
Each recharges individually, forcing you 
to cycle through them rather than 
coming to rely on any one over the 
others. There’s not a dud in the bunch, 
either – they all feel like vital tools in your 
arsenal, and Joyce himself a sort of 
wonderful swiss army knife of 
thug-thwacking temporal control. 

Every battle is filled, too, with stunning 
visual touches. Enemies struck by your 
time powers are left frozen in the air at 
the point of explosive death, or juddering 
back and forth between moments, and 
even the muzzle flash of a rifle is brighter, 
more dramatic effect than you’d see in 
the likes of Gears Of War or Uncharted. 

Some fights even see time in the local 
area stopping and resuming seemingly 
at random, leaving you to battle it out 
with those enemies bearing tech that 
keeps them moving regardless against a 
powerfully still backdrop, before 
suddenly chaos erupts as time starts 
flowing again and your more mundane 
foes leap back into action. 

This flair is reflected too in the game’s 
set pieces, truly spectacular affairs that 
see you navigating the catastrophes 
caused by the breakdown of time. From 
walking through your brother’s 
workshop as it fast-forwards from the 
past to the present, to platforming across 
a collapsing bridge as it slips in and out of 
the time stream, these sequences 
represent some of the most memorable 
we’ve ever seen.

Show off
Unfortunately the live action episodes fail 
to capture any of the excitement or craft 
of your time as Joyce. In their attempt to

recreate the look of the game, they
succeed only in making sets, actors, and 
effects look cheap and strangely artificial. 

A similar shoddiness infuses every 
aspect of the show, in fact – it’s packed 
with unlikeable characters, 
groan-inducing dialogue, and dodgy 
editing, but worst of all, it’s just boring. It’s 
a strange contrast to the in-game 
storytelling which, though overly reliant 
on missable collectable notes, is the kind 
of charming affair we’ve come to expect 
from Remedy – earnest enough to sell its 
ridiculous time travel madness, but with 
enough of its tongue in its cheek to keep 
you smiling when things get silly. Aidan 
Gillen’s pantomime turn as Serene is 
weak, but otherwise performances 
(complemented by startlingly advanced 
mo-cap) are impressive throughout. 
Shawn Ashmore especially is a delight as 
Joyce – his efforts elevate what could 
have been a bit of a generic blank slate 
into one of gaming’s most immediately 
likable heroes.

“JOYCE’S CONTROL OVER TIME
TRANSFORMS THE SHOOTING INTO
PURE, GLORIOUS POWER FANTASY”

CAST AND PRESENT 
The stars of Quantum Break

The game’s cast is full of 
familiar faces, including 
Shawn Ashmore, a veteran 

of the ‘unexpected super powers’ 
genre after playing Iceman in 
X-Men and Jake in Animorphs, as 
hero Jack Joyce, and Lord Of The 
Rings’ Dominic Monaghan as his 
brother William. Opposing them 
as villain Paul Serene is Aidan 
Gillen, known for his role on Game 
Of Thrones, alongside his second 
in command Martin Hatch, played 
by Lost star Lance Reddick.

To make the show’s woes worse, each 
episode is not downloaded to the hard 
drive, but instead streamed to you. Even 
on stable, fast internet connections, we 
ran into so much stuttering and buffering 
that we started to wonder if we were 
stuck in a time loop of our own. At certain 
points it fails entirely, announcing it can’t 
play the episode at all and asking you if 
you want to just skip it, as if even the 
developers themselves have given up. 
When an already dull 20 minutes turns 
into a frustrating 40, you’ll find yourself 
sorely tempted by the offer. 

The pacing suffers as a result. Without 
the show, the game has a natural rhythm 
of quiet moments, story beats, and loud 
action. With it, the breaks between 
gunfights feel too long, and we found 
ourselves resenting what would 
otherwise have been welcome sections 
of exposition or character development.

If Remedy had simply taken the live 
action episodes out, and told Quantum 
Break’s story entirely in-game, you’d be 
looking at a significantly higher score 
next to these words. We’d very likely be 
arguing for its inclusion as one of our 
best games of 2016 come Christmas, in 
fact. As it is, the game’s brilliant highs are 
diminished by one big, frustrating low. 
Turns out TV really is bad for you. 

POWER PLAY
The tricks of the time 
traveller’s trade

F
orget ocarina-wielding elves 
and Persian princes – Jack 
Joyce’s powers blow 
gaming’s other time-benders 

right out of the temporal stream. 
These five abilities are his bread and 
butter in combat– though we’ve 
missed off the Detective Mode-esque 
Time Vision (yep, Time Vision).

1 Time Stop freezes foes in a bubble 
– shoot it, and watch the bullets all 

hit at once when time resumes.

2With Time Dodge, you can zip away 
at super-speed, then aim your gun 

for a few seconds of bullet time.
3Use Time Rush to slow down time 

for everyone in the area, then run 
your fist into helpless foes. 

5Time Blast’s charged explosion 
sends enemies flying, then freezes 

them before they even hit the ground.
4 In trouble? Throw up a Time Shield 

around yourself and watch enemy 
bullets stop in mid air.
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JUDGEMENT

The in-game action is visually 
stunning throughout.

Combat makes you feel like an 
ass-kicking god of time.

LOVES…

The TV show is an absolute 
disaster from top to bottom.

Breaks for episodes disrupt the 
game’s flow.

HATES…

Max Payne 3
This series pretender, created by 
Rockstar rather than Remedy, has 
plenty of slick slow-motion, but a 
severe lack of heart.

Better than…

Worse than…

Alan Wake
Remedy’s last triple-A effort is a more 
coherent and consistent package – and 
its fake TV show is better than 
Quantum Break’s real one.

An exciting and
visually spectacular
shooter, weighed
down by the inclusion
of a terrible TV show.
Robin Valentine

%

The game contains 
lots of easter eggs 
referencing Alan 
Wake, including a 
trailer for an in-world 
TV series called ‘Alan 
Wake Returns’ and a 
chalkboard covered 
in theories about the 
first game’s plot. 

NEED TO KNOWi
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It’s only day four,
but we’re already

out of water. We pray
for rain, while our

survivors complain
about how badly they

need a wee.

The 
generator 

provides power to 
the oxygen and water 
filters, as well as all of 

your shelter’s lighting. 
Run out of gas and 

you’re screwed, 
basically.

You’re 
guaranteed to fail 
time after time, at 

which point you simply 
create a new family and 

mentally prepare 
yourself for another 

attempt.

        

JUDGEMENT

You’re constantly forced to make 
dark, difficult decisions.

Often savagely grim to the point 
of pitch black comedy.

LOVES…

Micromanaging every aspect of 
a crumbling shelter can fatigue.

Progression is limited in scope 
and demanding in practice.

HATES…

Fallout Shelter
The concept may be similar, but 
Bethesda’s mobile chart-topper is a 
little thin by comparison, built for short 
play sessions and occasional check-ins.

Better than…

Worse than…

The Sims 3
Will Wright’s blockbuster isn’t just 
more cheerful, it’s more adaptable too, 
offering a wealth of content for every 
type of player.

A brutal fight for
survival that’s one
part The Sims, one
part roguelike, and
three parts despair.
James Nouch

%

The audio for the dog  
was recorded from 
developer Sonny 
Meek’s own pooch 
Kubrick. The vomit 
sound is thankfully 
less authentic – it was 
created by pouring 
baked beans into a 
pan from above.

NEED TO KNOWi

Review
The Final Verdict!

SHELTERED
Keeping it all in the family

H
ere’s a hot tip for
your first run
through Unicube’s
post-apocalyptic
bunker simulation:
don’t name the

characters after anyone you actually
know. Because while it might seem like
lighthearted lark to name the family
matriarch after your favourite relative,
it’ll all seem decidedly less jolly when
Darren drops dead from dehydration
and lovable auntie Martha sets about
harvesting his meats. As if family
reunions weren’t already awkward
enough without the spectre of
cannibalism hanging over them.

So, even though Sheltered borrows some
of the life simulation mechanics of The
Sims, it applies them to a bleaker, more
unforgiving scenario. You’ll still have to
manage the hunger, hygiene, and habitat
of your pixelated charges, but failure is
somewhat more likely to result in
gruesome death or traumatised
catatonia here.

You begin with two adults, two kids,
and just the bare essentials of existence.
If you’re to stand any hope of long-term
survival, you’ll need to immediately begin
crafting water storage solutions, a basic
shower, and a simple sleeping bag to lay
out on the bunker’s concrete floor. From
this point on, you’ll rarely be more than a
couple of miscalculations away from
disaster, as you juggle the various needs
of your family, the upkeep of vital bunker
equipment, and the stock of your
ever-dwindling supplies.

Nuclear family
As such, it’s only a matter of time before
you’ll have to venture outside in search of
food and parts, sending vital family
members into the dangerous unknown.
And while it’s possible for your quartet to
be joined by other survivors, these
outsiders will put further strain on your
stocks of food and water. However, given
that the only lose-condition for the game
is the death of your family members,
there’s no incentive whatsoever to keep
these Johnny-come-latelies alive…

This realisation encourages a brilliantly 
brutal realignment of priorities. Early on, 
you might smile at your own benevolence 
as you grant sanctuary to a terrified 
wastelander. But barely ten minutes later, 
with resources dwindling, you won’t 
hesitate to send that newcomer out on a 
scavenging expedition without so much 
as a gas mask to protect him from the 
toxic miasma. Sorry Darren, those are 
reserved for family members. 

And while you might start the game 
looking to communicate and cooperate 
with every fellow wastelander you 
encounter, that spirit of solidarity will be 
sorely tested by the hardships of daily life 
in this withered world. Sheltered is 
relentlessly cruel, a fact that’s both 
thematically appropriate and occasionally 
fatiguing. The sense of sliding from crisis 
to crisis is cultivated to such an extent that 
extended play sessions can actually wear 
you down somewhat, and that weariness 
is only accentuated by a crafting tree that 
unfurls at a stultifying pace.

But it’s difficult to be bored by a game 
that fosters such anxiety and unease; a 
game that forces you to make difficult 
decisions and embrace a twisted new 
morality. Its simulation may not be the 
deepest the genre has to offer, but it’s 
strikingly successful at evoking a sense 
of tribal selfishness in the player. Family 
first, Darren. Family first.  

“IT’S ONLY A MATTER OF TIME
BEFORE YOU HAVE TO SEND FAMILY
INTO THE DANGEROUS UNKNOWN” H
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Format PS4 (reviewed), XO, PC  Publisher Team 17  Developer Unicube  ETA Out now  Players 1

This 
busted-up RV 

can actually be 
repaired, making your 

scavenging expeditions 
considerably speedier. 

It requires an awful 
lot of rare parts, 

though.
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Damage is nasty. Faces bulge, ribs
bruise, and blood stains the canvas.
There are no referee stoppages though.

      

JUDGEMENT

Sending opponents crashing to
the canvas never gets old.

From cameras to commentators,
presentation oozes authenticity.

LOVES…

Clinching and grappling is
functional but not fun.

Career mode is barebones – just
fights and minigames.

HATES…

Superbly authentic.
Like the real thing,
stand-up is ace, but
the ground game is
an acquired taste.
Ben Griffin

8 %

AI opponents can get
predictable. Actual
people? You can
taunt them into
attacking or fool
them with a feint.
That’s why fighting
online, either ranked
or unranked, feels
wonderfully varied.

ONLINE

EA SPORTS UFC 2
Touch gloves and… oh, you’re already punching each other

W
e’re practically
vibrating in our
chair as the
announcer cries “It’s
all over!” – Holly
Holm’s just caught

Ronda Rousey with a disgusting
spinning elbow. There’s no better
feeling in this sports brawler than
scoring a knockout, whether
ploughing chins with perfect
uppercuts or mule-kicking livers into
realignment. Blood and sweat flies
from rippling faces, bodies collapse
like strings of sausages, and
commentators lose their minds.
Presentation-wise, this is the most
authentic MMA game ever.

UFC 2’s roster is a Who’s Who of men and
women who could easily kill you and
everyone you love. You’ve got your Jon
Joneses, Miesha Tates, and Conor
McGregors alongside retired legends like
Chuck Liddell and Mirko Cro Cop, and
even some comedy cameos (Bruce Lee,
Mike Tyson, CM Punk). They act as you’d

expect: powerhouse Rousey loves a judo
throw, and cocky McGregor goes nuts
when he wins.

Differing styles dictate strategy. As a
grappler, avoid trading blows with boxers
and take them down to canvas town.
Spending matches going for that
highlight reel muay thai roundhouse or
superman punch leaves you gassed and
is akin to constantly shooting from range
on FIFA. But it’s undeniably fun, which is
why EA showcases the head-hurting in a
quickfire knockout minigame, omitting
grappling for best-of-five-round slapsies.
It’s absolute brilliance in splitscreen.

Kick start
Get your fill there before embarking on
traditionally cagier matches. Even on
beginner difficulty they lean too far in the
opposite direction, the computer dragging
you to judges’ decision despite
weathering a dozen kicks to the face.
While this might be a way of stopping
arcade-style pummelling, it feels less
realistic than a surprise first-round TKO. In
any case it pays to learn the ground game.

Angling the right stick transitions your
fighter into different positions on the mat.
Your opponent tries to do the same, so
punching them speeds up your
transition. UFC 2 does a good job of
streamlining the discipline’s complexity,
but it’s inherently less spectacular than
smearing someone’s nose across their
face with a haymaker and doesn’t
transfer to videogames half as well.

Learning the many branches of this
transition tree, like what to do when
another man has his bum in your face, is
important for career mode – which sadly
doesn’t go deep enough. Between fights
you’ve got three sessions of gym-based
skill games to fractionally raise a stat, and
the only snippets of colour come when a
message says your energy is down
because last night you binge-watched TV.

Ultimate Team is meatier. You create a
stable of fighters and improve their
fitness, apply perks, and purchase cards
to teach them moves, then fight offline
and on. Cards cost two types of currency
– in-game and real world – but you can
earn more betting on actual upcoming
bouts in Live Events mode. Going from a
ham-fisted first-round weezer to an
ultra-conditioned hammer-throwing
champion is a satisfying, if costly, journey.
There’s more to UFC than knocking
people out, of course, but that’s easily the
best part of this game.

“POWERHOUSE ROUSEY LOVES A 
JUDO THROW; COCKY MCGREGOR 
GOES NUTS WHEN HE WINS”W
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Format PS4 (reviewed), XO  Publisher EA  Developer EA Canada  ETA Out now  Players 1-2

EA SPORTS UFC 2

Steve ‘Silky’
Wang
Hailing from North 
Korea, Wang’s actually  
Wreck-It Ralph’s 
shame-faced, ‘tached 
older brother.

Brabera ‘Bam 
Bam’ Brown 
This bantamweight 
from Brazilia looks like 
she’s been punched 
constantly for 40 
years. She’s 18.

Bad ‘Baby’ Bell 
We’ve applied tattoos 
to give this lovable lad 
the impression of 
horrendous sunburn. 
Note also the cute-yet- 
whackable tiny face.

Freak show
UFC character creator enables 
the creation of some proper 
mutants. Here are our ‘best’…
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Rat poison in a drink is an easy way to 
get at a target – they’ll run to the toilet 
to throw up, where you can grab them.

A
gent 47’s episodic 
debut might only 
contain one level 
(plus a couple of 
tutorial stages 
which we’ll get to 

later), but what a level. A sprawling 
Paris fashion show filled with 
hundreds of guests, staff and security. 
There are areas it could take you hours
to discover, let alone find how to enter,
while the options or ways you can
reach and end targets seem to
multiply and unfurl as you explore.

There’s a lot here, and even if you were to
play for one good run – clean kills, no
alarms – and then stop, you’d still get a
good three or four hours out of it. But if
you want more then there’s a surprising
amount of game here, and the more time
you put in, the more you’re rewarded.
Some eight or nine hours later we’re still
exploring and finding new things.

The absolute core of Hitman sees you 
trying to off targets in large open areas. It’s 
stealth in plain sight as you use and abuse 
disguises to move brazenly past security 
or general schmoes in search of the 
perfect hit. What that is, is up to you. The 
game encourages and suggests just 
about everything you can think of: from 
long-range sniping to a quick garrotte with
47’s signature fiber wire. Want to drop a
catwalk lighting rig on target one, the spy
Viktor Novikov? Go for it. Fancy lacing his
partner Dalia Margolis’ (target two) sushi
with cyanide? Why bring it otherwise?

This is where Hitman finds its scale.
The Paris fashion show setting is a huge
and deceptively detailed space that
needs to be thoroughly explored to really
discover what’s possible. It starts slowly:
choking a guard for his uniform to sneak
into a restricted area. Or gently knifing a
stylist to get backstage at the catwalk.
These initial forays reveal more and more
options, stretching and branching out

before you and begging you to replay it 
to see what else you can achieve.

Prologue tutorials ease you into this 
many-layered complexity under the guise 
of flashback training missions, with 47
auditioning for the International Contract
Agency. The first sees you attempting to 
kill one target on a yacht. It’s small level, 
only about 200 or so people., but even at 
that scale there’s just so much to do and
so many ways to do it, and it’s a great way
to introduce the vocabulary of the game.
The second has you sneaking on to an
airbase to kill a chess master who’s been
doing a little spying on the side.

Sharp shooter
Where previous Hitman games often
involved more bespoke level design and
set pieces, this is built more around
reusable tools: wrenches that can be
thrown to knock people out while
doubling up as a handy way to unfasten a
dangerous speaker that could tragically
fall and kill someone. Rat poison in a drink
that sends people puking to the toilet,
alone and easy to ambush. Finding a knife
buys you a silent kill, lock picks open up
otherwise unreachable routes, and so on.

On top of physical objects, the
information you can find is also a

“IT’S A GOOD START, CONSIDERING
THERE ARE ANOTHER SIX EPISODES 
ON THE WAY”

CONNECTION KILLER 
Hitman’s online set up is 
both hit and miss

It might only be a single player 
game but Hitman’s online nature 
means it’s got a lot more to offer 

than just offline-only fun. But while it 
adds plenty to the game it comes 
with a cost. Hitman’s connection 
maximises its replayability as you 
set up contracts for other players 
and chase each other’s scores. 
However, it means the game has an 
online and offline mode and the two 
aren’t compatible, with separate 
progress. The downside to that is 
that if you’re playing online and lose 
your connection for any reason, the 
game kicks you out there and then.

Review
The Final Verdict!

HITMAN
47’s making his mark (dead) in his initial Intro Pack

Format PS4 (reviewed), XO, PC  Publisher Square Enix  Developer IO Interactive  ETA Now  Players 1
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weapon. A new Opportunities system
highlights useful conversations or
discoveries, asking if you want to track
them. Chose to do that and you get a
breadcrumb trail through the level
stringing together the disguises, tools
and, well, opportunities you need to get
the job done. It’s a great way to make
sense of everything, giving you guidance
through what initially can be a bafflingly
large and crowded space. If you were just
to tick all these off there’s plenty to do,
although the openness on offer means
there’s no real limit to what’s possible if
you improvise.

This first episode has more than just
basic completion, though. Challenges
and achievements unlock more stuff
– guns and gear that can be stashed in
the level. You can even unlock new
starting locations, beginning the game as
a chef in the kitchen, or a stylist
backstage for example. Ok, you’re
playing the same level over and over, so if
you really don’t like that this might not be
for you, but the depth of the variety and
flexibility means we rarely got bored.

So far, causes of death across all three
missions include: being pushed down the
stairs, garrotted, drowned in a toilet, shot,
fired out of an ejector seat, crushed by a

falling speaker and lifeboat (separately),
knifed, scissored, blown up, and shoved
in a river. Collecting unpleasant deaths is
half the fun here – as in previous Hitman
games – and there’s no end of them.

Further adding to the amount IO has
squeezed out of Hitman’s episodic
structure are the player-made contracts
and Elusive Targets. The first lets you
create your own custom assassinations
by killing any NPC in the level and then
challenging others to do the same – who
you kill, how, and while wearing what can
be recorded and set as conditions to
tweak the difficultly. The Elusive Targets,
on the other hand, are all-new set-piece
hits with new characters that can appear
without warning. You’ll only have 48
hours to find and eliminate the mark and
you only get one shot. IO are promising
plenty of these to be deployed over the
game’s life, along with a range of live
events, tweaks, and updates.

Case of the exit
The detailed and textured world is further
tied together by the competence of the
systems involved. The AI for example is
very, very well balanced. Guards react in
measured and predictable ways –
noticing things that are obviously wrong

but in a tolerant way. They investigate and
question rather than switch from ‘idle’ to
full alert go go go go go. For example, if
you accidentally wander into the wrong
area, initially you’ll be asked to leave and
escorted out.

Just as competent is the shooting and
fighting. Gunplay, wrench throwing and
plain face punching all feels just right –
giving you all the power to be in total
control, so that when things do go wrong
you’ve only really got bad decision-
making to blame. It lends the whole thing
a real James Bond simulator feel. You’re 
the best at what you do, effortlessly 
avoiding security guards and ending 
loose ends with a silenced pistol, unseen 
in empty corridors.

It’s a good start considering there are 
another six episodes on the way. We’ve 
played the second, set in Italy, and seen 
the third, set in Marrakesh, and they 
already dwarf the impressive size of this. 
Italy’s episode is set in an entire 
Mediterranean coastal town, while 
Marrakesh stretches across a city on the 
brink of civil war. The episodic release 
might be an unconventional twist for the 
series, but based on the quality of its 
debut it doesn’t look like 47 has anything 
to worry about. 

This is 60% of Hitman: gently lowering sleeping randos 
into boxes. They are sleeping, right?

Another successful method: ‘retiring’ a model and 
taking a strut on the catwalk to reach one target.

THE FUTURE OF HITMAN
Where and when will Agent 47 kill again?

T
he very immediate future for Hitman is easy. Its 
episodic structure will see another six episodes 
released after Paris, one every month until it’s over. 
Italy, Marrakesh, Thailand, America, Japan, and a 

secret finale are all on the way. The Intro Pack gets you the 
prologue tutorials and Paris for £11.99, and you can then buy 
locations separately for £7.99 each. The Full Experience, on the 
other hand, is everything, but costs £44.99. There’s also a 
complete disc version of the game due in 2017, but minus the 
online challenges and extras. After that? It’s a little less certain. 
Way back in 2011 Square announced a new Montreal based 
studio would be handling the next game, with several IO staffers 
heading out to Canada to start work on the mystery project. At 
the time, then-Hitman Absolution director Tore Blystad said the 
two games would work in a similar way to how Activision makes 
Call Of Duty: “They will feed off each other. With these big 
franchises it takes a long time to develop one game. If you can, 
work a little bit in parallel and help each other out.” Since then, 
however, the unannounced game seems to have been 
cancelled and in 2014 all Square had to say was, “Montreal is 
fully focused on mobile development of games, some of which 
are related to the Hitman franchise.”

HITMAN

JUDGEMENT

Paris makes for a super pretty, 
insanely detailed location.

The stealth and combat 
mechanics are excellent.

LOVES…

Separate and incomparable off- 
and online set-ups frustrate.

It’s a tantalising glimpse of the 
future, rather than a full game.

HATES…

MGS V: Ground Zeroes
Controversial, but Hitman edges out 
Snake’s open worlder by providing far 
more variety from its mix and match 
collection of tools and mechanics.

Better than…

Worse than…

Hitman: Blood Money
Still a series peak thanks to its story 
and set pieces. But it’s only the episodic 
nature holding the new game back: 
there’s no way to tell how good it’ll be.

A perfectly formed
bite of Hitman action, 
set in a rich location
and full of murderous 
opportunity.
Leon Hurley

%

Got a PS4? You’re in 
luck! The Sony 
machine also gets an 
additional six-part 
Hitman story called 
Sarajevo Six. Its first 
contract, The 
Director, comes 
packaged with this 
first episode.
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Will NPCs stand in place feeding everyone
the same line? Will quest-givers issue 
boring FedEx-style delivery jobs? Where
exactly do circles of people doing jumping
jacks fit, canonically speaking? The
Division attempts to reconcile the
accessible third-person shooter with the
complex MMO, smoothing the rough
edges of a perennially unsexy genre into
something cinematic and seamless across
PC and console.

It’s a rare real-world MMO that
miraculously makes sense despite a lack
of mages, superheroes, or aliens to explain
the unexplainable. A plausible plot
involving a smallpox outbreak spread
through banknotes on Black Friday
justifies the emptiness of its world, an
almost 1:1 scale recreation of downtown
New York. Enemies are escaped prisoners,
psychotic gang members, and crazed
workers convinced the cure for this
pandemic is fire, so murdering thousands
over the game’s course is just about
excusable. You’re an average citizen –

other than being a sleeper agent in an
emergency cell called The Division, which 
the US president activates in order to
preserve what remains of humanity.

Mail grooming
Your mission is reviving New York by
expanding a ‘Base Of Operations’,
formerly the James A Farley Post Office.
In the real world it bears the inscription
‘Neither snow nor rain nor heat nor
gloom of night stays these couriers from
the swift completion of their
appointed rounds’, and that
accurately captures your
efforts to construct facilities
in its Medical, Tech, and
Security wings – bringing it
from cold collection of dark
rooms to beating heart
pumping blood into the city,
complete with food hall, canine
unit, and annoying kids.

This structures The Division. 15 story
missions run down its spine, with around

ten varieties of side quest, including
disrupting arms deals, rescuing hostages, 
repairing uplinks, hunting bounties, and
battling alongside the national guard
(JTF). Money, XP, and base supplies are
your rewards. Unlike most MMOs, you
could easily go solo without
compromising the experience, although
joining up to three other agents is
painless, a case of highlighting
individuals on your friends list or
matchmaking from the menu at any

time. It’s tether-free, meaning
anyone in the session can

embark on a mission or go
sightseeing in the map’s
farthest corners without
dragging everyone along.

There’s no parade of
players running around

WOW-style, no loading for
exteriors, and surprisingly few

concessions. Combat, however, is the
main casualty of Ubisoft’s massively
multiplayer aspirations. Enemies here are
the spongiest of lead sponges, soaking
up bullets that bear all the impact of
raindrops. When you’re fighting enemies
even two levels above you, weapons
start to feel more like Ghostbuster Proton
Packs that need training on bad guys for
the steady streams of damage to pour

IVISION
Y

ou’ve never seen Manhattan like this. 
Crows peck at mountains of trash bags, 
unlocked cars clog roads with hazard 
lights blinking, and people… well, there 
aren’t any. It’s haunting. Ethereal. You 
open the door of a dingy apartment block 

with the words ‘shelter inside’ scrawled on cardboard to an 
even stranger sight: loads of army men silently doing 
jumping jacks. That’s what happens when you give players 
emotes. It would be funny if it wasn’t so worrying, a sign this 
online shooter’s MMO-ness could kill the immersion it so 
desperately strives for.

Rabidly contagious, fiercely addictive shooting 
and looting in a contaminated New York City

“IT’S A RARE REAL-WORLD MMO
 THAT MAKES SENSE DESPITE A LACK
OF MAGES OR SUPERHEROES”
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THE DIVISION
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THE STREETS ARE OURS
Building a world block by block

DELECTABLE 
COLLECTIBLES
Traces of the pre-pandemic 
past are visible in phone 
recordings, incident reports, 
and CCTV footage. Beat 
missions, hunt crashed 
drones, and find pick-ups to 
fill in the story’s gaps.

ECHO
Surveillance renderings recreate events, 
like a man lobbing a grenade into a cell.

MISSING AGENTS
Activate blue rings of light to trigger a 
hunt for missing agents’ profiles.

FOUND FOOTAGE  
Complete missions to see disturbing 
snippets from cell phones and CCTV.

out. Challenge adjusts to accommodate 
squad size, so the more people who join 
– there’s a four person limit – the more 
unrealistically tough foes get. While 
armoured skin makes sense when your 
adversary is a Fallen Captain from 
Destiny, the spell breaks somewhat if it’s a 
looter from Queens. 

Flank and spank
You have to accept those MMO 
conventions decreeing plentiful enemy 
health and DPS numbers spurting from 
bodies along with blood. When you do, 
skirmishes become tactical, more about 
how to intelligently pool abilities than 
realistically drop fools with headshots. 
Being able to mix and match skills from 
the three classes of Medical, Tech, and 
Security gives firefights a sense of fluidity. 
You might use a turret to pin down 
enemies before rushing in with a ballistic 

shield, for instance, then in the next
encounter hang back as the group’s 
designated healer. When everyone’s 
working in unison to overwhelm 
opponents you quickly forget 
bullet-sponge properties.

Movement is a virtue in this flanker’s 
paradise. Enemies have a suppression 
meter that fills under prolonged fire, and 
when they hunker down, that’s your cue 
to manoeuvre round their blind side. It’s 
used particularly well in one scenario on 
a Hell’s Kitchen rooftop: snipers have us 
all pinned behind a steam vent until we 
stay back and suppress while the rest of 

our squad moves in. Seamless
cover-switching makes moving under fire 
intuitive – simply hold the required 
button and your agent dashes to 
whatever you’re looking at. In this 
manner you can duck behind a police car, 
stack up by a door, then roadie run to a 
sandbag pile in one sequence. The ability 
to hop barriers, climb on trucks, and 
ascend ropes to high floors injects some 
verticality, too.

Concerns that a game set entirely 
within a done-to-death city in winter 
would get repetitive are undermined by 
the sheer detail on offer. You organically 

discover engagements in Christmas fairs, 
foggy graveyards, meth labs, train yards, 
and graffiti-stricken basketball courts, 
and story missions are especially lush. 
One set in a lavish Broadway shopping 
emporium situated around a giant 
burning Christmas tree where you have 
to find contaminated banknotes samples 
for a scientist, and another taking you 
through an opulent ballroom fashion 
show, are beguiling when you consider 
the work they encompass. 

Elsewhere, you stumble into an easily 
missable office or kitchen and find a 
scene dripping with environmental 
storytelling: bodies in washing machines, 
JTF vests nailed to walls, missing-person 
posters fluttering on lampposts. Safe 
houses act as ammo-refilling stations and 
spawn points, and the sheer range of 
unique objects residing in the likes of 
gyms, schools, high-rises, and 

“YOU DISCOVER ENGAGEMENTS IN
CHRISTMAS FAIRS, METH LABS AND
GRAFFITIED BASKETBALL COURTS” 

Neighbourhoods 
have recommended 
level parameters to 

help progression flow. 
Your best bet is to start 
in Chelsea then move 

anti-clockwise.

Consumables 
help in combat. Gulp 
sodas for 30% faster 
skill cooldowns and 

chomp energy bars to 
remove effects like 

disorientation.

There’s no 
loading. Duck 

inside an Apple Store 
to rob tech, loot a coffee 
shop for weapon parts, 

then head into the 
sewer and weep for 

humanity.

PC 
settings put 

other games to 
shame: wind-affected 
snow, volumetric fog, 
five different shadow 
options. New York in 

winter looks 
sensational.
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THE DIVISION

        

JUDGEMENT

The rich, detailed world hides a 
story down every street.

Multiplayer is nicely integrated, 
but solo play compromises little.

LOVES…

Loot is dull and its discovery is 
rarely cause for celebration.

While undoubtedly hefty, this is 
no life-stealing MMO.

HATES…

Ghost Recon: 
Future Soldier
The Division iterates on GR’s squad 
combat, cover-switching, and 
high-tech gadgets, in a grander world.

Better than…

Worse than…

Grand Theft Auto V
Rockstar’s never-ending sandbox is 
the prime example of a game that 
keeps giving. Three years on, it’s still 
going strong.

An immensely
thrilling action-MMO 
hybrid, but good for 
30 hours rather than 
the hoped-for 300.
Ben Griffin

%

GAME OF GRAPHS
Building up our Base Of Operations

3 HOURS 6 HOURS 9 HOURS 12 HOURS 15 HOURS

FU
GL

Y!
FI

NE
!

FA
B!

There’s now
central heating
and a cinema
showing silent
movies in the

back.
Shot 40 men in the

first mission and
used the supplies

to build a
counselling centre.

Entered the
dank, empty

post office. It’s a
real fixer-upper.

First: clinic.

Now we’ve got a
canine unit. These
dogs are by far the
happiest members

of our base.

A battery corner
lets everyone
recharge their

dead phones. The
worst is over,

people.

INFO BURST
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BURST INFO BURST

What lies in the 
diseased depths 

of the Dark 
Zone?

INFO  
BURST!

Loots Mon
A large chunk of downtown, 
designated the ‘Dark Zone’, 
sits behind decontamination 
checkpoints. Here’s where 
PvP action goes down. As the 
only place in which other 
players can kill you, you 
really shouldn’t enter alone. 
Giving players a separate 
rank, it’s an entirely different 
side of The Division, one to 
focus on in the endgame 
once you’re maxed-out.

Chopper shop
Loot is covered in a layer of 
contagious ickniess, so 
you’re prohibited from 
smuggling it out in your 
rucksack. Instead, you need 
to find a helipad and signal 
for a chopper. It unfurls a 
rope on which to attach your 
yucky items, and they can be 
found safety sterilised in 
safehouse chests – but other 
players will be looking to 
extract their loot first.

Mugged off
Although players can 
murder whoever, whenever, 
regardless of whether or not 
they’re in the same group, 
the Dark Zone isn’t as hostile 
as you may think. Betraying 
fellow agents alerts 
everyone nearby to your 
deviousness and puts a 
bounty on your head. For the 
few scraps of loot you can 
get off AI mobs, it’s often not 
worth the hassle.

Chest pains
The Dark Zone contains 
three types of chest. 
Everyone can open the first 
and, naturally, loot inside isn’t 
spectacular. The second type 
unlocks when you meet the 
rank requirement. And the 
third type requires Dark Zone 
keys, which you can loot 
from enemies and find 
around the world. Some of 
the game’s rarest weapons 
and items are found in these.

cinemas-turned-field-hospitals, is 
particularly astonishing.

It’s therefore a shame that the 
impressive variety doesn’t extend to loot. 
When rare prizes are kneepads and 
knitted scarfs, the driving force of the 
MMO soon loses thrust. You can 
customise armour and clothes to boost 
attributes and confidence respectively, 
and modify weapons with attachments 
and skins, but the stats difference is often 
imperceptible. Good luck noticing the 
benefits of a light machine gun that 
increases damage by 6% when more 
than 40m from the target.

Perks – always-on buffs that, for 
instance, increase inventory size or 
unlock new vendors at your base – at 
least give a palpable sense of 
progression. Conversely, the talents tree 
that lets you bolt on up to four specific 
attributes such as increased explosion 

damage for 15 seconds or 25% faster 
movement after suppressing a hostile, 
urgently needs lopping off. Weapons 
handle similarly whether they’re rocking 
suppressors or stabilizers, and this 
doesn’t bode well for plans going 
forward. Since any loot too crazy will 
directly contradict The Division’s bleak 
and realistic tone, the all-too-authentic 
assortment gives a lingering sense of 
seen-it-all-before.

Dark matters
The Dark Zone packs a final punch. It’s a 
walled-off area where PvP’s allowed, but 
still boasts AI baddies who provide the 
game’s best loot and hardest challenge. 
There’s a welcome rhythm to it – 
involving hoarding gear, then heading to 
extraction points and flaring for a 
chopper while holding out against 
potential attackers – but shooting players 

puts a bounty on your head that attracts 
everyone to your position. This proves 
too harsh a detractor, de-incentivising 
naughtiness and neutering 
unpredictability. When drops are just as 
good from AI mobs, there’s little incentive 
to go after your fellow man.

Future updates are a downright 
certainty, but at present The Division 
appears to lack the legs of GTA V or 
Destiny, hamstrung by its serious setting 
in terms of loot and unlockables. While 
you can already see its bottom from the 
top, hitting the level 30 cap and restoring 
your base in 25 hours or so, there’s still an 
incredibly broad and engrossing game 
here, featuring brilliantly crafted story 
missions, hundreds of side quests, 
seamlessly integrated multiplayer that 
doesn’t punish lone wolves, and a 
beautifully evocative setting. One you 
can even do jumping jacks in. 

”New York’s never looked so 
good, and there’s an awful 
lot of fun to be had with the 
tactical combat, but the 
MMO mechanics just don’t 

gel with the game’s other elements, 
leading to unexciting loot, bullet sponge 
enemies, and an utterly nonsensical 
(and politically disturbing) world.”
Robin Valentine, Production Editor

2ND OPINION
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You
might feel

safer behind a
shield, but you’ll be

slower as a result. There
are over 300 bits of

armour and weapons,
so make sure you

try it all out!

Enemy tells can
be scarily brief,

meaning you really do
have to become a
medieval ninja to

survive a scrap with
them.

Art style look
familiar? Ska put

together the similarly
gothic, though

Diablo-esque, heavy
metal-infused Charlie

Murder.

Boss
fights are
suitably

unambiguous, with
most of the gits big

enough to see clearly.
Being 2D also means

no dodgy camera
to deal with.

      

JUDGEMENT

It’s Dark Souls meets Castlevania
with brutally efficient combat.

The beautifully lit art style is
wonderfully haunting.

LOVES…

Must lose marks for originality
given all the Dark Souls cribbing.

The story, while intriguing, lacks
the coherence found in Souls.

HATES…

Lords Of The Fallen
A clumsy swipe at the Souls crown,
which despite looking a bit of alright
couldn’t capture the atmosphere or
the coherence of its inspiration.

Better than…

Worse than…

Dark Souls
No surprises here. Salt And Sanctuary
might do it very well indeed, but Souls
got there first – and did it all just that bit
bigger and better.

It’s Dark Souls in 2D,
but with an
enveloping life force
all of its own.
Matt Sakuraoka-
Gilman

%

SALT AND SANCTUARY
Briny stab-fest offers a delicious take on Souls-like RPGing

W
e’ve said it a billion
times: if you aim for
the king, and the
king in this scenario
is From Software’s
genre-defining Dark

Souls action-RPGs, you’d better not
miss. It’d be easy to glance at this 2D
number from two-person dev team
Ska Studios, think it another stab at the
ol’ Souls formula, and walk away
scoffing at its nerve. To do so would
mean missing out on one of the best
games on PS4. Yes. We’re going there.

Similarities to Souls are palpable from the
outset. There’s a vague story objective –
to rescue a kidnapped princess after you
wash up on a mysterious island after a
shipwreck – which is left for you to discern
through item descriptions and sparse
NPC dialogue. You level up by spending
Salt (not Souls) whenever you reach one
of the game’s Sanctuaries (not bonfires).
There are ornate candelabras (not fog
gates) signifying boss fights and, as you
adventure, you have to consider your

character build, equipment load,
elemental resistances and all manner of
familiar stats.

But Salt And Sanctuary does more
than enough to justify its existence next
to Souls. Its 2D nature allows for
increasingly satisfying combat, with
combos split between heavy and light
attacks and swift directional switches
enabling flowing finesse. S&S leans
further into Castlevania territory with a
series of obtainable Brands, enabling
unexpected feats of agility, or other
spoiler-ific skills which earn access to
previously unreachable areas of the
sprawling, interwoven world. Being 2D
means there’s a sharper focus on visual
fidelity, too. The painterly style is
gorgeous, and the lighting system
features sumptuous bloom effects.

Bosses are especially fantastic. Take the
Kraekan Wyrm, a gigantic dragon atop a
rain-peppered castle rampart, whose
existence is long hinted at through passive
dialogue and hints as you scale his perch.
This beast instantly destroys you upon
your first encounter, and it’s only through

intense practice that you overcome it. Salt
And Sanctuary understands that it’s this
tappable vein of mastery underlying its
combat which makes Souls and its various
cousins so great.

Difficulty spikes
Other neat touches would have even
Miyazaki stroking his chin-scruff in
appreciation. Approach boss areas online
and you see the heads of previously
defeated players impaled on spikes. The
skill tree weaves around a web of perks
and talents, so you can see exactly where
you’re taking your build, as well as the
potential builds left behind. With Creeds,
Salt’s answer to Souls’ Covenants, you’re
able to imbue each Sanctuary you visit
with a visual plastering of your chosen
path. The scope for replaying and
roleplaying is vast. You could be a poison-
wielding forest guardian, all ranged
pokery and damage over time focused.
Or an armoured paladin with extra
healing buffs and an enormous hammer.
Or, like us on our first run, a fast and
frenetic katana-toting dervish.

This is a vast, venomous, and lavish
adventure, offering brilliantly rewarding
combat and a world begging to be
picked clean. While From Software’s king
most definitely still sits atop his throne,
gaming royalty has a new prince of
punishment to admire.

“BOSSES ARE FANTASTIC – SUCH AS
KRAEKAN WYRM, A HUGE DRAGON
ATOP A RAIN-PEPPERED RAMPART” W
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Format PS4 (reviewed)  Publisher Ska Studios  Developer Ska Studios  ETA Out now  Players 1-2

SALT AND SANCTUARY

”There’s more than a pinch 
of Dark Souls in this 
fiendishly difficult 
concoction – but the 
atmospheric visuals,  

mechanical surprises, and 
character-building depth elevate it far 
beyond mere mimicry. A must-buy for 
Souls fans and newbie knights alike.”
Jen Simpkins, Staff Writer, OPM

2ND OPINION
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T
he Fox Awakens 
might be a better 
title. Yes, much like 
the phenomenally 
successful Episode 
VII, this new entry is 

a winning return for a series that has 
never quite captured the magic of its 
first two instalments since. 

Platinum Games plays the role of JJ
Abrams here, skilfully evoking the 
effervescent spirit of Star Fox 64 in 
particular, if perhaps relying on a few too 
many familiar elements to quite hit the 
same heights. Still, its combination of 
old-school score-chasing, branching 
routes, and unusual new ingredients 
offers more than enough excitement to 
satisfy the devoted fan.

A new beginning, of course, offers a
fresh opportunity to welcome a different
audience to the fold. In purely narrative
terms, Zero is as accessible as it gets: it’s
not a sequel or a prequel, but a re-telling
(of sorts) of the original legend, requiring
no prior knowledge of earlier entries. So
you’ll spend your time in the company of
Fox McCloud, Peppy Hare, Falco 
Lombardi, and Slippy Toad, blasting 
enemies on ground and in the air, while 
revisiting planets like Corneria, Zoness, 
and Titania. It’s a skeletal tale, really, keen 
to let you get on with the business of 
flying around and shooting while doling 
out just enough plot to keep you 
invested. Nintendo knows a bit of context 
can go a long way, and it works here. 

Yet this is far from a welcoming game. 
Zero demands the kind of commitment 

that some players may not be willing or 
prepared to give. It’s not simply about 
difficulty – though this is quite clearly a 
Platinum Games joint in that regard – but
an unorthodox control setup that isn’t 
merely hard to master, but fairly tricky to
learn, too. The idea is that it allows you to
fly one way and shoot another. In 
practice, at least initially, it’s not so much 
scratching your head while rubbing your
tummy as trying to lick your elbow while
breakdancing. In zero gravity. 

Control freak
Okay, perhaps we’re overstating that a 
touch. But this isn’t a system you learn in
minutes. Several hours later, we still felt 
as if we were wrestling with the controls,
unsure which of the two screens we were
supposed to be looking at, like someone
trying to play Nuclear Throne and watch
the footy simultaneously. The first-person
cockpit view on the GamePad is where 
your gaze will be fixed for the most part, 
as it’s only here you can properly line up
your shots, using smartly tuned
gyroscopic aiming. Meanwhile, the TV is 

“STICK WITH IT AND IT ALL
SUDDENLY CLICKS AND BECOMES
SOMETHING QUITE SPECIAL”

Rescuing teammates when they’re in 
peril is a must – their total health is added 
to your hit points at the end of a stage.

VEHICULAR 
PARTICULARS 
Virtual training for all you 
vulpine pilots

It’s well worth dipping into Star 
Fox Zero’s training missions to 
acclimatise to the different 

controls and handling models for 
each vehicle. Arwing lessons are 
mandatory, but the rest are optional 
– albeit recommended. Taking place 
in a virtual arena, they task you with 
flying through rings, collecting 
coins, and shooting balloons against 
the clock. Reach the target coin tally 
and the collectibles will refresh, 
inviting you to earn a higher score 
before time runs out. There are 
unlockable challenges for each, too: 
the Walker’s objective, for example, 
is a tough battle to prevent 
marauding spider bots from 
reaching the top of a tower.

Review
The Final Verdict!

STAR FOX ZERO
After a bumpy takeoff, this return flight is a soaring success

Format Wii U  Publisher Nintendo  Developer Platinum Games  ETA 22 April  Players 1

INTERGALACTIC 
PLANETARY 
Zero’s worlds at war

There’s plenty of diversity in this 
planet-hopping adventure, from icy 
wastes to shifting deserts…  
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JUDGEMENT

A completely fresh perspective
on a Nintendo classic.

Like flying the Millennium Falcon
while operating its turret…

LOVES…

…which is every bit as
convoluted as it sounds.

Voice acting is occasionally a
little overripe.

HATES…

Star Fox 64 3D
Once you’ve acclimatised to Zero’s
controls, it’s really hard to go back to
having your aim restricted by the
orientation of your ship…

Better than…

Worse than…

Star Fox 64 3D
...but Zero can’t match the pace and
purity of this vintage score-chaser –
and here, you never had to worry
about recalibrating your reticle.

A wilfully offbeat
shooter with real
depth. Awkward at
first, but incredibly
satisfying to master.
Chris Schilling

%

Just two amiibo are
compatible with the
game. Fox
transforms your
Arwing into the
rudimentary SNES
model, while Falco
unlocks the Black
Arwing, a new ship
for expert players.

NEED TO KNOWi

reserved for a more orthodox 
third-person perspective, allowing you a 
wider view of your environment, 
including bogeys on your tail and 
incoming projectiles. You’ll also be able to 
lock onto larger enemies, fixing them in 
your sights so you can loop around and 
point the nose of the Arwing towards 
them – or away, if they’re launching a 
wave attack and you need to boost clear.  

It sounds unwieldy, and for a while you 
might be convinced Nintendo has made 
a terrible mistake. Indeed, having to 
regularly recalibrate your aim – even if it’s 
just a matter of jabbing the Y button – 
may well be a foible too far for some. 
Stick with it, though, and once you’ve 
stopped bumping into walls and 
buildings and blithely flying into 
incoming fire, it all suddenly clicks and 
Zero becomes something quite special. 
True, it could perhaps do a better job of 
explaining not just the whats but the 
hows and whys of the controls, but with a 
bit of practice, frustration turns into 
exhilaration. You’ll master the art of the 
tactical somersault, looping back over 
enemy craft and zapping the 
unsuspecting fools in their tail; slamming 
on the old space-brakes has a similar 
effect, as long as you make sure your 
pursuer isn’t immediately behind you. 
You’ll zip through narrow gaps, swooping 
low to the ground while training your 
lasers upwards on the spewing turret 

above. And it’s a genuine thrill to chase 
down a fast-moving rival, using the sticks 
to make sharp banking turns while 
swivelling the pad to keep them in your 
sights, landing pinpoint charge shots one 
after the other,

Master blaster
Competence is well within reach, then. 
Mastery, on the other hand, will take a 
good while longer. On a first run, the 
target for a gold trophy seems completely 
impossible; on your second and third, it 
still looks improbable. But over several 
attempts you’ll steadily learn enemy 
patterns and optimal routes, and all of a 
sudden that unlikely total is attainable. 
Beating your score is far from the only 
reason to return, because you’ve got 
alternative paths to unlock and discover, 
while after a certain point in the story 
portals will appear on completed courses, 
spiriting you off to hidden stages and 
timed battles against secret bosses. 

Some missions are completely 
transformed. One sees Fox piloting a 
hovering drone who can lower a robot 
assistant to hack machines and disable 
searchlights and security gates. What 
was a slow-paced infiltration on your first 
attempt becomes a frantic speedrun 
when you take an Arwing and its walker 
form into the base. There are 70 medals 
to earn in total, and you won’t have the 
first idea how to obtain some of them. In 

other words, there’s always another 
incentive to really get to know each 
stage. It’s a short game – even if a 
fiendishly difficult final boss fight does its 
best to extend the runtime – but it makes 
up in depth what it lacks in breadth. 

It has variety on its side, too. Shigeru 
Miyamoto originally envisaged Zero 
being released episodically, citing Gerry 
Anderson’s Thunderbirds as an 
inspiration. It has a similar, slightly goofy, 
good-natured charm, but the influence is 
also present in the different vehicles. For 
Fox’s Arwing read Scott Tracy’s 
Thunderbird 1: it’s the star of the show, 
but it’s joined by the Landmaster – which 
gains the power of flight to become the 
Gravmaster – and the aforementioned 
Gyrowing. Yet the Arwing’s alternate 
form, a bipedal robot that moves like a 
steel chicken, might be the pick of the 
bunch – not least because you can perch 
it on the Great Fox during a space battle 
and take pot shots at passing ships.

With all those unlockables, not to 
mention a suite of rock-hard training 
missions for each vehicle and a 
substantial post-game bonus we’re 
loathe to spoil, there’s a lot of game in this 
seemingly compact package. Those 
quirky controls might be a deal-breaker 
for some, but anyone with a willingness 
to embrace the unconventional might 
just fall in love with this potent blend of 
old and new. 

STAR FOX ZERO

The 
Landmaster is 

a chunky old beast, 
not as manoeuvrable 

as the Arwing, but 
capable of taking a 

beating - and pulling 
off land barrel 

rolls.

Fly 
through silver 
rings and you’ll 

regain health. Gold 
ones give you additional 

retries, so you don’t 
have to restart 

missions from the 
beginning.

It’s a 
prettier game 

than it looks in static 
shots, with some nice 

lighting and 
environmental effects 

complementing the 
characterful 

models.

Depending 
on the mission, 

this enemy’s weak 
point appears on its 

topside or underbelly 
– though later it’s both, 

as they flip over 
when hit from 

below.
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C
CP really does have
your wildest nine
year old self’s
dreams on its side. If
you’d have told us
back when we were

fresh out of the cinema, eyes still
red-rimmed after Darth Vader’s
redemption at the end of Jedi, that we
would get to basically be Red Leader
one day… Well, it might have made that
stupid Ewok song at the end a touch
more bearable.

Because that is, at its core, what Eve:
Valkyrie does. It’s been built from the
ground up to use VR to its absolute
fullest, to implant your eyes into the head
of a dogfighting, space-based fighter
pilot. And, crucially, it works. As an initial
experience of VR it is the ideal concept
serving. You jack in and look around your
cockpit, your character’s hands gripping 
their flight sticks in the same position and
shape of your own hands holding the

gamepad. Eve: Valkyrie makes it very
easy to initially connect to its breezy,
cinematic world.

Partly that’s down to the simple ease
of flying. This is no simulation. It has the
feel of a future arcade machine you
might find on Brighton Pier when the
rickety House Of The Dead 2 machine
finally packs in. You accelerate 
automatically, with a press of the A 
button giving you a boost of speed. Right 
trigger fires your machine guns directly 
ahead, while missiles are tied to the left 
trigger. It’s these missiles, and the fact 
that looking at enemies with your own 
actual eyes is how you lock on, which 
perhaps grapple for the most VR-selling 
point headlines. It’s an un-utterably 
satisfying thing to whip your own head 
around to clock a foe on your six, lock on 
missiles with the same glance and then 
release the trigger as your payload is 
unleashed. It’s arcade all the way, 
immediately fun gaming sessions broken
up into 10-15 minute chunks, even if this

means less impetus to engage in long 
term play.

Space jams
The story, for example, is a thin affair. 
After an initial mission, presumably only 
set up in order to display the game’s 
credits in as cool a way as possible, in 
which your avatar pilot dies, you’re 
unceremoniously brought back from the 
dead as an AI construct implanted into 
the body of a pilot clone. Forget any and 
all interesting directions that such a set 
up could go in – that’s pretty much as far 
as Valkyrie takes it. It’s a huge shame, as 
without a bit of story to cling to amidst 
the billowing bombast of the multiplayer 
main course, there’s a sense of static 
futility to the whole experience – ironic,
given how fast the game plays.

You’re left with two distinct game 
modes – Chronicles and Combat. The 
first of these is a selection of expansive 
deep space battlegrounds, each one 
offering incredible vistas in all directions. 
Across each map you’re able to take part 
in a scouting mission or a survival 
challenge. The latter of these is a steadily 
more frantic dogfight against an 
increasing number of enemies. The first 
is a relaxed exploratory affair, wherein 
you glide about searching for salvage or 

“WITHOUT A BIT OF STORY TO CLING
TO, THERE’S A SENSE OF STATIC
FUTILITY TO THE EXPERIENCE”

Enemies you’re aiming at leave behind 
trails of red, to make it easier to keep 
your target in your sights.

VR-Y NEARLY THERE 
Valkyrie lead designer 
Andrew Willans on how 
CCP is working to make  
VR less sick-making

How do you stop nausea in 
VR? Willans explains...
“Previous triggers for motion 

sickness (latency, resolution) are no 
longer affecting the experience, so 
player comfort is now mostly in our 
hands. The context of the 
environment helps with the sense of 
presence – for Valkyrie,  space is the 
perfect setting in which to deliver 
intense dogfighting combat, as we 
have no horizon lines. So when 
you’re engaged in 360 degree 
combat you don’t see yourself as 
upside down, or incorrect according 
to the basic laws of physics.”

Review
The Final Verdict!

EVE: VALKYRIE
In space no one can hear you - blaaaaugh!

Format PC  Publisher CCP Games  Developer CCP Games  ETA Out now  Players 1-16
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JUDGEMENT

Of the Rift’s launch line-up, this is
the most technically impressive.

It breaks new ground for VR
games development.

LOVES…

There’s no escaping the
occasional bout of nausea.

The multiplayer focus doesn’t
necessarily fit well with VR.

HATES…

Dust 514
CCP’s other experiment in competitive
multiplayer in the Eve universe was
perhaps equally ambitious, but lacked
Valkyrie’s spectacle and novelty.

Better than…

Worse than…

Elite: Dangerous
The more sedate pace is a better fit for
first time VR users, and there’s a whole
galaxy of depth to delve into when
you’re not dogfighting.

Arresting and
technically awesome,
but you won’t stay
hooked for long.
Matt Sakuraoka-
Gilman

%

Recognise the voice
of the mysterious
pilot Rán, who
whispers sweet
training tactics into
your ears? That
would be Katee
Sackhoff – Starbuck
from Battlestar
Galactica.

NEED TO KNOWilistening to audio logs. These battlefields,
we’re told, have been rebuilt from the 
memories of dead pilots. It’s a weird 
setup, again giving the whole affair a 
tepid lack of urgency.

The intention is that we’ll spend most 
of our time in Combat mode, Valkyrie’s 
online multiplayer component. Here you 
team up with a squadron of other players 
to take on another group in an 8v8 
head-on dogfight. It’s here that the 
intricacies of Valkyrie’s combat come 
slightly unstuck. For all the immediate 
fun to be had locking on to enemies, 
when that’s all you’re really doing for the 
duration the novelty does tend to wear 
thin. There’s also the fact that, even with 
distinct trails left behind by enemy ships 
and plenty of visual indicators to inform 
you of what’s going on, when things get 
chaotic, and they always do, it’s incredibly 
hard to know what’s going down and 
where. Defensive maneuvers feel less 
fleshed out than their attacking 
counterparts, too. We found ourselves 
boosting around debris to use the 
surroundings to protect ourselves from 
incoming missiles, as our automated 
defence systems took an age to charge 
after use. But doing this means severely 

impeding your ability to fire your own
missiles, and to have fun as a result.

Spawn free
The other weird side effect of playing a 
competitive online multiplayer mode à la 
COD in VR is that when you’re waiting to 
respawn, you can’t check your phone, 
look out the window, or even have a sip 
of tea. You’re trapped in VR with the 
goggles on, so you just have to wait the 
full duration, which then feels like an age.

Then there’s the progression system, a 
collection of currencies and vague 
promises of ship upgrades to unlock if 
you can bear the grind. It takes far too 
long, especially at the start, when you’re 
looking for a reason to keep playing 
beyond that initial phase of mind-blowing 
VR spectacle. And even then it’s 
unnoticeable stat increments, rather than 
anything that meaningfully affects play.

All of this might be neither here nor 
there for a certain contingent of players. 
If you’re like us then you’ll only be able to 
play for 15-20 minute chunks, as barrel 
rolling around at such a clip as Valkyrie 
allows does a number on your tummy 
lining. Oculus Rift’s game store lists 
Valkyrie as ‘Intense’ in it’s comfort rating 

system, and it’s every bit that. Those with
stomachs of iron might fare better, but be 
prepared to whip your Rift off every so 
often to get a breather, and in some 
extreme cases, you simply won’t be able 
to play at all without upchucking.

Which is amazing, really, when you 
think about it. Normally the worst we can 
expect is that a game might be tasteless, 
broken, or not as fun as other games. 
That we have the criticism ‘made us 
chunder’ says much for how immersive 
the whole thing is. Whether or not that’s a 
good thing depends a lot on your 
physical resistance to motion sickness.

Valkyrie should be the first game you 
download for your Rift and the first game 
you reach for when you have pals round 
and you want to show them the power of 
VR. Unfortunately, in its current state, 
there’s little to keep you playing for much 
longer beyond that initial wave of 
wonder. That might change, considering 
how CCP plans to keep updating with 
more content and modes. But for now, 
there’s little to separate this from the 
throwaway arcade games from 
yesteryear’s gaming halls. And that’s 
including the sticky carpet, if you don’t 
take a break every so often. 

EVE: VALKYRIE

Earning your first 
few kills is especially 

tough, and ideally 
you’ll want to stick 
together with your 
squad to defend in 

numbers.

If you’re showing 
VR off to your 

friends, we 
recommend Scout mode 

– a slower paced, more 
exploratory 
experience.

VR is the 
perfect place to 

get across a sense of 
scale. It’s unfortunate, 

given the game’s 
multiplayer bent, that 

this effect is purely 
visual.

Especially 
lovely is the fact 
that you have to 

actively look around to 
see how your shields 
and health are faring, 

for authentic sci-fi 
movie cool.

No lie, we did at various points find ourselves trying to pull 
levers that weren’t there, so immersive is the cockpit.

Those weaned on the slower, more methodical space combat 
of Elite: Dangerous take note: this is a far faster experience.
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Thrusting out into open space after 
spending time inside the space station 
wreckage never ceases to unnerve.

        

JUDGEMENT

Nothing comes close to its sense 
of weightless wonder.

Managing oxygen is a seriously 
tense mechanic.

LOVES…

Too much story is told through 
dull audio diaries and text logs.

Forced camera movements may 
make you nauseous.

HATES…

Lost In Space
We’d rather risk throwing up in our 
mouths with Adrift than endure this 
Matt LeBlanc-led disaster of a sci-fi 
movie reboot again.

Better than…

Worse than…

Soma
Ok, so it’s not in space and it’s not in 
VR… but when it comes to capturing a 
sense of place and a compelling story, 
Soma really does knock it out the park.

A unique VR 
experience – but 
seriously lacking in 
substance.
Matt Sakuraoka-
Gilman

54%

Adrift was co-created 
by ex-Microsoft 
creative director 
Adam Orth, whose 
resignation during 
the controversial 
Xbox One launch was 
the inspiration for the 
game. Alex shares his 
initials, even!

NEED TO KNOWi

Review
The Final Verdict!

ADRIFT
Float like a butterfly… and that’s about it

A
lex Oshima is not
having a good day.
She’s woken up
after a presumably
spectacular series
of events to find

herself hanging on to the exploded
wreckage of a space station by her
wire-entangled foot, with oxygen
alarms blaring, and a space suit in
desperate need of a fresh MOT.

Naturally, there’s more to the story as to
how Alex got into this situation, but then,
that’s what the rest of this ‘FPX’ (first
person experience) – the dev’s term, not
ours – threatens to unravel, as you
blunder about the devastated space
station reading logs, listening to (sigh)
audio diaries, and generally getting to the
bottom of things while simultaneously
attempting to stay alive.

This all plays out from inside Alex’s
EVA suit, a unique element which makes
the videogame HUD actually make sense
for a change. Your in-game helmet has
essential information displayed upon it,

so when you hear a warning beep, or if
your breathing suddenly gets heavier,
you’ll find yourself actively looking, as in
moving your head around, to get a better
view of the inside of your helmet and the
various indicators and gauges.

Bad air day
The task of surviving requires you to
keep an eye on your oxygen levels as you
meander around the ship. With your suit
a bit knackered, you need to utilise stores
of the stuff for breathing and to power
your thrusters to move around. The act
of simply moving about the ship is ridden
with tension as a result. Canisters litter
the station, like the air bubbles in the old
Sonic games, which you can grab for a
quick refill of precious O2. There’s
nothing quite like timing your last thrust,
with the sound of Alex’s frantic breathing
in your ears, knowing that if it doesn’t
take you to within grabbing distance of
an air canister then you’re a goner.
Suffocating in VR, with Alex’s finger’s
flailing at the glass right in front of you, is
an impressively scary experience.

Speaking of being a goner, there was
more than one occasion during the 
game’s brief (roughly three hour long) 
story where we had to pause to take our 
headset off. Oculus Rift’s digital storefront 
gives this game an ‘Intense’ comfort 
rating for a reason, and every so often 
Adrift likes to take control of the camera 
away. Your head movement suddenly 
being governed by Alex as she reaches 
for a door handle or, worse, flings herself 
merrily across zero gravity space 
grabbing handholds as she goes, is the 
stuff of your dry cleaner’s nightmares.

Adrift does have a specific button 
assigned to help those who do feel sick; 
tapping B limits your vision to a tunnel in 
the centre of the screen. But the fact that 
this is even a problem is an indicator of 
just how much more work needs to be 
done in the realms of virtual reality 
gaming before developers figure out all 
of the rules of engagement.

That said, Adrift is an experience 
which can only be as impressive as it is in 
a VR headset. Initially, it’s an almost 
overwhelmingly well delivered 
experience of virtual weightlessness, 
with stunning views and a glorious sense 
of oppressive space. But with the lack of 
things to do beyond thrust about coo-ing 
and occasionally stopping for an eye 
break, there’s little that will stay with you 
beyond the opening minutes.  

“THERE WAS MORE THAN ONE 
OCCASION WHERE WE HAD TO PAUSE
TO TAKE OUR HEADSET OFF”M
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Format PC  Publisher 505 Games  Developer Three One Zero  ETA Out now  Players 1
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The story is deliberately vague. Your
only clue as you set out is that you’re
aiming to take down a dragon.

     

JUDGEMENT

VR allows the world to breathe
to an unprecedented degree.

The ageing mechanic is a unique
spin on traditional levelling…

LOVES…

... but it also means you have less
agency in how your hero is built.

Getting stuck is frustrating when
you can only play in short bursts.

HATES…

Toren
Playing this game about growing up is
like having your tonsils extracted
through your nostrils with a whisk
while listening to Enya in reverse.

Better than…

Worse than…

Fable
Did the ageing thing first, and packed a
lot more personality into its
genre-defining RPG threads. Also had
100% more John Cleese.

The Rift’s best launch
game, though it
highlights the
hardware’s limitations.
Matt Sakuraoka-
Gilman

7 %

The team at Gunfire
Games has some
hefty RPG-crafting
chops, thanks to
much of its team
once holding roles at
Darksiders and
Darksiders II
developer Vigil
Games.

NEED TO KNOWi

CHRONOS
Hey Roger Daltrey? Dying doesn’t stop you getting old

I
magine looking at a
pretty painting on a
wall. You can
admire the artist’s
work but always
from outside the

frame. There’s an inescapable distance
there. In this third-person action-RPG,
you’re able to step inside that frame, to
become a part of a fantastical world
Gunfire has created. It’s a wonderfully
unique feeling.

There’s a moment, near the beginning of
Chronos, when the fact that it’s a VR
exclusive makes all the sense in the world.
Each room you enter as your nameless
hero is shown from a single camera angle,
usually in a far corner of any given area.
From this vantage point you can move
your head to look where you please,
peeking around corners to see what’s
waiting for you in the next room. The
moment we’re talking about comes when
the camera is placed in mid air, out over
the cleft of a rocky precipice as our hero
trots along its rain slick edge. We look up

to see rain drops lash down. We look down
to see the ocean far, far below. And we
shiver. We can almost feel a chill in the air,
despite playing in our cozy living room.
The sense of place afforded to the world
through this inside-the-frame VR setup is
immediately arresting.

And the RPG underpinning it all isn’t
half bad either. The combat is all swords
and boards, a floatier and less tangible
take on Dark Souls, complete with
dodging, enemy tells, and a rudimentary
spell casting system. It lacks the clarity of
Souls, though, perhaps as a side effect of
its VR nature, with long distance camera
angles in particular ripping you out of the
experience, as you find yourself pulling
enemies across rooms just to get a better
view of them, rather than for a legitimate
tactical advantage.

Age concerns
There’s a neat ageing mechanic which
sees your character grow older by a year
with each death, lending success or
failure a certain degree of sweetly
tangible pressure/relief. As your

character ages, the way you distribute
stats is altered; While you’re young you
can pop more points more effectively
into your strength, but the older you get
the more you need to rely on intellect
and magic to get by. In effect, however,
rather than usher you into interesting
decisions about your character’s build,
this ends up shepherding you down
premade stat paths. You rarely get to feel
the sense of character ownership that
you might in other stat-based RPGs.

There’s another element of Chronos
which is an unfortunate, but necessary,
criticism to level at it. This is a 10-15 hour
long RPG, rather than a 20 minute burst
arcade experience. Realistically, though,
you’re only able to play for about 45
minutes to an hour before you start to
feel uncomfortable. There’s none of the
nausea that we’ve found in first person
VR games here, but the fact remains that
you’re wearing a steadily heating piece of
tech on your head. You’ll need to take
breaks to avoid headaches, and if you
wear glasses, pushing the frames into
your forehead for any longer than this
can be incredibly uncomfortable. The VR
elements of Chronos completely make
the case for its exclusivity to headsets,
but there’s no escaping that it also means
the enjoyment you get out of it (and
there’s a lot to get out of it) can only be
earned in fits and starts.

“WE ALMOST FEEL A CHILL IN THE
AIR, DESPITE PLAYING IN OUR COZY
LIVING ROOM”M
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As the years go by, you can attend a 
number of different annual festivals 
and seasonal events in the town.

Review
The Final Verdict!

I
f you’ve ever played
Harvest Moon you’ll 
want to play this. 
And if you haven’t? 
You’ll still want to 
play this. While 

farming sims aren’t known to be most 
people’s genre of choice, the blend of 
relaxing countryside roaming and 
charming atmosphere on show here 
has a near-universal appeal. 

Getting into the swing of farm life is easy 
enough, and there’s a gentle satisfaction 

to planting crops and watching them
grow until you’re able to harvest and sell 
them. It’s a very peaceful existence, with 
plenty of new areas and tools introduced 
over time to keep you playing. If you 
don’t have green thumbs then fishing is 
a good way to reel in cash, creative types 
will love the crafting options, or if you’ve 
got more of an adventurer’s streak then 
the monster-filled mines are where you 
should spend most of your time. The 
local town is also stuffed with people to 
talk to and even flirt with, as well as a 
deeper story to uncover.

It’s incredibly deep and varied for a 
game made by just one person 
(seriously, how the chuff did he make 
something this polished on his tod?!), but 
with such limited resources it’s 
(understandably) a little rough around 
the edges. There’s a levelling system that 
unlocks things like new crafting recipes 
or makes fishing a little easier, but the 
difference is so slight we found ourselves 
questioning the value of its inclusion. 
There are also a few minor bugs here 
and there – though the developer has 
been so impressively quick at 
responding and fixing them that they 
shouldn’t cause any long-term problems.

Just dew it
Most of all Stardew Valley is just 
delightfully idyllic. There’s a calmness to 
slowly pottering around while tending to 
your cauliflower plants, or collecting 
eggs from your chicken coop. There’s a 
giddy joy in finding the best gift for your 
beau, or seeing your dog explore your 
fields. It won’t get your heart racing, but 
that peacefulness it what we love most
about it, and why it keeps eating up
whole evenings even
though we told 
ourselves “just one 
more hour” days ago.

Daniella Lucas 86

NOW 
PLAYING 
This month’s biggest time 
sinks on Team GM

1 THE DIVISION
PS4

The eternal loot loop isn’t 
quite as… well, eternal as I’d 
like, what with the lack of 
late game raiding on launch, 
but I’m still having top fun 
replaying the story missions 
in hard mode.
Matt Sakuraoka-Gilman, Editor

4HITMAN
PS4

I’m utterly rubbish at Agent 47’s brand 
of assassination, so half my time is 
spent waiting for loading screens 
post-failure. Fun failure, though.
Matt Sakuraoka-Gilman, Editor

2 STREET FIGHTER V
PS4

I’m playing Rashid, and while I don’t 
really know what I’m doing, that does 
at least make my fighting style 
gloriously unpredictable.
Ben Griffin, Senior Staff Writer

3SHADOWRUN: 
HONG KONG

PC 
I’ve dived back into the 
world of triads and trolls to 
check out the new free 
mini-campaign, and it’s 
been a joy exploring the 
rain-slicked streets again.
Robin Valentine, Production Editor

OFFICE LUNCHTIME 
GAME OF THE MONTH:

EA SPORTS UFC 2
PS4
The proper matches are a 
bit slow for a lunchtime 
scrap, but the speedier 
Knockout mode has been a 
smash hit.

6XCOM 2
PC

Not sure about the new Anarchy’s 
Children DLC – now my soldiers all 
look like juggalos and every VIP’s got 
schoolgirl pigtails… even the blokes.
Robin Valentine, Production Editor

STARDEW VALLEY
Cream of the crops

Format PC  Publisher Chucklefish  Developer ConcernedApe  ETA Out now  Players 1

The town is filled with loads of 
shops and even a library to donate 
any rare finds you dig up to.

5 BATMAN: ARKHAM 
KNIGHT

PC 
I fired this up to find the 
devs have added the new 
Batsuit and Batmobile from 
Batman V Superman. The 
detail is superb – they even 
made Batman chunkier.
Ben Griffin, Senior Staff Writer
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Unbutton your winter jackets as
Rainbow Six Siege’s second of four DLC
packs shifts the action from Canada to
the US, including a new map and two
playable Operators. If the states don’t
float your boat, hold on for packs three
and four later this year – they’ll be
focused on Brazil and Japan respectively.
All those maps are free, remember, and
the characters are unlockable with
in-game currency.

if that doesn’t sate your desire
to shoot people with machine
guns in scenic locales, check out
the Eclipse pack for Call Of Duty:
Black Ops III, which includes four
new multiplayer maps, as well as
your requisite slice of undead action with
a new episode for Zombies mode. As
ever, be aware that it’s releasing a little
earlier on PS4, so PC and Xbox One
players may still have a bit of a wait.

Not that Microsoft fans should mind
too much, however, as they can be
getting stuck into Halo 5: Guardians’
free Ghosts Of Meridian update. Inside
this lovely digital present from 343
you’ll find new maps, weapons, skins,
and emblems, as well as the Skirmish At

Darkstar map for Warzone, and
Tyrant, a smaller Capture

The Flag and Assault
arena. There’s also a
new vehicle, the
charmingly named
Hannibal Mantis.

If that gets you
thinking about a certain

psychopath, you can satisfy your thirst
for gore with Mortal Kombat X’s
Kombat Pack 2 and its horror-inspired
nasties. NetherRealm Studios continues
to mix up the slaughter with four new
characters added to the already
impressive line up, including cameos
from the Alien and Leatherface,
alongside returning character Bo’ Rai
Cho (Liu Kang and Kung Lao’s drunken
mentor) and ‘new’ robot Triborg (who,
via his variations, actually allows you
to play as classic cyborgs Sektor,
Cyrax, Smoke, and, if you tap  
up twice and hit Triangle or Y 
on character select, even Cyber 
Sub-Zero). Unfortunately for 
computer-bound kombatants, 
the developer has bafflingly made 
the decision not to bring this content 
(or any future updates) to the PC 
version of the game. Those just now 
diving in on console, however, can pick 
up Mortal Kombat XL, a bundle which 
includes the game, this pack, and all 
previously released DLC.

HOT 
DOWNLOADS 

The latest DLC and
expansi

MOON HUNTERS

DAY OF THE TENTACLE
REMASTERED

Format PC Pub Kitfox Games Dev Kitfox Games ETA Out now Players 1-4

Format PS4, PS Vita, PC (reviewed) Publisher Double Fine Productions
Developer Double Fine Productions ETA Out now Players 1

Crater than the sum of its parts

We’re suckers for the old stuff

L
oads of games can be
easily pigeon-holed
these days. This quaint
action-RPG defies any
dove-pokery, though,

seeming to offer up one thing (a
Zelda-like top-down RPG with four
player couch co-op), but instead taking
a left turn at bizarro junction to end up
somewhere we’ve never been before.

That place is a procedural mythology
generator. At the outset you pick one of

four (with another two unlockable)
characters, whose story you then set out
to mould through a journey to find the
moon, which has gone AWOL. Through
lush pixelated environs you adventure,
battering local fauna while nattering to
anything which doesn’t try to kill you.
Different character traits enable, or block
off, different story options. Earn yourself
the trait of bravery, by, say, standing up to a
lion and healing its injuries, and you’ll be
able to explore scary looking caves later
on which you would otherwise baulk from.

E
ver noticed how some 
things only sound 
crazy when you try to 
explain them to 
someone else? Here’s 

an example: Tim Schafer’s 1993 classic 
begins when a sentient tentacle is 
transformed into a tyrannical genius 
hellbent on world domination. Playing 
as three crackpot heroes, your mission 
is to travel back in time and prevent its 
megalomaniac metamorphosis from 
ever taking place… 

And, of course, you fail. Hoagie gets 
stranded in colonial times with the 
founding fathers. Laverne, meanwhile, is 
marooned two hundred years in the 
future, in a tentacle-administered dystopia. 
Then there’s Bernard, struggling in the 
present day to repair a clapped-out time 
machine for a mad scientist. And since all 
three of your oddball adventurers are 
exploring the same mansion, many of the 
game’s peculiar puzzles task you with 
changing the past in order to achieve 
some end in the future.

A single playthrough of a character’s 
story is incredibly short – only an hour or 
so. But beyond that there’s plenty of 
scope to replay, unlocking new areas and 
gathering the knowledge of encounters 
in the world and how they work as you 
locate your lunar quarry. It’s a game flow 
which defies regular categorisation, and 
is easy to admire as a result.

On the flip side, though, procedural 
storytelling is a tough nut to crack, and a 
few inconsistencies can break the flow. 
Having your hero track the course of the 
moon as she camps at night might 
sound cool, but isn’t it supposed to be 
missing? Regardless, there’s a unique, 
endearing quality to 
Moon Hunters worth 
tracking down.  Matt 
Sakuraoka-Gilman

Unfortunately, the obscure brand of 
logic at work in this cartoon world can 
seem awkward to modern sensibilities, 
and a handful of the game’s barmiest 
brainteasers are famously inscrutable. 
But while all but the most masochistic of 
players will have to resort to a 
walkthrough at some point, there’s still 
more than enough wit and whimsy to 
commend Day Of The Tentacle even in its 
most arcane moments. 

And as a work of digital preservation, 
this remastered edition is superb. The 
updated visuals are as charming as the 
1993 source material, but purists are 
never more than a button press away 
from the pixelated original, which holds 
up remarkably well in its own right too.

They don’t make them 
like this anymore. That’s 
both a shame and a quiet 
relief.  James Nouch

After a while you begin to see the 
procedural blueprint at work behind 
the game, and your immersion breaks.

A full version of the game’s 
predecessor, Maniac Mansion, is 
available to play on an in-game PC.

ons e ored
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We Old Games!
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Leo and Mikey taking out the trash 
back in surprisingly purple prehistoric 
times. Look, Mikey brought a skipping 
rope! He would never hurt anyone!

TURTLES IN TIME
Time waits for no man-sized juvenile reptile

W
e could be heroes… 
in the event of a UK 
government 
decision that 
hearing the word 
‘ninja’ would 

transform impressionable children 
into dangerous nunchaku-wielding 
lunatics, therefore only ‘Hero Turtles’ 
was acceptable. Yes, this was a thing 
that happened in the 1980s, and it 
wasn’t until the 2003 Turtles relaunch 
that we were able to reclaim the 
original, untainted title for British use. 
And now look at us! We’re all lunatics. 

The origins
Throughout the late ’80s and early ’90s, 
arcade scrolling beat-'em-ups were 
dominated by three overpowered boss 
characters: Capcom, Sega, and Konami. 
Final Fight and the D&D brawlers helped 
seal Capcom’s place; Sega brandished 
Golden Axe, Alien Storm, and Spider-Man; 
and Konami’s streak included The 
Simpsons and X-Men. But the 
competition really kicked off with TMNT.

The Turtles had been around since 
1984, thanks to Kevin Eastman and Peter 
Laird’s surprisingly dark cult comic. But 

the first games didn’t surface until the 
1987 animated series established its own 
dopey knockabout vibe, and from then 
on we’d rarely find ourselves short of 
pizza-violating beat-'em-ups. And hot on 
the green heels of the first arcade outing 
came this sequel, refining the template 
and causing confusion with the 
ecologically reckless recipe book Turtles 
In Thyme. 

It was a product of its day in many 
ways, combining elements from the 
cartoon and the troubling second 
live-action film (including mutants Tokka 
and Rahzar but not, sadly, Vanilla Ice). But
there was also an impressive amount of 
indie-spirited madness in there, including
a plot about Krang getting his fat, 
thieving android hands on the Statue of 
Liberty, all but abandoned by the time 
the intro sequence was over.

The legend
The rest of the game was clearly a 
barrage of profound metaphor. (Roll with
us here.) The opening New York stages 
with their wrecking balls and identikit 
goons were an indictment of the 
self-destructive ‘me too’ ethos of the era. 
When Shredder sent the Turtles 

cartwheeling back to 250,000,000 BC
(he doesn’t mess about) it was to a world
of primal creative potential from which
they could fashion a better and
considerably madder beat-'em-up.

From there, we fast-forwarded to 1530
AD, and the rain-slick deck of a pirate ship
battered by a maelstrom of publisher and
shareholder expectations; then again,
onto 1885, where a barrelling Wild West
steam train symbolised the need to
capitalise on IP in its rush towards
inevitable redundancy. Personality-less
Foot Ninjas tailed our heroes through the
ages, an ever-present reminder of blind
genre conformity, avoided only by
constant vigilance.

Next up it was on to FUTURE TIMES in
2020 AD (practically tomorrow at this
point) for breakneck hoverboard
shenanigans, envisioning a risk-averse
AAA games industry where rivals’ only
survival plan was to cling to known
property for dear life. This segued into
the cautionary tale of 2100 AD: cold,
robot-patrolled starbase corridors
overlooking barren vistas, a eulogy for
cynical, clinical future remakes bereft of
the freewheeling charm.

Finally, laying the smack down on
Krang (representing Capcom) returned
the Turtles (Konami) to the present day
where they could dominate Shredder
(Sega) and lay claim to the Statue of
Liberty (the lucrative Western market).
It’s all there, clear as day.

The legacy
With its slippery, hectic combat and
sprite work full of quirky little animation

“DESPITE THE BORROWING OF 
CONTENT FOR HYPERSTONE HEIST,
THERE WAS NO DIRECT FOLLOW UP”

Developer Konami
Publisher Konami
Released 1991
Format Arcade, SNES
Get it Unlockable in TMNT 3: Mutant 
Nightmare (GameCube, Xbox, PS2)
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Shredder kindly offered to take 
everyone on. And their mums.

Lobbing Foot Ninjas into the screen: 
comedy gold in any time period.

flourishes, Turtles In Time sealed a 
reputation as the most infectiously 
enjoyable Turtles romp on record, and 
anyone challenging that reputation is 
ritually booed and jabbed in the buttocks 
with a stick bigger than Donatello’s.

And yet, despite a top SNES 
conversion (with an extra Technodrome 
level) as Turtles IV: Turtles In Time, and 
heavy borrowing of content for Mega 
Drive counterpart The Hyperstone Heist, 
there was no follow-up – or at least not 
directly. So well did it build on its 
predecessor, this game’s legacy was to 
lock down the scrolling scrapper 
template for future Turtles games, from 
which few strayed in terms of gameplay 
whatever the visual flavour of the month.

Those new flavours didn’t always 
work – its own 2009 Re-Shelled relaunch 
threw on charmless 3D clothes and 
alienated the old-school fans most likely 
to take the plunge. Which seemed 
especially short-sighted in a time of retro 
celebration championed by the likes of 
Castle Crashers and Scott Pilgrim. But 
don’t you worry, fellas, the good times 
won’t be forgotten that easily. We’ll 
always have 1991. And 2020. And 
250,000,000 BC. Cowing bongos! 

Three decades on, still teenagers

1 Teenage Mutant 
Hero Turtles
(NES – 1989)
In the year of the Turtles’ 
first arcade beat-'em-up, 
they mobbed the NES 
with platformin’ in mind. 
One player handled all four 
Turtles, yet it was harder than 
Krang’s android derriere. To the 
point of being aggravatingly unfair 
– but as the debut outing it was 
adored. The arcade game came 
next, and the NES managed one 
more in The Manhattan Project.

2 Fall Of The  
Foot Clan
(Game Boy – 1990)
The plot of this initial handheld 
side-scroller involved… yep, April 
doing her Princess Peach thing and 
being abducted by Shredder for 
about the 36th time. Despite 
tottering along as if badly hungover, 
the towering Turtle sprites were 
some mad graphical voodoo so 
early in the Game Boy’s life. Back 
From The Sewers and Radical 
Rescue made it a trilogy.

3 Tournament 
Fighters
(SNES, Mega Drive, NES – 1993)
The final game for a decade went all 
SFII on us. While the superior SNES 
version buffed its roster with odd 
sorts from shark-thing Armaggon to 
bat-thing Wingnut, the NES and 
Mega Drive got their own variations 
on the eccentric line-up. But the 
action was solid across the board, 
and some of the special attack 
shouts sounded like bad swears, 
which always helps.

4 Teenage Mutant 
Ninja Turtles
(PC, GameCube, Xbox, PS2 – 2003)
Reviving the licence with all the 
Hero nonsense finally in the past, 
Konami got back into scrolling 
fighters with this bad lad and its 
sequels Battle Nexus and Mutant 
Nightmare – a last hurrah before the 
licence went to Ubisoft. While the 
maddening voice samples ("Eat 
feet!") encouraged actual violence, 
the cel-shaded look was a success 
and each entry offered a significant 
wodge of game.

5 Out Of The 
Shadows
(PC, PS3, 360 – 2013)
This time the intervening decade 
did contain games (based on the 
2007 film and 2012 series), just not 
great ones. Having Activision at the 
helm didn’t keep digital title Out Of 
The Shadows from falling short of a 
rosy renaissance. Despite Arkham- 
esque combat and shellfuls of fan 
service, the ugly models and clunky 
traversal hobbled its chances of 
being a Legend of Gaming to swoon 
over 25 years from now.
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RetroMaster
We OldGames!

HOGS OF WAR
(PC, PS1 – 2000)

Deploy your porcine paratroopers 
to Saustralasia in the South Pigsific 

for Worms-style warfare and 
near-endless puns of the meaty 

variety. Rik Mayall also did a 
crackling job as narrator. 

You’re very welcome.

FUR 
FIGHTERS

(PC, PS2, Dreamcast – 2000)

This “elite strike squad of cuddly 
commandos” included the likes of 

Rico The Penguin and Bungalow The 
Kangaroo, adding firepower to the 

fight against Viggo’s legions of 
Stupid Bears. Its 2012 iPad 

relaunch went rudely 
unnoticed.

NINJA 
HAMSTER

(CPC, C64, Spectrum – 1987)

Not the most cutting-edge fighter, 
but the appealingly idiotic concept 

and characters such as Perilous 
Parrot and Sinister Rat – and fact it 

got made in the first place – 
deserve a shout out at least 

once a decade.ANIMAL
SCRAPPERS
Fighting tooth, nail, claw and, er...
bacon. Here’s an animalistic listicle

W
e bet there are studies – profound, eye-opening studies – 
into why anthropomorphic animals make such popular 
cartoon heroes, with findings equally relevant to games. 
The balance shifted when we began to conquer the 
uncanny valley, making human heroes more relatable 
while beast-faced humanoids shuffled closer to peak 

weirdness. But we were so ruddy mad for it in the past that we also got games 
with actual animal heroes (such as Donkey Kong Country and Okami), 
humans with animal traits (SonSon and Lionheart), and part-timers with 
transformation party tricks (Altered Beast and Rampage). Not here though – 
and in keeping with this issue’s Ninja Turtles theme, no pacifistic 
puzzle-solvers either. But anthropomorphic frogs, dogs, and hogs with a 
knack for knocking heads together? You’ll fit right in. 

SIX OF THE BEST…
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Grab Bag
Retro gems from every e

Final Fantasy X
Format PS2  Developer Square  Released 2001    
Here’s a Sin that the Pet Shop Boys were never cut out to cope 
with. While major FF antagonists are usually human, FFX gave us 
the city-levelling airborne horror-whale that was Sin. To make it go 
nuclear you had to fly an airship into its mouth and face the 
world-class crazy parade within, including the ancient, parasitic 
summoner who created it. So yeah. Bit different that time. 

Extreme
Format Spectrum  Developer Probe  Released 1991    
Before their Shiny success with Earthworm Jim and MDK, David 
Perry and Nick Bruty were making the Spectrum do unfeasible 
things for Probe Software in this mad ballistic rainbow of a game. 
Pounding through the last stage in a screen-high walker had to be 
the highlight. Probe was a mightily prolific developer. Its founder 
Fergus McGovern sadly passed away earlier this year. 

Black Tiger
Format Arcade  Developer Capcom  Released 1987    
Ah, Black Tiger. A monster-infested maelstrom of hack-and-slash 
platforming, dagger-chucking, and pillar-clinging. When it looked 
like the leading title of Capcom’s downloadable Arcade Cabinet 
experiment a few years ago, we got a bit excited. Unfortunately, 
nothing else came of it. Bah. Where’s the full Bionic Commando 
Rearmed-style reboot we were (not specifically) promised?    

Awesome Boss!

Classic Moment!

Remake Request!SAMURAI 
WARRIOR

(CPC, C64, Spectrum– 1988)

A sedate, scrolling fighter starring 
rabbit ronin and occasional Turtles 

guest star, Usagi Yojimbo. Don’t 
forget: meet a peasant, press fire 

and hold down to bow; meet a 
ninja, press fire and hold up to 

rip ‘em numerous new 
ones.

T’AI FU
(PS1 – 1999)

No, not the world’s first teabag 
hero, but a kung-fu tiger keen to 

crush the Dragon Clan by mastering 
every animal-related martial art. He 

was cool, his range of moves was 
big and flashy, and none of his 

mates were voiced by 
Jack titting Black.

BATTLETOADS
(NES – 1991)

No rundown of chest-thumping 
beastie boys is complete without 

Rash, Zitz, and Pimple, cruising the 
cosmos with fists and feet that could 

turn into power tools because of 
reasons. Nowadays, Rash enjoys 

solo rucks with the cast of 
Killer Instinct.

era
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P
ixelated sprites in Perler beads, 
paper versions of our favourite 
retro characters, stained glass 
recreations of the original 
Pokédex: we love and celebrate it 
all. Yet nothing lights our nostalgia 

fires more than a tantalising glimpse of how old 
school games look in the Unreal engine. From Spyro 
The Dragon to The Legend Of Zelda: The Wind Waker, 
in Unreal 4 we’ve seen it all. Or thought we had, until 
Orlando-based artist Jarlan Perez decided to 
recreate Ash Ketchum’s bedroom.

“I’m a professional 3D artist with a passion for mechs, 
robots, and pretty much anything sci-fi,” explains Perez. 
“I love to tinker and find out how things work, which 
helps when creating new designs. During the day I’m a 
design engineer for a well-known defence company 
where I develop and design training simulations. Pretty 
much training games for the military. During the 
evenings I am an indie freelancer, developer, 3D printing 
enthusiast, and prop maker.” Yes, let that sink in. Perez’s 
day job might sound like he’s training future soldiers, but 

don’t worry, at night he’s making digital Pokéballs just for 
us. Reassuring.  

Unreal deal
The recreation of the room, complete with Pokéball 
duvet cover – that needs to be a thing, Nintendo – and 
giant Snorlax is a love letter to the franchise. “I was eight 
years old when Pokémon came out and I had one of the 
fat grey Game Boys, a relic today,” says Perez. “Seeing 
the first episode on my box tube TV I fell in love with the 
concept. There was just something about it, being eight 
years old – close to the age of a Pokémon trainer in the 
game – and choosing a companion that you would take 
on all sorts of adventures was very appealing. There was 
no-one telling you how you should do something, or 
what path to take. You literally did things your way while 
striving to be the best.”

Just like our renewed excitement for Pokémon Red 
and Blue, Perez loves the fact that the original quests to 
catch ’em all felt like true adventures. “Everyone’s story 
was different and how they chose to overcome 
obstacles was unique to them,” he enthuses. “The 
internet wasn’t as accessible as it is today. If you got 

stuck, you had to solve your own problems. With Sun 
and Moon being able to transfer from Red/Blue/Yellow, it 
awakens fond memories and nostalgia that lies within a 
lot of us who experienced generation one.”

When it came to transferring that passion into Unreal 4, 
Perez wanted to take as much as possible and represent it 
in the room without it feeling too busy. “I took some 
creative liberties mostly by combining different points in 
time into one,” he explains. “I hope I didn’t anger the 
purists, but so far it seems to be very positively taken. The 
opening shot features a very obscure Ho-oh which was a 
big mystery in the beginning and adds a sense of wonder 
and unknown. I decided to add the Kanto Badges 
alongside the Summer Academy diploma, PokéRinger 

Ash Ketchum’s bedroom, created in
beautiful 3D? We threw a Pokéball at artist
Jarlan Perez to find out more The room has six Pokéballs, one of which is open to 

represent Pikachu never staying in his ball. D’awww.

Perez wanted to celebrate the 20th anniversary 
and reveal of Sun and Moon with his own tribute.

“I TOOK SOME
CREATIVE LIBERTIES
– HOPE I DIDN’T
ANGER THE PURISTS!” 

POKÉMON IN UNREAL 
IS SUPER EFFECTIVE
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GONDOLA BABY GONDOLA  
Use the excuse of it being one 
of the world’s most romantic 
cities, but the real reason 
you’re dragging your significant 
other to Venice is Assassin’s 
Creed II. Pop in headphones, 
get Jesper Kyd on Spotify, and 
wander the streets as Ezio 
would have done. No rooftop 
running though; stay safe. Find 
more at: http://bit.l m vn 

 
TEMPLE TANTRUMS 

We’re seriously 
jealous of 
Nathan Drake’s 
travels, in 
particular his 
Uncharted 2 

trip to 
Kathmandu. It’s 

the capital of Nepal 
and filled with fascinating 
history. Plus, don’t worry, you 
won’t have to find the 
Cintamani Stone. For more, see: 
http://bit.l m ku 
 
DIAMOND CITY 
If you fancy seeing 
what Boston was 
like before the 
nukes of Fallout 4, 
why not take a trip 
to Massachusetts? 
You can walk the 
real life Freedom 
Trail and view the 
sights or head to a 
restaurant and chow down on 
some Maine lobster roll. 
Radaways not necessary. More 
info at: http://bit.l m bn

Ash Ketcum’s many hard-earned gym badges are displayed proudly in their custom case. They look so beautiful 
and shiny in 3D – it makes us wish for a real life set. 

Perez’s custom Pokédex took him the longest as he 
wanted to craft something intuitive.

Perez considered the very first designed Pokémon, 
Rhydon, for this silhouette, but decided on Bulbasaur.

winner’s certificate, the Soothe Bells, wooded Teddiursa, 
the Twinleaf trophy, the Pokédex, and Pokéballs, which 
came later in the series. I also chose to add Red’s hat 
which is also worn by Ash later on.”

Palette cleanser 
Perez is also proud to have created 
his own version of the Pokédex that
can be seen on the desk laptop. “I 
enjoyed reimagining that,” he says. 
“I spent a good amount of time 
figuring the best layout to display all
the information in a pleasing 
manner.” Easter egg wise, Perez has
snuck in a few. The calendar reads 
February 1996 – the original release
date of Red and Blue – and first 
Pokémon Bulbasaur’s silhouette is 
the calendar image.

And how long did it take? Not nearly what you’d 
imagine. “The assembly of the project for this video took 
about four days,” says Perez. “The idea started a bit 
earlier when a good friend of mine, Leonardo Carrion, 

and I were discussing how awesome it would be to 
create a Pokémon tribute in Unreal. We bounced some 
ideas around and were each going to develop a certain 
area of Palette Town. I would recreate Ash’s room and 

Leo an undisclosed area. I’m going to 
keep it quiet for now since there is 
still great potential.”

There’s no doubt that Perez will 
return to the program for more 
reimaginings: “Unreal Engine 4 
unbinds the artist, or anyone 
willing to learn, of technical 
barriers. You are free to create and 
develop whatever comes to your 
mind, at no starting cost. Not only 
can you get some up fairly quickly 
but also have it look amazing. 
Unreal Engine 4 has become 

synonymous with high quality and 
that is why I think people get excited. Also, I don’t want 
to make any big promises but I do get my Vive next 
month and I sure would love to see how this feels in VR.” 
He’s not the only one. Louise Blain

See Ash’s room in that
newfangled moving picture

form all the cool kids are using
on Perez’s YouTube channel.

We promise the Snorlax is even
cuter in the video:

http://bit.ly/gmashroom
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1
Iudex Gundyr 
Being that this is your absolute 
first boss fight in the whole 

game your options on beating him are 
fairly limited. If this is your first foray into 
Souls and you’re having trouble, consider
taking a long hard look at those starting 
classes and picking one which starts off 
the game with a bit more – ahem – fire 
power. The Pyromancer starting class 
comes with a Pyromancer Flame, which 
allows you to hurl fireballs at your enemy.
When Gundyr transforms at half health 
this can be invaluable, as a bit of fire will 
stun him ever so slightly for a free swipe 
or two. If you’ve no fire abilities, however, 
you should circle around to his left and 
stay very close to him, in order to bait his 
swings. Roll under these for an opening. 

2
Vordt Of The  
Boreal Valley
It’ll go against all your instincts 

upon stepping into the boss room, but 
you’ll need to get right up in Vordt’s face 
to get the better of him. Your best 
moment to strike is when he’s powering 
up his laser breath, though you should 
also aim to roll forward into his huge 
sweeps and to the sides of his downward 
arcing flails. Try to avoid standing at mid 
range, as he’ll break out a charge move 
that’s impossible to fully block.

3
Curse-Rotted 
Greatwood 
Ignore lock on, you won’t want 

it for this fight. In its first stage, avoid any 
and all attacks, don’t bother with the 
additional enemies as these will just 
respawn,  and aim to swing at the 
bulbous growths on the tree’s arms, legs,
and tummy. After a few strikes each bit of
him defeated will knock a chunk of health
away. For the second stage of the fight, 
after the floor is smashed, stand at mid to
long range and try to bait its standing 
attack, after which it’ll fall over – the 
perfect time for some free two-handed 
strikes. You can also attack the white arm
which emerges from his tummy, though 
be careful to avoid standing too close to 
the tree’s sides as he can swing this 
appendage around to get at you.

4
Crystal Sage 
This one should be easy, 
though a couple of fiendish 

tricks could catch you out. The Crystal 
Sage can spam magic homing missile 
attacks if you stand too far away, so each 
time he teleports around the room, aim 
to get right up in his chops ASAP. Forgo a
shield, as he has few melee attacks at his 
disposal, and wail on him. The real 
challenge comes when he starts 
teleporting around the room with decoy 
versions of himself popping up. Here you
need to anticipate his teleportation and 
spin your camera around to get a view of
the surrounding area. The first Sage you 
see pop up is the one to aim for.

5
Abyss Watchers 
Not one, but two boss fights 
back to back, this is probably 

the first point where series vets will 
come unstuck. The trick in the first 
stage is to know when to pile in and 
when to back off. If there are three 
bosses in the room, then get out of the 
way quick as they will do damage to 
one another. As soon as one dies, 
though, aim for the one left behind with 
the smaller health bar before getting 
stuck into the final one, as it’ll give you 
more time to work with before another 
three-way spawn. For the second stage, 
have a fire shield, possibly the Dragon 
Crest Shield, ready to deal with burning 
damage over time.

6
Deacons Of The Deep 
Use your surroundings! The 
Deacons meander slowly 

around a giant coffin in the centre of the 
room, so if you ever take damage then 
back off and trot around a corner before 
supping on some Estus. Watch out for 
the chubbier Deacons, as they are less 
liable to be stunned by your strikes, and 
sweep in to attack the enemies glowing 
red. Towards the end of the fight, don’t 
spend too much time backing off, as the 
final few spawning enemies can 
recharge their health. Roll on in, 
two-hand your weapon, and end them 
as fast as possible. High poise armour 
helps prevent stun locks.

7
High Lord Wolnir 
What an entrance! Bet you 
weren’t expecting that. Once 

you’ve changed your pants, start aiming 
your strikes for the bangles on each of 
Wolnir’s wrists. Be aware of his purple 
puking efforts though, as if you get 
stuck in the smog that’s unblockable 
death right there. This smog does 
handily clear away the skeletons, 
though. Use Wolnir’s arms as barriers to 
keep those spawned skeletons at 
distance, rather than tackling them 
yourself. Wolnir can also damage them 
himself when he charges.
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We die to the deadliest 
bosses so you don’t 

have to…

DARK SOULS III
DEMOLISHED!

Format PS4, XO, PC  Publisher Bandai Namco  Developer From Software  ETA Out now

The first seven bosses picked apart for your battering pleasure
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Welcome to GM’s carefully collated list of the most essential gamin
experiences you can undertake right now. If even one of the 50

games on here has passed you by, get a shift on post-haste

1

THE LAST OF US
PS4 / PS3
Naughty Dog brings all of its strengths
to the fore, fusing engaging gameplay
with stunning storytelling.

2

THE WITCHER 3: WILD HUNT
PS4 / XO / PC
An epic proposition that truly lives up
to its promise. Engaging, mature, and
unbelievably vast.

3

GRAND THEFT AUTO V
PS4 / XO / PC / PS3 / 360
The most comprehensive sandbox
going, full of wonderful distractions
and typical Rockstar humour.

4

MARIO KART 8
Wii U
Reinvention is what Ninty does best, 
and nowhere is that more apparent 
than in this joyous karter reborn.

5

HER STORY
PC / Mobile
An engrossing mystery that makes us
believe in FMV again. Utterly,
wonderfully unique.

11

SUPER MARIO MAKER
Wii U
The most brilliantly accessible level
creation game around, dripping with
Nintendo’s slick signature style.

12

ROCKET LEAGUE
PS4 / XO / PC
2015’s surprise hit combines football
and motors to create an amazingly
universal multiplayer experience.

13

FALLOUT 4
PS4 / XO / PC
A hundred little improvements over its
predecessor make this trip to the
wasteland one worth booking.

14

SPLATOON
Wii U
Injects more fun and colour into the 
online shooter genre than we
would’ve thought possible.

15

BLOODBORNE
PS4

DISHONORED 
PS4 / XO / PC / PS3 / 360

RISE OF THE TOMB RAIDER
XO / PC

ROCK BAND 4
PS4 / XO

FIRE EMBLEM AWAKENING 
3DS

21 22 23 24 25

31 32 33 34 35

41 42 43 44 45

DOTA 2
PC

HALO 5: GUARDIANS
XO

HEROES OF THE STORM
PC

LUIGI’S MANSION 2: DARK MOON
3DS

DARK SOULS
 PC / PS3 / 360
Combining challenge, intrigue, 
and desolate beauty like nothing 
before or since. Essential.

FORMAT  
BUYER’S GUIDE
Just bought a spanking new 
console? Configured a new rig? 
Or perhaps you’ve a new 
handheld ready to go? 
Whichever machine you’ve got, 
GM is here to ensure you’re 
clued in on the top exclusives

1  THE LAST OF US REMASTERED

2 JOURNEY

3 TOWERFALL ASCENSION

4 BLOODBORNE

5  RESOGUN

1 HALO 5: GUARDIANS

2 KALIMBA

3 FORZA HORIZON 2

4 SUNSET OVERDRIVE

5  ORI & THE BLIND FOREST

1 MARIO KART 8

2 SUPER MARIO MAKER

3 SPLATOON

4 BAYONETTA 2

5  SUPER MARIO 3D WORLD

W ng 

STREET FIGHTER V
PS4 / PC 

BATTLEFIELD 4
PS4 / XO / PC / PS3 / 360 

ELITE DANGEROUS 
XO / PC 

ANIMAL CROSSING: NEW LEAF
3DS

 LAYERS OF FEAR
PS4 / XO / PC

 SUPERHOT 
PC 
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JOURNEY
PS4 / PS3
This intensely emotional trip through a
strange, beautiful world is a truly
spellbinding display of games as art.

6

DESTINY: THE TAKEN KING
PS4 / XO / PS3 / 360
One year and three chunks of DLC later
and Bungie has finally made Destiny
the shooter-RPG it was meant to be.

7

TOWERFALL ASCENSION
PS4 / PC / PS Vita
Still nothing on current-gen has come
close to matching the multiplayer
thrills found in this twitchy battler.

8

METAL GEAR SOLID V:  
THE PHANTOM PAIN
PS4 / XO / PC / PS3 / 360
Hideo’s last hurrah brings open-world 
action to the revered series.

9 10

SPELUNKY
PS4 / PC / PS3 / 360 / PS Vita
Tight, brutally challenging, and
endlesly replayable – this is the
defining action roguelike.

16

THE WALKING DEAD
PS4 / XO / PC / PS3 / 360 /
PS Vita / Mobile
Both seasons display some of the
finest storytelling in videogames.

17

PORTAL 2
PC / PS3 / 360
Effortlessly combines pitch-perfect
puzzling with perhaps gaming’s best
ever comedy writing.

18

GUILD WARS 2:
HEART OF THORNS
PC
Still the benchmark for PC MMOs, and
the expansion is a worthy upgrade.

19

HOTLINE MIAMI
PS4 / PC / PS3 / PS Vita / Mobile
An ultra-violent neon nightmare of 
blood, drugs, and sharp white suits. So 
fast-paced you’ll get whiplash.

20

BAYONETTA 2 
Wii U

POKÉMON X & Y
3DS

MIDDLE-EARTH: SHADOW OF
MORDOR PS4 / XO / PC / PS3 / 360

TEARAWAY 
PS Vita

FAR CRY PRIMAL
PS4 / XO / PC 

26 27 28 29 30

36 37 38 39 40

46 47 48 49

FTL: FASTER THAN LIGHT
PC / Mobile

BATMAN: ARKHAM KNIGHT
PS4 / XO / PC

80 DAYS
PC / Mobile

TO THE MOON 
PC

SUPER SMASH BROS FOR WII U 
Wii U

50

1 HER STORY

2 GUILD WARS 2

3 DOTA 2

4 TOTAL WAR: ATTILA

5  KERBAL SPACE PROGRAM

1 FIRE EMBLEM AWAKENING

2 POKÉMON X & Y

3 ANIMAL CROSSING: NEW LEAF

4 LUIGI’S MANSION 2: DARK MOON

5  MONSTER HUNTER 4 ULTIMATE

1 TEARAWAY

2 PERSONA 4 GOLDEN

3 VELOCITY 2X

4  ZERO ESCAPE: VIRTUE’S LAST REWARD

5  GRAVITY RUSH

1 80 DAYS

2  FTL: FASTER THAN LIGHT

3 SORCERY 3

4  HEARTHSTONE: HEROES OF WARCRAFT

5  PAPERS, PLEASE

XCOM 2
PC 
Turn-based strategy gold that doesn’t 
pull its punches. Try not to get too 
attached to your soldiers, eh?

s month we catch 
n Griffin flailing his 

ms about in 
nect Star Wars

hi
BBen
aarm
KKKin

If you go in with the belief nothing can retroactively 
ruin the original films, not even the sight of Princess 
Leia dancing to a cover of Gwen Stefani’s Hollaback Girl 
including the line “I ain’t your hologram girl” while the 
bald guy from Cloud City DJs, then the Xbox 360’s 
motion-controlled Kinect Star Wars is a laugh. You can 
embody a Rancor and smash Tatooine to bits, pilot your 
very own podracer using gestures to accelerate and 
brake, or Force-fling around droids with casual waves 
of the hand as Anakin. Sure, controls are spotty, but 
Galactic Dance Off is worth limbering up for.

Team GM comes clean on the 
games it secretly plays when 

no-one’s watching…

SUPER MARIO 3D WORLD
Wii U

ALIEN ISOLATION 
PS4 / XO / PC / PS3 / 360

NIDHOGG 
PS4  / PC / PS Vita

TALES FROM THE BORDERLANDS
PS4 / XO / PC / PS3 / 360 / Mobile

UNCHARTED: THE NATHAN DRAKE 
COLLECTION PS4



NEXT MONTH…

ON SALE 19 MAY

MEET THE NEW KINGPIN OF OPEN WORLD CRIME-’EM-UPS 

ALSO NEXT ISSUE... 

PREVIEWED REVIEWED

Due to the unpredictable nature of the gaming world, all contents are subject to change.

ALSO
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“OF COURSE, YOU’D WANT
SEINFELD-STYLE CUTAWAYS TO
KRATOS’ STANDUP CAREER”
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A sneaky TV
executive steals our

idea and makes
millions.

NEXT
MONTH!

Because sometimes one brain isn’t enough

MASTERMINDS

Ben: Imagine sharing a flat with 100
Pikmin. It’d be a nightmare! You’d wake up 
to find them lugging away all your 
batteries and canned food. Watching a 
sitcom involving somebody else sharing a 
flat with 100 Pikmin, on the other hand, 
would offer incredible entertainment. I 
want to see this race of tiny aliens slowly 
drive everyone mad – roommates finding 
Rock Pikmin in their shoes, and struggling 
to sleep as loads of unblinking eyes stare 
at them from the shadows. 

Matt:  I want to see someone who would 
find that, and all other aspects of sharing a 

living space, infuriating. Kratos maybe? 
Although the resulting bloodbath as the 
God Of War picked Pikmin corpses out of 
his fists would perhaps be post-prime 
time viewing. Maybe a Big Daddy in there 
from Bioshock, as the father figure? He’d 
be good at DIY at least.

Robin:  Every sitcom needs a straight 
man – I think Gordon Freeman 
would be perfect. Like a 
silent, expressionless Ross. 
And his weird mate 
G-Man could keep 
turning up, always 
crashing on the sofa and 
eating all the snacks while 
Gordon does stony-faced 
shrugs to camera. Though 
that does mean we’ve managed 
to get three suggestions in and none of us 
have put forward a main character who 
can actually speak English…

Sam:  Surely there has to be the wacky 
one. You know, the one who keeps morale 
up when tensions flare amongst fellow 
housemates. The peace-keeper if you like. 
That said, it wouldn’t make for particularly 

interesting viewing, so let’s just stick 
Blanka in there. He’s wild, he’s mad, and 
would no doubt wind up Kratos beyond 
belief! Still, a punch-up between the two 
would provide good entertainment for the 
remaining flat mates – if the flat was still 
standing at the end of it of course.

Matt:  I’d love to see Blanka and Kratos 
doing menial tasks, like dealing 

with their irate landlord.

Ben:  For a Dallas-style 
twist, imagine at the end 
of the series it was 
revealed it all took place 

inside of the Pokémon 
Wailord. You could comb 

back through past episodes 
and spot telltale signs, like krill 

peeking out of kitchen cupboards, and 
that huge mysterious pair of tonsils 
hanging in the middle of the living room 
that no one ever mentions.

Robin:  Of course, you’d want 
Seinfeld-style cutaways to Kratos’ standup 
career too, where he asks what’s the deal 
with airline food, mother-in-laws, and 

murdering your entire family in a 
rage-filled fugue state.

Matt:  Do these guys have kids? Are 
Kratos and Freeman in some kind of My 
Two Dads scenario?

Robin:  Ellie from The Last Of Us could be 
their rebellious teenage daughter. Though 
you’d need to bleep a lot of her more 
creative language…

Ben:   Don’t get me wrong, I’d totally 
watch this, but it seems a nightmare to 
produce. The initial pitch would be 
difficult enough (“Yeah so it’s a man in a 
diving suit who doesn’t speak, sharing a 
flat with a man who killed his family, and 
there’s a green guy who sometimes 
electrifies people”), and the fight scenes 
alone would run way over budget. Plus 
imagine writing scenes for Kratos – he 
seems a right diva. Is this show doomed 
from the start, like a deranged Firefly?

Matt:  I think it was probably 
doomed from the moment 

we put 100 Pikmin in 
there, to be honest.

This month: Quantum Break can’t quite blend games and
TV, which led us to wonder… what would a ’90s era sitcom
look like if it starred a collection of videogame characters?

A
s Robin so eloquently 
put in his review 
(p64), Quantum 
Break is as adept at 
crowbarring TV into 
a game as an 

elephant is at handling fine china. But 
what if the tables were turned? How 
could we go about crafting a TV 
experience loaded with videogame-y 
ingredients? Time to head to the pub 
and thrash out the perfect ’90s era 
gaming sitcom…
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